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AbstratThe topi of this thesis is the study of the problem of automated synthesis ofontrollers and systems against formal spei�ations. Our two entral aims are tostudy these ontrol problems for branhing-time spei�ations and to study themto ahieve distributed ontrol.We start this study by onsidering the ontrol synthesis problem for simulationsand bisimulations. We show that one an solve this in polynomial time. Moreover,whenever a ontroller exists, we show how to automatially synthesize a polynomial-state ontroller in polynomial time.We then study the ontrol synthesis problem for asynhronous simulations andshow the surprising result that it is undeidable. In fat, we show that even theassoiated veri�ation problem is undeidable in this setting. The undeidabilityresults extend even to very simple lasses of onurrent systems.The ontrol and realizability problems for the branhing-time temporal logisCTL and CTL? are studied next. It turns out that one an study the problem in twosettings | one where the environment is stati and universal, the other where it is re-ative. The ontrol problem for universal environments redues to module-hekingand hene is, for CTL and CTL?, EXPTIME-omplete and 2-EXPTIME-omplete,respetively [KV96℄. We show that the omplexities of these problems in reativeenvironments beome exponentially harder | they are 2-EXPTIME-omplete forCTL and 3-EXPTIME-omplete for CTL?.We also investigate the ontrol-synthesis problem in a distributed setting, wherethe proesses ommuniate with eah other in a synhronous fashion and also in-terat with their loal environments aording to an arhiteture. This model isthe one studied in [PR90℄, and from the results therein it follows that for globalspei�ations, the only deidable arhitetures are the singly-anked pipelines. Westudy the ontrol problem for loal spei�ations and show that the lass of deidablearhitetures (mildly) inreases. We haraterize the exat lass of arhitetures forwhih the ontrol problem is deidable for loal spei�ations | this is the lassof arhitetures where eah onneted omponent is a sub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline.
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Chapter 1
Introdution

\Just the plae for a Snark!" the Bellman ried,As he landed his rew with are;Supporting eah man on the top of the tideBy a �nger entwined in his hair.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
The last �fty years have seen a tremendous inux of digital systems into our day-to-day lives | they are used in ommuniations, ontrol of industrial equipment,avionis, managing safety-ritial equipment suh as reators, in seurity systemsand even in digital gadgets inside ameras and washing mahines.One of the main onerns of the past three deades in omputer siene hasbeen the development of orret software. The most popular tool in the softwareengineering industry has been testing. Though very useful, it has been found in-adequate beause it an give no guarantee of the orretness of ode. The failureof many systems due to bugs in ode, espeially in safety-ritial software wheresuh bugs an result in tremendous losses to life and property, has led people tostudy the problem of formally verifying software. Mathematiians have over theyears studied this problem and have ome up with various methods suh as formaltheorem-proving where one gives formal semantis to programs and spei�ations1



Chapter 1: Introdution 2and proves that a program meets its spei�ation by giving a proof very similar toproofs in mathematis [Hoa69℄.The last twenty years have seen a tremendous inrease in the omplexity of sys-tems built in the industry. Formally proving suh programs orret is too dauntinga task and onsequently, has found few takers in the industry. However, there havebeen approahes to program veri�ation via theorem-proving with the aid of ma-hines. These theorem provers are built to �nd proofs, but, in most ases seekhuman guidane (see [Fit96℄). They are not fully automated and hene are not verypopular in the industry.The lassial notion of omputation has been that of reursive funtions or themehanism of Turing mahines that ompute funtions: they take an input, proessit, and output a result. However, there are many programs, suh as resoure shed-ulers in operating systems, ommuniation protools, et., that do not behave thisway. They are usually simple systems that are haraterized by an ongoing inde�niteinteration with an environment. A resoure sheduler ontinuously takes requestsand termination signals, and reats to suh input ontinuously. These systems arenever meant to terminate in some bounded time and hene their behaviours are bestviewed as in�nite sequenes of events. Suh systems are termed reative systems.While speifying properties of lassial programs is usually done through themehanism of �rst-order logi augmented with program onstruts, for a long timeit was not lear what a suitable spei�ation mehanism for reative systems mightbe. However, the spei�ation mehanisms using temporal logis, proposed for suhbehaviours in [Pnu77, GPSS80, MP81, HP85℄, have over the years emerged the mostpopular.A methodology that has been developed for suh �nite-state reative systemsis the automated veri�ation of programs against their spei�ations by state-spaeexploration. These methods are best suited for �nite-state systems, or those thatan be abstrated so that they are �nite-state, and typially inlude hardware ir-uits, ommuniation protools, user-interfaes for mahinery, et. The spei�a-tion mehanisms usually handled are temporal logi spei�ations, for whih thisproess an indeed be ompletely automated and requires no human intervention[LP85, SC85, Pnu85℄ (see [Eme90℄ for a survey). Suh state-spae exploration meh-anisms are termed \model-hekers" and onstitute an important and useful lassof methods for veri�ation. Model-heking, though it had its beginnings in simple



Chapter 1: Introdution 3state-spae exploration methods, an be quite sophistiated | rather than thinkingof it as state-spae exploration, it is best viewed as any veri�ation problem that isdeidable and an be solved without human intervention.Of ourse, digital systems are not the only systems we live with. Many sys-tems that we deal with are physial mahines that have analog omponents thatevolve ontinuously with time. Sientists and engineers have worked together toharness natural phenomena and used them to make mahines work. The studyof building suh physial systems in order to ahieve a desired behaviour is alled\ontrol-theory" | this inludes most non-digital systems (e.g.: automobile ma-hinery, industrial manufaturing equipments, missile launhing mehanisms, ightontrol, audio and video playbak gadgets, et.)Sine suh systems are usually modelled using ontinuous variables suh as dis-plaement, veloity, et., the main tools to analyse and ontrol them use the math-ematis of ordinary and partial di�erential equations. However, with the inreasedrole of omputers and omputer-ontrolled devies, many ontrol-mehanisms haveto deal with systems modelled using disrete variables. For example, ontrol of apart of a telephony equipment may only involve variables that reord the numberof telephone alls ative in a region, the set of setors that are under repair, et.and not the exat voltage running aross various lines. Another feature that theseappliations of ontrol-theory possess is that they are driven by instantaneous eventsfrom the environment | e.g. the press of a keyboard key or a sensor turning on.Systems that possess these two properties above are alled \disrete-event systems"and have been a topi of reent study (see [RW89, CL99℄). Most instanes of ontrolsystems that have some interation with digital omputers, suh as ommuniationnetworks, manufaturing failities, software-ontrolled hardware devies, et., omeunder this lass.In most of these appliations, the exat times at whih events our are not veryimportant and there are enough interesting properties one would want to verifybased just on the order in whih the events our.Disrete event systems (DES) form a small sublass of systems studied in ontrol-theory. They are dynami systems (the behaviour of the system depends not onlyon the urrent input to it but also on the history of past inputs), time-invariant(the behaviour does not depend on the exat times at whih events our), have adisrete state-spae model and are event-driven (they hange state only when there



Chapter 1: Introdution 4is an external instantaneous event) [CL99℄.While model-heking is a useful tool to both verify �nite-state systems in om-puter siene (like hardware iruits, ommuniation protools, et.) and analyze�nite-state DES (like a ontroller for a telephony equipment), a more ambitiousquestion is to ask whether we an synthesize suh systems. What we would liketo do is to �x a prototype of a model that desribes exatly how the system andenvironment interat, and given a spei�ation of the desired behaviour of the sys-tem, ask whether one an automatially ome up with a system that satis�es thespei�ation. This problem is also known as the realizability problem.This question was �rst posed by Churh in 1963 in the ontext of synthesizingswithing iruits against spei�ations stated in restrited seond-order arithmeti[Chu63℄. B�uhi and Landweber in [BL69℄ showed that this realizability problem isdeidable, even for a more powerful lass of spei�ations (S1S). The realizabilityproblem an be viewed as a game where the system and the environment playwith eah other by hoosing event-labels (say alternately) and thereby build anin�nite sequene of events. The event-sequene is winning for the system in asethis sequene is reognized as a desired behaviour aording to the spei�ation. Ifnot, the environment wins the play. The realizability problem then boils down todeiding whether the system has a winning strategy for this game, i.e. a strategysuh that no matter how the environment plays, the system always wins. If thereis indeed a winning strategy, then �nding one that uses only a bounded memory ofthe past gives rise to �nite-state programs that realize the spei�ation.The proof in [BL69℄ (see also [Tho95℄) indeed used game-theoreti tehniques,but was very omplex and Rabin's later proof of the same theorem was welome[Rab72℄. Rabin's theorem used automata over trees and it is interesting to note that,though we are verifying only the sequential behaviours of systems, the realizabilityproblem leads us to work with trees. However, sine emptiness of tree-automata anbe seen as a game over �nite graphs, the onnetion is, in retrospet, natural.The area met a revival in the eighties in the works of [MW80, EC82, MW84℄where the automated synthesis of �nite-state programs against temporal logi spe-i�ations was onsidered. However, these papers dealt with programs that do nothave an environment to interat with | they are losed systems where everythingthat happens to the system an be ontrolled. In fat, these papers solve the satis�-ability problem for temporal logis, show how to ome up with a �nite-state witness



Chapter 1: Introdution 5for satis�ability, and how to extrat a �nite-state program from this. But the impor-tant aspet of reative systems is that there is an interation with an environmentwhih the system has no ontrol over. Hene the interesting problem is to omeup with a program that satis�es the spei�ation no matter how the environmentbehaves (as in [BL69, Rab72℄). To reiterate the fat that suh systems have noontrol over the environment, these systems are alled open reative systems and arethe main objets of study in this thesis.The study of synthesis for open reative systems was taken up later in [ALW89,PR89a℄; the emphasis of [PR89a℄ was on the omplexity of synthesizing systemsagainst the linear-time temporal logi LTL using automata-theoreti tehniques.Meanwhile, due to the interest in simplifying Rabin's theorem [Rab69℄, onsiderablework simplifying the study of in�nite games on in�nite graphs had been developed[Tho95, Zie98℄. An o�shoot of this, whih is simpler, is the study of in�nite gamesplayed on �nite graphs [MN93℄, whih turns out to be diretly onneted with syn-thesis. In fat, this is probably the best setting to understand the synthesis andontrol results implied in [PR89a℄.A problem related to synthesis studied in the area of ontrol-theory is that ofontrol-synthesis. The general senario is that there is a system, alled a plant inthis ontext, whih interats with an environment. The goal is to design a ontrollerwhih will interat with the system, observing and ontrolling it using its own inputsto it (thereby exerting dynami feedbak ontrol), in order to make the system behavein a desired way. For example, the ontrol-mehanism for a ar might involve thesystem getting inputs from sensors of the aelerator and brakes and the ontrollermust ensure that the ar behaves in the desired manner by issuing ommands to theparts in the mahinery that ontrol the engine power and brake mehanisms. Suhontrol is in many ases a ontinuous one, where the ontroller's inputs may also beontinuous.In disrete-event systems, the ontrol mehanism is also disrete. The automatigeneration of a ontroller to meet a spei�ation for suh systems was initiated byRamadge and Wonham [RW89℄. For example, onsider a lift mehanism | it hastwo levels of ontrol. One is the ontinuous physial ontroller that ontrols thelifting of shafts, the power of motors, et. in order to raise or lower the lift. Onthe other hand, there is also a high-level ontroller, whih interats with the user-panel, observes various sensor mehanisms and ontrols the behaviour of the lift.



Chapter 1: Introdution 6This high-level ontrol mehanism works on an abstrated system whih is a DES,and simply issues ommands suh as ordering the losing of a door, movement to apartiular oor, et. The underlying ontinuous low-level ontrol makes sure thatthe lift atually performs these tasks.The high-level ontrol (also alled supervisory ontrol) is hene disrete in natureand is amenable to automated synthesis. The ontrol-synthesis problem then is tosynthesize a ontroller for a given plant modeled as a DES. In [RW89℄, this problemwas studied in an automata-theoreti framework and was shown to have reasonablesub-lasses where the problem is deidable.The supervisory ontrol of DES has been fairly well studied in the reent past.The problems studied in this ommunity usually fous on issues like partial ob-servability (where the ontroller has only a limited power of observing the plant),supremal ontrollers (ontrollers that pose the least restrition on the system), de-entralized ontrol (where there are many ontrollers, eah having aess and ontrolof one part of the system), et. [KG95, KGM91, KS95, KS97, WW96℄.The literature on supervisory ontrol, however, seldom deals with spei�ationsthat are given externally. The spei�ation is usually stated in terms of the plantitself | for example, as ertain states that must be reahed or must be avoidedwhen the plant is modelled as a transition system. The ontrol-problem in theseases redues to searhing for ertain strutures in the state-spae, and are usuallyeasy to handle, give rise to minimally restritive ontrollers and are solvable inpolynomial time. The ontrol-problem where spei�ations are given independentof the plant are ertainly harder to handle and is the main fous in the omputer-siene literature.Another di�erene in approah is that the ontrol-theory ommunity has fo-ussed on various lasses of simple problems where one an obtain tratable ontrol-synthesis shemes, while in omputer siene, people have asked more general ques-tions and proved many undeidability and lower bound omplexity-theoreti results.For example, while distributed ontrol has been shown, in a general setting, to beundeidable [PR90℄, a notion of \o-observability" has been de�ned whih is a suf-�ient ondition under whih one an ahieve deentralized ontrol [CL99℄.The ontrol-synthesis and the realizability problems are tehnially very similar.While in the former one is given a plant whih has to be ontrolled to meet a spei-�ation, the latter is to ome up with a program (whih an be seen as ontrolling a



Chapter 1: Introdution 7plant whih allows all possible behaviours) that meets the spei�ation. The themeof this thesis is the synthesis and ontrol of open reative systems (whih ould bedisrete-event systems) for various models and spei�ations.Contributions of the thesisWe study the ontrol and synthesis problems for �nite-state reative systemsmodeled as disrete transition systems. We do not onsider partial-observation |the ontrollers in all ases will have omplete information of the system (or thepart of the system) that they ontrol. The two main sub-themes are to study theseproblems for branhing-time spei�ations and to study distributed ontrol.The most ommon kind of spei�ation is one where the set of desired behavioursis desribed as the set of desired sequenes of the plant. An alternative way of look-ing at the behaviour of a plant is to onsider the tree representing the set of allsequential behaviours it an exhibit. The behaviour of a program/plant is then asingle tree, the branhes of whih give its sequential (i.e. linear-time) behaviours.However, a spei�ation of this tree an be more expressive than one that desribesjust the sequential behaviours. A typial example that suh a branhing-time spei-�ation an state, whih annot be stated in the linear-time framework, is one whihdemands that no matter how the plant evolves, it must always be possible to ex-tend this behaviour to one that does a partiular ation. In fat, in [RW89℄, thesupervisory ontrol problem is framed by using a set of marked states (that repre-sent ompletion of tasks) and the spei�ation demands that the ontrolled plantmust, after any sequene of moves, be in a state suh that a marked state is reah-able (this is alled the \nonbloking property"). This property is also inherently abranhing-time property.A simple mehanism to study branhing-time properties is through the notionof simulations. We start our study by onsidering the problem of ontrol wherethe spei�ations are also given as transition systems, and we want to ontrol theplant suh that the spei�ation an simulate the ontrolled plant. We show thatthis problem is deidable in time polynomial in the sizes of the �nite plants andspei�ations. Simulations allow us to apture simple safety properties and theresults regarding this form the �rst half of Chapter 2.An important aspet of the ontrol-synthesis problem that we onsider is thatthe ontroller an use an unbounded amount of information of past interations with



Chapter 1: Introdution 8the environment in order to ontrol moves. The lass of ontrollers amongst whihwe searh is hene an in�nite olletion, and hene the deidability problem is nottrivial.We also study the ontrol problem for bisimulations in Chapter 2, whih is astronger notion than that of simulations: two systems are bisimilar if they an sim-ulate eah other in a tight fashion. We study the problem of ontrol-synthesis wherewe are given a plant and a spei�ation, both modelled as �nite-state transitionsystems and are asked whether there is a ontroller for the plant suh that theontrolled plant is bisimilar to the spei�ation. Again, we show that the ontrolproblem is deidable in polynomial time. In both settings we show that when aontroller exists, we an synthesize a ontroller of polynomial size as well.In Chapter 3, we onsider a onurrent variant of the ontrol problem for sim-ulations. We use asynhronous transition systems, whih are transition systemsaugmented with onurreny information, and onsider a natural notion of simu-lation between them. Given a plant and a spei�ation, both modelled as �niteasynhronous transition systems, the problem is to ome up with a ontroller forthe plant suh that there is an asynhronous simulation from the ontrolled plantto the spei�ation. Surprisingly, it turns out that the ontrol-synthesis problemin this simple setting is undeidable. In fat, we show that even the orrespondingmodel-heking problem | given two asynhronous transition systems, the prob-lem of verifying if there is an asynhronous simulation from one to the other |is undeidable. We show that these results hold for even very restrited lasses ofasynhronous transition systems. These results show how omplex any notion ofdistributed ontrol an beome.In Chapter 4, we introdue the various temporal logis we will need in laterhapters (namely LTL, CTL and CTL?), and also the notions of trees, and nonde-terministi and alternating automata working on them. While it is true that theontroller-synthesis and realizability problems in a non-distributed setting is perhapsbest understood in terms of in�nite games on �nite graphs [MN93, Tho95, Zie98℄,automata over trees allow ombining strategies by suitable operations on automatathat desribe them. Alternating automata has been a very important tool in on-trol and synthesis [KV96, KV97a, KV99a, KV00, KV01℄ and is the main tool in ourtehnial arsenal.In Chapter 5 we turn to the design of programs and ontrollers for systems against



Chapter 1: Introdution 9the branhing-time temporal logis CTL and CTL?. In this branhing-time setting,it turns out that one an study the problems in two senarios | one where theenvironment is stati and universal and o�ers all possible moves at every point (thisdoes not mean that the system is not open) and the other where the environment ano�er di�erent subsets of moves at di�erent stages. The environments of the formersenario are alled universal or non-reative environments while those of the latterare termed reative environments. Sine branhing-time spei�ations an speifypossibility requirements (like \it must always be possible that ation 'a' ours"), aprogram whih satis�es a requirement when interating with a universal environmentneed not satisfy it in the ontext of a reative environment. In fat, we show thatthe problem under reative environments is a harder one to solve.It turns out that the ontrol and realizability problems of systems in universalenvironments tehnially redues to the module-heking problem studied by Kupfer-man and Vardi in [KV96, KV97a℄. From the results on module-heking, it followsthat these problems for CTL and CTL? are EXPTIME-omplete and 2-EXPTIME-omplete respetively. (In [KV00℄, the authors extend this to the �-alulus aswell.)Our main result is that the ontrol and realizability problems in the ontext ofreative environments is solvable for CTL and CTL?, and are 2-EXPTIME-ompleteand 3-EXPTIME-omplete, respetively. We show that when ontrollers exist, onean synthesize ontrollers whose sizes math the above time-bounds. The upperbounds are proved using automata-theoreti tehniques and interestingly, use thefat that the lass of languages aepted by tree automata are losed under om-plement. Our lower bound results justify this ostly step of omplementation andperhaps suggest that this is where the study of ontrol-synthesis in terms of gameson �nite-graphs breaks down.We then turn to the problems of distributed ontrol synthesis and distributedrealizability for linear-time spei�ations in Chapter 6. The most relevant paperthat addresses this problem is [PR90℄, where the authors study the distributedrealizability problem in a setting where proesses ommuniate with eah other,work synhronously and have possible loal environments that they interat with.Pnueli and Rosner show that the realizability problem is undeidable for almostall arhitetures and from their results it follows that the only arhitetures forwhih the ontrol problem is deidable are the singly-anked pipelines. Singly-



Chapter 1: Introdution 10anked pipeline are arhitetures where the proesses are onneted along a linewith internal hannels, and the �rst proess in the line is the only one that interatswith the environment.The main departure of our work from that of [PR90℄ is that we onsider loalspei�ations instead of global ones. We show that loal spei�ations do inreasethe lass of arhitetures for whih the ontrol-problem is deidable, but that this isonly mild. We haraterize the exat lass of deidable arhitetures | the ontrolproblem for an arhiteture is deidable i� eah onneted omponent of it is asub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline (a doubly anked pipeline is like thesingly-anked pipeline as desribed above with the only di�erene being that theproesses at both ends of the pipeline an interat with the environment).The researh that this thesis is based on was done mainly in ooperation withP.S. Thiagarajan and partly in ooperation with Orna Kupferman and Moshe Vardi.The work on simulations and the undeidability results for asynhronous simulationswere �rst published in CONCUR'98 [MT98a℄. The journal version of the abovewill appear in Theoretial Computer Siene [MT01a℄ and inludes the results onbisimulations. Results on the ontrol and realizability problems against reativeenvironments for branhing-time logis appeared in CONCUR'00 [KMTV00a℄. Theresults on distributed ontrol for loal spei�ations were published in ICALP'01[MT01b℄. Tehnial reports written on these works are [MT98b℄ and [KMTV00b℄.



Chapter 2
Control-synthesis for simulationsand bisimulations

They sought it with thimbles, they sought it with are;They pursued it with forks and hope;They threatened its life with a railway-share;They harmed it with smiles and soap.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
2.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter, we study the problem of synthesizing ontrollers for disrete eventsystems by onsidering the branhing-time spei�ation mehanisms of simulationsand bisimulations.First, let us reall the general problem of ontrol synthesis. In informal terms, oneis given an open disrete event system alled a plant whih onsists of a system andits environment. One then spei�es the desired patterns of interation between thesystem and its environment. The problem is to �nd a ontroller whih will restrit11



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 12the behaviour of the plant in suh a way that the ontrolled behaviour meets thespei�ation. A harateristi feature of the ontroller is that it is allowed to restritonly the ations of the system (and not those of the environment). Typial questionsthat arise are:� Given �nite desriptions of the plant and the spei�ation is it deidable thatthere exists a ontroller ?� In ase there is a ontroller is it always the ase that there is a �nite ontroller?� How big need the ontroller be | in ase it exists | relative to the sizes ofthe plant and the spei�ation?A substantial amount of knowledge is available about this problem in the lineartime framework, i.e. when the spei�ation desribes properties of the sequenesgenerated by the plant. In this hapter, the key point of departure is that we studythe ontroller synthesis problem in a branhing time setting. We uniformly de-sribe both plants and spei�ations as ertain kinds of labelled transition systems.We then advoate the use of simulations and bisimulations to apture the require-ment that the plant-ontroller ombination meets its spei�ation. As a result,behavioural properties that an only be stated in a branhing time setting beomeavailable as spei�ations (see [LV95℄). Though simulations are a weak way of spe-ifying the required behaviours of a system, it is a good starting point for the studyof branhing-time spei�ations and allows us to state simple safety properties.In this hapter, we show that the problem of heking for the existene of aontroller, for spei�ations formulated using simulations and bisimulations, an besolved in polynomial time. Moreover, if a ontroller exists, we show that a ontrollerof polynomial size an be synthesized in polynomial time.In the next setion we formulate the model for the plant using transition systemswith two layers of labelling on the transitions. This turns out to be a onvenientway of apturing the usual two-person game assoiated with the plant as well asthe plant-ontroller interation. We use the same lass of transition systems toapture spei�ations. We then de�ne simulations, whih are behaviour preservinghomomorphisms, in the natural way. A ontroller is then required to restrit thesystem's ations so that the restrited behaviour of the plant an be related to thespei�ation via a simulation.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 13An important lesson derived from existing literature is that a riher lass ofontrollers an be obtained by allowing the ontroller to make use of memory of thepast to ahieve its goal. The ontrollers we onsider are also transition systems andwork in tandem with the plant, restriting its moves in various ways. The ontrolleran have arbitrarily large state-spaes. Hene it an presribe di�erent moves at thesame state of the plant if the history of moves exeuted so far are di�erent. Clearlythe set of ontrollers for a plant is an in�nite olletion even when both the plantand spei�ation are �nite objets. Consequently the task of deiding the existeneof a ontroller is not trivial.In Setions 2.3 and 2.4 we show that the problem of deiding if a pair of �nitesystems (a plant and a spei�ation) admits a ontroller is deidable in time whihis polynomial in the sizes of the plant and spei�ation. We also show that thesize of the ontroller, whenever one exists, an be bounded from above by a similarpolynomial. A point worth noting here is our transition systems are deterministiwith respet to an alphabet of events. But the events will have an additional layerof ation labels and the simulations are required to preserve only ation labels.Consequently the domain of a simulation relative to the ation labels will be, in allnon-trivial instanes, non-deterministi.In Setion 2.5 we extend the tehniques of the previous two setions to takle thease of bisimulations. To our knowledge, bisimulations have never been onsideredas a spei�ation mehanism in the supervisory ontrol problem, though it hasbeen used as a tehnique to solve the lassial ontroller synthesis problem [BL97℄.Surprisingly, the time omplexity and the size of the ontroller (when one exists)still have polynomial upper bounds. It turns out that a ruial omputational stepin the deision proedure an be eÆiently redued to a maximal mathing problemwhih is known to be solvable in polynomial time [EK70, CLR92℄.The proofs of results regarding simulations, though they are simple, are presentedin good detail in order to give a gentle introdution to the problem. As we go on, forexample when dealing with bisimulations, we give proofs in fair detail but obviousdetails have been left out so that the ow of the arguments is not a�eted.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 142.2 The modelIt will be onvenient to work with deterministi transition systems that have anadditional layer of labelling. Through the rest of this hapter we �x a �nite set ofations (or labels) � and let a; b range over �.De�nition 2.1 A �-labelled deterministi transition system is a struture TS =(Q;E; T; qin; ') where:� Q is a (possibly in�nite) set of states.� E is a �nite set of events.� T � Q � E � Q is a deterministi transition relation. In other words, if(q; e; q0) 2 T and (q; e; q00) 2 T then q0 = q00.� qin 2 Q is the initial state.� ' : E �! � is a labelling funtion. 2Let t = (q; e; q0) 2 T . We often write q e�! q0 instead of (q; e; q0) 2 T . Sometimeswe write q ea�! q0 to indiate further that '(e) = a. In all suh ases the onernedtransition system will be lear from the ontext.Heneforth in this hapter, we refer to �-labelled deterministi transition systemsas just transition systems.Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') be a transition system. When viewed as the model ofa system{environment ombination, E will represent the environment ations and �the ations of the system. The ourrene of the transition q ea�! q0 is to be viewedas the system o�ering to perform an a-ation and the environment hoosing thespei� (a-labelled) event e as its mathing response. There ould be more thanone a-labelled event enabled at q for the environment to hoose from. We note alsothat it ould be the ase that q ea�! q0 and q e0b�! q0. Thus the environment ouldhoose the same response | in terms of the hange produed in the global state |to two di�erent ations a and b of the system. This way of desribing the system-environment interation is taken from [AMP95℄. In the present setting this will beeasier to work with than the usual one in whih the system moves and environmentmoves expliitly alternate [Tho95℄.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 15Example 2.1 b1 ask askb2tea o�eetea o�eer r r rrestart
In the example above, the transition system depits a vending mahine modelledin our framework. In the diagrams, events are written in bold while labels of eventsare written in italis. The events are fb1;b2; tea; o�ee; r; restartg. The ationsare � = fask ; tea; o�ee; r ; restartg. The labelling funtion maps the events b1 andb2 to ask and is the identity map on the other events. In its initial state, themahine reads whih button (b1 or b2) is pressed | it then deides to serve eithertea or o�ee. At the initial state, or whenever it reahes that state, the plant ano�er to read an input by enabling the ation ask . However, it has no ontrol overwhether b1 or b2 will be exeuted | the environment makes this hoie.We model both plants and spei�ations as transition systems. The ontrolledbehaviour of a plant will be related to its spei�ation by a simulation.De�nition 2.2 Let TS p = (Qp; Ep; Tp; qpin; 'p) and TS s = (Qs; Es; Ts; qsin; 's) bea pair of transition systems. Then a simulation f from TS p to TS s | denotedf : TS p �! TS s | is a map f : Qp [ Tp �! Qs [ Ts with f(Qp) � Qs andf(Tp) � Ts suh that the following onditions are satis�ed:(i) f(qpin) = qsin.(ii) Suppose t = (qp; e; q0p) 2 Tp and f(t) = (qs; e0; q0s). Then f(qp) = qs andf(q0p) = q0s and 'p(e) = 's(e0). 2Thus a simulation is just a struture preserving homomorphism. Given twotransition systems TS 1 and TS 2 we say that TS 1 and TS 2 are isomorphi in ase
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TS e1 e2f2f1 e1 e2f1e1 e2f1e1f1 e2f2 f2f1e1 e2

f2f1e1 e2f1e1 e2 f2f1

Uf(TS )

Figure 2.2: A transition system and its unfoldingthere is a simulation f : TS 1 �! TS 2 suh that f : Q1[T1 �! Q2[T2 is a bijetionwith Qi (Ti) being the set of states (transitions) of TS i for i = 1; 2.The notion of the ontrolled behaviour of a plant meeting its spei�ation via asimulation will be de�ned at the level of unfoldings. As we point out later this willpermit a larger lass of ontrollers.De�nition 2.3 Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') be a transition system. Then Uf (TS),the unfolding of TS , is the struture TS = ( bQ; bE; bT ; bqin; b') where bQ � Q � E�,bE � E and bT � bQ� bE � bQ are the least sets satisfying:(i) (qin; ") 2 bQ.(ii) Suppose (q; �) 2 bQ and (q; e; q0) 2 T . Then (q0; �e) 2 bQ, e 2 bE and((q; �); e; (q0; �e)) 2 bT .Further, bqin = (qin; ") and b' is ' restrited to bE. 2It is easy to hek that TS is a deterministi �-labelled transition system. Weould have de�ned bQ in terms of E� alone but the present formulation will be easierto work with. Figure 2.2 illustrates a transition system and its unfolding.Finally, the ontrolled behaviour of a plant will be obtained by taking the (syn-hronized) produt of the plant and a ontroller.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 17De�nition 2.4 Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), i = 1; 2 be a pair of transition sys-tems suh that 8e 2 E1 \ E2, '1(e) = '2(e). Then the produt of TS 1 and TS 2| denoted TS 1kTS 2 | is the struture TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') where Q � Q1 �Q2and E � E1 [ E2, T � Q� E �Q are the least sets that satisfy:� (q1in; q2in) 2 Q� Suppose (q1; q2) 2 Q and (q1; e; q01) 2 T1 with e 62 E2. Then e 2 E, (q01; q2) 2 Qand ((q1; q2); e; (q01; q2)) 2 T .� Suppose (q1; q2) 2 Q and (q2; e; q02) 2 T2 with e 62 E1. Then e 2 E, (q1; q02) 2 Qand ((q1; q2); e; (q1; q02)) 2 T .� Suppose (q1; q2) 2 Q, e 2 E1 \ E2, (q1; e; q01) 2 T1 and (q2; e; q02) 2 T2. Thene 2 E, (q01; q02) 2 Q and ((q1; q2); e; (q01; q02)) 2 T .Further, qin = (q1in; q2in) and ' : E1 [ E2 �! � is given by: '(e) = '1(e) if e 2 E1and '(e) = '2(e) if e 2 E2 n E1. 2Again it is easy to hek that TS 1kTS 2 is also a deterministi �-labelled tran-sition system. We are now ready to de�ne ontrollers. As it will turn out, theplant-ontroller interation will be a muh tighter version of the produt operation.For a transition system TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') we will say q 2 Q is reahable fromqin if q = qin or there exists a non-null sequene of states q0q1 : : : qn with q0 = qinand qn = q and for 0 � i < n, 9e 2 E : (qi; e; qi+1) 2 T . Note that for any pair oftransition systems TS 1 and TS 2, all states of TS 1kTS 2 are reahable.De�nition 2.5 Let TSx = (Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin; 'x), x 2 fp; ; sg be three transitionsystems. Then TS  is a ontroller for the pair (TS p;TS s) i� the following onditionsare satis�ed: Let TS pkTS  = (Q;E; T; qin; ').(CT1) E = Ep and ' = 'p.(CT2) (non-restriting) Suppose (qp; q) is in TS pkTS  and ((qp; q); e; (q0p; q0)) 2 Tand (qp; e1; q00p) 2 Tp with 'p(e) = 'p(e1). Then there exists q00 2 Q suh that((qp; q); e1; (q00p ; q00 )) 2 T (and hene (q; e1; q00 ) 2 T).(CT3) (non-bloking) Suppose (qp; q) is in TS pkTS  and (qp; e; q0p) 2 Tp. Thenthere exists e1 2 Ep, q00p 2 Qp and q00 2 Q suh that ((qp; q); e1; (q00p ; q00 )) 2 T .



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 18(CT4) There is a simulation from Uf(TS pkTS ) to Uf(TS s). 2The ondition (CT1) demands that the plant and the ontroller be tightly ou-pled. There are no \autonomous" transitions either for the plant or for the ontroller.Sine the plant is deterministi on events, the ontroller observes everything thatthe plant does and an determine the state of the plant by observing the sequene ofevents it has exeuted. The ondition (CT2) says that TS  should restrit only thesystem moves. If at a reahable state it permits one a-move then it should permit alla-moves. The ondition (CT3) requires that the ontroller should be non-bloking.Stated di�erently, the ontroller should not introdue any new deadloks in theonstrained plant behaviour. This ondition also ensures that the problem does notdegenerate, as otherwise there is always a ontroller whih restrits all system movesand satis�es the spei�ation.The role of (CT4) should be lear. It says that the spei�ation must be ableto simulate the ontrolled plant. This basially means that we an ater for simplesafety properties where the spei�ation desribes the tree of system moves allowed.We ould have de�ned the simulation diretion the other way, i.e. demand that theontrolled plant must be able to simulate the spei�ation. This will be a naturalway to apture liveness properties. However, in the ontroller synthesis problemfor suh spei�ations, the notion beomes very weak beause the ontroller willhave no useful role to play. It is easy to see that if the plant does not satisfy thespei�ation then no pruning of its behaviour (by a ontroller) will satisfy it.Note that the ontroller need ould have in�nitely many states, even though theplant and spei�ation are �nite-state.In formulating (CT4), we ould have used TS s instead of Uf (TS s). The hoieof the latter is for the sake of uniformity.Proposition 2.1 Let TS 1 and TS 2 be two transition systems. If there is a simula-tion from TS 1 to Uf(TS 2), then there is a simulation from TS 1 to TS 2.Proof Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), where i = 1; 2. Let f : TS 1 ! Uf(TS 2)be a simulation. Then de�ne g : Q1 [ T1 ! Q2 [ T2 as follows: Let q1 2 Q1and f(q1) = (q2; �0) (where �0 2 E�2). Then g(q1) = q2. Also, for a transitiont = (q1; e; q01) in T1, let f(t) = ((q2; �); e0; (q02; �e0)). Then g(t) = (q2; e0; q02). It is easyto verify that g is a simulation from TS 1 to TS 2. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 19Also,Proposition 2.2 Let TS 1 and TS 2 be two transition systems. If there is a simula-tion from TS 1 to TS 2, then there is a simulation from Uf(TS 1) to Uf(TS 2).Proof Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), where i = 1; 2. Let f : TS 1 ! TS 2 be asimulation. Let TS 0i = Uf(TSi) = (Q0i; E 0i; T 0i ; qiin0; '0i), where i = 1; 2. We nowde�ne g : Q01 [ T 01 ! Q02 [ T 02. Formally, we de�ne, by indution on j�j (where� 2 (E 01)�), the values of g((q; �)) and g((q; �0); e; (q1; �0e)) where �0e = �. We alsoindutively maintain the property that if g((q; �)) = (q0; �0), then f(q) = q0. Letg((q1in; ")) = (q2in; ") (note that f(q1in) = q2in). Now, let � 2 (E 01)� and (q; �) 2 Q01.Indutively assume that g has been de�ned on (q; �) and let g((q; �)) = (q0; �0). Lett = ((q; �); e; (q1; �e)) 2 T 01 and f((q; e; q1)) = (q00; e0; q01). But then f(q) = q00. Sineindutively, g((q; �)) = (q0; �0), f(q) = q0. So, q0 = q00 and f((q; e; q1)) = (q0; e0; q01).Set g(t) = ((q0; �0); e0; (q01; �0e0)) and g((q1; �e)) = (q01; �0e0). It is now straightforwardto verify that g is a simulation from Uf (TS1) to Uf(TS2). 2Lemma 2.3 Let TS1 and TS2 be two transition systems. Then there is a simulationfrom Uf(TS 1) to TS 2 i� there is a simulation from Uf(TS1) to Uf(TS2).Proof Follows diretly from the Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 above and thefat that Uf (Uf(TS1)) and Uf (TS1) are isomorphi. 2Lemma 2.3 shows that we ould have as well used TS s instead of Uf(TS s) in(CT4). However, in (CT4), we annot instead demand that there is a simulationfrom TS pkTS  to TS s, or to Uf(TSs) | doing so would admit a smaller lass ofontrollers as we illustrate below. But it will be onvenient to identify this smallerlass of ontrollers as well:De�nition 2.6 Let TSx = (Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin; 'x), x 2 fp; ; sg be three transitionsystems. Then TS  is a simple ontroller for the pair (TS p;TS s) if it satis�esonditions (CT1), (CT2) and (CT3) of De�nition 2.5 as well as:(CT40) There is a simulation from TS pkTS  to TS s. 2A simple ontroller, however, is a ontroller as well:



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 20Proposition 2.4 Let TS  be a simple ontroller for (TS p;TS s). Then TS  is aontroller for (TS p;TS s).Proof Follows diretly from Proposition 2.2. 2We have de�ned the goal of the ontroller to be able to restrit the plant suhthat there is a simulation funtion from the unfolding of the plant-ontroller om-bination to the unfolding of the spei�ation. We ould have instead required thatthere be simulation relation between the plant-ontroller pair (not its unfolding)and the spei�ation. Though this would have been the more onventional route totake, we have hosen to take the present route beause we feel that it is more trans-parent. Moreover, our notion extends naturally to the onurrent setting onsideredin the next hapter. In this extended setting the existene of a simulation funtionbetween the unfoldings of two transition systems does not imply the existene of aorresponding simulation relation between the two transition systems.Let us now look at some examples:Example 2.3
bf
ea ae0 bf 0 ae bfTS 1p TS 1s TS 1It is easy to see that TS 1 is a ontroller (as well as a simple ontroller) for the pair(TS 1p;TS 1s) | in fat, TS 1pkTS 1 is isomorphi to TS 1s. Note that the event names inthe spei�ation play no role | we will heneforth not show them in the diagramsof spei�ations. We will also not denote the labels of events in the ontroller as itwill be the same as the labelling in the plant.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 21Example 2.4 ea aa e
TS 2p TS 2s TS 2Again it is easy to see that TS 2 is a \trivial" ontroller for the pair (TS 2p;TS 2s)(trivial in the sense that TS 2pkTS 2 is isomorphi to TS 2p). But note that that it isnot a simple ontroller. In fat, it is easy to see that this plant-spei�ation pairdoes not admit a simple ontroller. Thus demanding a simulation map at the levelof unfoldings admits a larger lass of ontrollers in general.

Example 2.5 ae1 be2f ab e1fe2f
TS 3p TS 3s TS 3In this example, note again that TS 3 is a ontroller for (TS 3p;TS 3s). Howeverthe ontroller is not a zero-memory ontroller in the sense that it does not simplypresribe a partiular move from a state of the plant but presribes moves dependingon the history of interation (it alternately shedules e1 and e2 from the same stateof the plant). In other words, the plant-ontroller produt has more states than theplant. It is easy to see that there is no zero-memory ontroller for (TS 3p;TS 3s).
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e1 a e1af1 b f2 f1 b f2f2  f2  f1 b f1 b

ab  b
e1 e2f1 f2f2 f1TS 4p TS 4s TS 4This example illustrates the fat that the ontroller needs to observe the events(and not just the labels of the events) the plant exeutes. The ontroller in thisase shedules the events f1 and f2 depending on whether e1 or e2 ourred (notethat e1 and e2 have the same label). It is easy to see that there is no ontroller for(TS 4p; TS4s ) whih an shedule events depending only on the sequene of labels ofations that have been exeuted (i.e. there is no ontroller whih is deterministi onlabels).The following example will illustrate the branhing nature of the spei�ation.The plant TS 5p is a vending mahine whih �rst asks the user to press a button b1or b2. Then it an serve either tea or o�ee, and reset (the event r) and restart.The events b1 and b2 are thus labelled with ask | the other events are pure plantmoves and they are labelled using the identity funtion. In the spei�ation TS 5s,we show only the labels on the events | in this example, the spei�ation demandsthat the button whih is pressed must determine whether o�ee or tea is served. Itmust not be the ase that after a button is pressed, there is a possibility of botho�ee and tea being served. However, it annot demand that the user an get tea ifhe/she wants tea. We an demand suh a spei�ation in the bisimulation setting,whih we will disuss in Setion 2.5.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 23Example 2.7 b1 ask askb2tea o�eetea o�eer r r rrestart
ask asktea o�eer rrestartTS 5p TS 5sA valid ontroller has to just disable either o�ee or tea after b1 and b2. Notethat it annot disable both tea and o�ee nor an it leave both enabled. But aontroller whih serves o�ee on both button-presses is also a valid one. It is easyto see that there is no minimally restritive ontroller, in the sense of one whihallows the maximum number of event sequenes. This in fat also shows that suhspei�ations annot be stated in the Ramadge{Wonham framework [RW89℄, as intheir setting minimally restritive ontrollers always exist.We onlude this setion by stating one of the main results of this hapter. Indoing so and elsewhere we will say that a transition system TS is �nite in ase Q is�nite. In ase TS is �nite, its size | denoted jTS j | is de�ned to be jQj+ jEj.Theorem 2.1 Let (TS p;TS s) be a pair of �nite transition systems and m =max(jTS pj; jTS sj). Then the question whether there exists a ontroller for(TS p;TS s) an be deided in time polynomial in m. Moreover, if a ontroller exists,we an onstrut one whose size is bounded by a polynomial in m. This onstrutionalso takes time bounded by a polynomial in m. 22.3 A good subgraph haraterizationOur goal here is to haraterize ontrollers in terms of objets alled good sub-graphs, whih is a subgraph that satis�es some losure properties. This will lead toa proof of Theorem 2.1. Given a pair of �nite transition systems (TS p;TS s) we form



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 24an edge-labelled direted graph Gps whih is a restrited produt of TS p and TS s.We then show that (TS p;TS s) admits a ontroller i� Gps ontains a good subgraph.Through the rest of the setion we �x a pair of �nite transition systems (TS p;TS s)with TS x = (Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin; 'x), x 2 fp; sg. Then the edge-labelled direted graphGps = (X;!) is given by:� X = Qp �Qs� ! � X � (Ep � Es)�X is de�ned as:(qp; qs) (e;e0)�! (q0p; q0s) i� qp e�! q0p in TS p and qs e0�! q0s in TS s and 'p(e) = 's(e0).We say that G = (Y;)) is a subgraph of Gps i� Y � X and) � ! \ (Y � (Ep�Es)� Y ).De�nition 2.7 Let G = (Y;)) be a subgraph of Gps = (X;!). Then G is said tobe good i� it satis�es the following onditions.(G1) (qpin; qsin) 2 Y .(G2) Suppose (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) and qp e1�! q1p in TS p with 'p(e) = 'p(e1). Then9e01 2 Es; q1s 2 Qs : (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q1p; q1s) in G.(G3) Suppose (qp; qs) 2 Y and there exists qp e�! bqp in TS p. Then there existsq0p 2 Qp, q0s 2 Qs, e1 2 Ep, e01 2 Es suh that (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q0p; q0s) in G. 2Proposition 2.5 Let TS  be a ontroller for (TS p;TS s). Then Uf(TS ) is a simpleontroller for (TS p;TS s).Proof We �rst show a simulation from TS pk Uf(TS ) to Uf (TS s). Let f :Uf (TS pkTS ) ! Uf (TS s) be a simulation. De�ne g : (TS p k Uf(TS )) !Uf (TS s) as follows: Let (qp; (q; �)) be a state in TS p k Uf(TS ). It is easyto see that then ((qp; q); �) is a state of Uf(TS pkTS ). De�ne g((qp; (q; �))) =f((qp; q); �). Also, for a transition t = ((qp; (q; �)); e; (q0p; (q0; �e))) in TS p k Uf(TS ),the transition t0 = (((qp; q); �); e; ((q0p; q0); �e)) is in Uf(TS pkTS ). De�ne g(t) =f(t0). It is easy to verify that g is a simulation. By Proposition 2.1 it follows thatthere is a simulation from TS pk Uf(TS ) to TS s. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 25Lemma 2.6 Suppose TS  is a simple ontroller for (TS p;TS s). Then Gps ontainsa good subgraph.Proof Let TS  = (Q; E; T; qin; ') and TS = TS pkTS  = (Q;E; T; qin; '). Let fbe a simulation from TS to TS s. We now de�ne the subgraph (Y;)) of Gps induedby f as follows.� (qp; qs) 2 Y i� there exists (qp; q) 2 Q suh that f((qp; q)) = qs for someq 2 Q.� (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) i� there exists t = ((qp; q); e; (q0p; q0)) 2 T suh that f(t) =(qs; e0; q0s) for some q; q0 2 Q.We laim that (Y;)) is a good subgraph of Gps. The property (G1) follows fromf((qpin; qin)) = qsin whih in turn implies (qpin; qsin) 2 Y .To verify (G2), assume that (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) and that qp e1�! q1p in TS pwith 'p(e) = 'p(e1). From the de�nition of ), it follows that there exists t =((qp; q); e; (q0p; q0)) 2 T with f(t) = (qs; e0; q0s), for some q; q0 2 Q. Sine TS  is aontroller, by property (CT2), it follows that t1 = ((qp; q); e1; (q1p; q1 )) is a transitionin TS for some q1 in Q. Let f(t1) = (qs; e01; q1s). Then by the de�nition of ) weare assured that (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q1p; q1s). This establishes (G2).Let us now prove (G3). Let (qp; qs) 2 Y and qp e�! bqp. Then 9q 2Q : f((qp; q)) = qs. By (CT3), there exists e1 2 Ep and q1p 2 Qp suh that((qp; q); e1; (q1p; q1 )) 2 T . Let f(t) = (qs; e01; q1s). Then (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q1p; q1s). 2Lemma 2.7 Suppose TS  is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s). Then Gps ontains a goodsubgraph.Proof If TS  is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s), then by Proposition 2.5, Uf (TS ) isa simple ontroller for (TS p;TS s). From Lemma 2.6 it follows that Gps has a goodsubgraph. 2As a �rst step towards proving the onverse of Lemma 2.7 we �rst show that ifGps ontains a good subgraph then in fat it ontains a good subgraph of a restritedkind.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 26Lemma 2.8 Suppose Gps ontains a good subgraph. Then it ontains a good sub-graph (Y;)) whih satis�es the following ondition.Suppose (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) and (qp; qs) (e;e00)=) (q0p; q00s ). Then e0 = e00 and heneq0s = q00s .Proof Let (Y1;)1) be a good subgraph of Gps. Then we set Y = Y1 and �x alinear order < over Es. De�ne now ) to be the least subset of )1 whih satis�es:Suppose ((qp; qs); (e; e0); (q0p; q0s)) 2 )1 and there does not exist((qp; qs); (e; e00); (q0p; q00s )) 2 )1 with e00 < e0. Then ((qp; qs)); (e; e0); (q0p; q0s)) 2).Hene, at any state, for an event e 2 Ep, we keep only one representative edge ofthe kind (e; e0) outgoing from the state. It is now easy to hek that (Y;)) is agood subgraph of Gps having the desired property. 2We will say that a good subgraph of Gps is s-deterministi (\simulation-deterministi") in ase it satis�es the ondition spei�ed in the statement ofLemma 2.8.Let G = (Y;)) be an s-deterministi good subgraph of Gps. We now de�ne thestruture TSG = (Q; E; T; qin; ') indued by G as follows. It will turn out thatTSG is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s).� Q = Y and E = Ep and ' = 'p.� T = f((qp; qs); e; (q0p; q0s)) j 9e0 2 Es : (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s)g� qin = (qpin; qsin).Lemma 2.9 TSG is a deterministi �-labelled transition system.Proof Suppose ((qp; qs); e; (q0p; q0s)) 2 T and ((qp; qs); e; (q00p ; q00s )) 2 T. Then thereexist (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) and (qp; qs) (e;e00)=) (q00p ; q00s ) in G = (Y;)). Clearly q0p = q00pbeause TS p is a deterministi �-labelled transition system. On the other hand,e0 = e00 beause G is s-deterministi and hene q0s = q00s sine TS s is deterministi.2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 27Proposition 2.10 Let (qp; (q0p; qs)) be a state of TS pkTSG with qp; q0p 2 Qp andqs 2 Qs. Then qp = q0p. 2Hene any state of TS pkTSG is of the form (qp; (qp; qs)).Lemma 2.11 TSG is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s). Hene, if Gps ontains a goodsubgraph then there is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s).Proof We will in fat show that TSG is a simple ontroller (and hene by Propo-sition 2.4, a ontroller) for (TS p;TS s). Let TS = TS pkTSG . (CT1) holds byde�nition of TSG .Let us now show (CT2). Suppose (qp; (qp; qs)) is a state of TS and (qp; (qp; qs)) e�!(q0p; (q0p; q0s)) in TS . Suppose further that qp e1�! q1p in TS p with 'p(e) = 'p(e1). So(qp; qs) e�! (q0p; q0s) is in TSG whih means that there is an e0 2 Es suh that(qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) in G, the good subgraph we started with. Sine qp e1�! q1p is inTS p, from property (G2) it follows that 9e01 2 Es suh that (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q1p; q1s) is inG. This implies that (qp; qs) e1�! (q1p; q1s) is in TSG and (qp; (qp; qs)) e1�! (q1p; (q1p; q1s))is in TS .To show (CT3), let (qp; (qp; qs)) be a state in TS and qp e�! q1p in TS p. Then(qp; qs) 2 Y and by property (G3), we know that there is an edge of the form(qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q0p; q0s) in G. Hene (qp; qs) e1�! (q0p; q0s) is in TSG and (qp; (qp; qs)) e1�!(q0p; (q0p; q0s)) is in TS .In order to show (CT40), let us exhibit a simulation from TS to TS s. Let f :TS ! TS s be de�ned as follows. For a state (qp; (qp; qs)), de�ne f((qp; (qp; qs))) = qs.Let t = ((qp; (qp; qs)); e; (q0p; (q0p; q0s))) be a transition in TS . Then there is an e0 2 Essuh that (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) in G (sine G is s-deterministi, this e0 is unique).De�ne f(t) = (qs; e0; q0s). It now easily follows that f is a simulation from TS toTS s.Hene TSG is a simple ontroller for (TS p;TS s). By Proposition 2.2, it is aontroller for (TS p;TS s) as well. 2Theorem 2.2 There is a ontroller for (TS p;TS s) i� Gps has a good subgraph. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 282.4 The synthesis proedureWe develop here a proof of Theorem 2.1. We know from Theorem 2.2 thatdeiding whether the pair (TS p;TS s) admits a ontroller boils down to deidingwhether or not the graph Gps ontains a good subgraph. We establish in two stepsthat good subgraphs an be eÆiently found.Theorem 2.3 There is a uniform deision proedure whih takes as its input a pairof �nite transition systems (TS p;TS s) and deides whether or not the edge-labelleddireted graph Gps (as de�ned in the previous setion) ontains a good subgraph.Proof We set G0 = Gps and onstrut a sequene of graphs G0; G1; : : : Gn up toa stage where Gn = Gn+1. For every i 2 f0; : : : ng, Gi+1 will be a subgraph of Gi.This pruning proedure will remove edges or verties whih evidene violations ofproperties (G2) or (G1) of a good subgraph. Then testing Gn for a simple prop-erty (whether (qpin; qsin) 2 Gn), we will deide whether or not Gps ontains a goodsubgraph.Assume that G0; : : : ; Gi; i � 0 have been onstruted. Let TSx =(Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin; 'x), x 2 fp; sg.Now, Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by applying one of the following pruning stepsto Gi. If neither of these two steps an be applied to Gi then we set Gi+1 = Gi andstop.(i) Let Gi = (Xi;!i). Suppose (q1; q2) 2 Xi, (q1; e1; q001) is in Tp but there is no(e01; e02) 2 Ep � Es suh that (q1; q2) (e01;e02)�! (q01; q02) in Gi. Then remove (q1; q2)from Xi and all edges oming into (q1; q2). Let the resulting graph be Gi+1.(ii) Suppose (q1; q2) (e1;e2)�! (q01; q02) is an edge of Gi and (q1; e01; q001) is in Tp suhthat 'p(e1) = 'p(e01). Further, suppose that there is no edge of the form(q1; q2) (e01;e02)�! (q001 ; q002) in Gi. Then remove the edge ((q1; q2); (e1; e2); (q01; q02))from Gi and let the resulting graph be Gi+1.Clearly Gi+1 = Gi (in whih ase we stop) or Gi+1 is stritly smaller than Gi.Sine G0 is �nite this pruning proedure must stop after a �nite number of steps.Let n be the least integer suh that Gn = Gn+1 and let Gn = (Xn;!n).Claim: Gps ontains a good subgraph i� (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 29To see that the laim holds, suppose Gps ontains a good subgraph G. Then,by indution on n, is is easy to prove that Gn must also ontain G as its subgraph.Thus (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn.Next suppose that (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn. From the fat that no pruning rule is appli-able on Gn, it follows at one that Gn is a good subgraph of Gps. This establishesthe laim and the theorem. 2Corollary 2.12 Let TS p = (Qp; Ep; Tp; qpin; 'p) and TS s = (Qs; Es; Ts; qsin; 's) be apair of �nite transition systems. Let jQpj = n1, jQsj = n2, jEpj = k1 and jEsj = k2.Let m = maxfn1; n2; k1; k2g. Then in time polynomial in m, one an deide whetheror not (TS p;TS s) has a ontroller.Proof Due to Theorem 2.2, it suÆes to prove that in time polynomial in m onean hek whether or not Gps ontains a good subgraph. Now onsider the deisionproedure developed in the proof of Theorem 2.3 for ahieving this.G0 = Gps has at most n1 �n2 verties and n21 �n22 � k1 � k2 edges. One an omputeGi+1 from Gi in time whih is linear in the size of Gi. Eah Gi+1 is smaller than Gi.Hene the deision proedure will terminate in at most n21 � n22 � k1 � k2 steps. 2Corollary 2.13 Let TS p = (Qp; Ep; Tp; qpin; 'p) and TS s = (Qs; Es; Ts; qsin; 's) be apair of �nite transition systems. Let m be de�ned as in the previous orollary.(i) If (TS p;TS s) has a ontroller, then it has a �nite ontroller of size at mostn21 � n22 � k1 � k2.(ii) Suh a ontroller, if it exists, an be omputed in time whih is polynomial inm.Proof Again referring to the proof of Theorem 2.3, let n be the least integer suhthat Gn = Gn+1. Assume that Gn = (Xn;!n) and that (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn. We knowfrom the previous orollary that Gn is of size at most n21 � n22 � k1 � k2 and that Gnan be omputed in time whih is polynomial in m.Now suppose Gn = (Xn;!n) has the property (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn. Then followingthe proof of Lemma 2.11 one an extrat a ontroller TSG for (TS p;TS s) (see page26) in time whih is linear in the size of Gn. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 302.5 The bisimulation settingWe show in this setion that Theorem 2.1 goes through even if we replae sim-ulations by the stronger notion of bisimulations. Let us �rst de�ne bisimulations[Mil80℄.De�nition 2.8 Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), i = 1; 2, be a pair of (deterministi�-labelled) transition systems. A bisimulation between TS 1 and TS 2 is a relationR � Q1 �Q2 whih satis�es:� (q1in; q2in) 2 R.� Suppose (q1; q2) 2 R and q1 e1a�! q01 is in TS 1. Then there exists a transitionq2 e2a�! q02 in TS 2 suh that (q01; q02) 2 R.� Suppose (q1; q2) 2 R and q2 e2a�! q02 is in TS 2. Then there exists a transitionq1 e1a�! q01 in TS 1 suh that (q01; q02) 2 R. 2We say that TS 1 and TS 2 are bisimilar in ase there is a bisimulation betweenthem. Clearly, bisimilarity is an equivalene relation. In fat, we have:Proposition 2.14 Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), where i = 1; 2; 3 be three transi-tion systems. If R1 is a bisimulation between TS 1 and TS 2 and R2 is a bisimulationfrom TS 2 and TS 3, then R1 �R2 is a bisimulation between TS 1 and TS 3. 2In the above proposition, R1 � R2 stands for the omposition of the relationsR1 and R2, i.e. (q1; q3) 2 R1 � R2 i� there is some q2 suh that (q1; q2) 2 R1 and(q2; q3) 2 R2.It is also lear that every transition system is bisimilar to its unfolding. Hene wean work with bisimulations between transition systems rather than between theirunfoldings.De�nition 2.9 Let TSx, x 2 fp; s; g be three transition systems. Then TS  isa strong ontroller for the pair (TS p;TS s) i� TS  satis�es the onditions (CT1),(CT2) of being a ontroller (De�nition 2.5) and TS pkTS  is bisimilar to TS s. 2Note that we have dropped the non-bloking property (CT3). In the setting ofsimulations, we were apturing safety properties only and thus required that the



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 31ontroller should not introdue any deadloks. However, in the bisimulation setting,we an apture liveness properties as well. In partiular, the spei�ation oulddemand that the plant should halt at some spei�ed states.Consider Example 2.7 (page 22) and view this as a new example where the spe-i�ation intended as a bisimulation spei�ation. The spei�ation now demandsthat after a button is pressed, the possibility of serving both tea and o�ee does notexist, as in the simulation setting. Further, it demands that there must be a way theuser an get tea and a way in whih he an get o�ee. A ontroller whih serves onlyo�ee on pressing either button will satisfy the spei�ation in the simulation settingbut not in the bisimulation setting. A ontroller in this setting must enable o�ee(only) on one input and tea (only) in the other. It is easy to see that a minimallyrestriting ontroller does not exist in this setting as well.The synthesis problem now is the following: Given a pair of �nite transitionsystems (TS p;TS s), is there a strong ontroller for this pair? It will be onvenientto solve this problem while assuming that TS s is redued with respet to bisimilarity:De�nition 2.10 Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') be a transition system. Then TS issaid to be redued (w.r.t bisimilarity) i� the following onditions are satis�ed:(i) fR j R � Q�Q is a bisimulationg = fidQg where idQ = f(q; q) j q 2 Qg(ii) Suppose q e1a�! q0 and q e2a�! q0. Then e1 = e2. 2The next observation shows why it is onvenient to work with redued transitionsystems:Proposition 2.15 Let TS i = (Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin; 'i), i = 1; 2, be a pair of transitionsystems suh that TS 2 is redued. If � is a bisimulation between TS 1 and TS 2,then it must satisfy the following properties:(i) If q1 � q2 and q1 � q02, then q2 = q02.(ii) If q1 � q2 and q1 e1a�! q01, then there exists a unique e2 2 E2 : q2 e2a�! q02 andq01 � q02.Proof Consider �0= (��1 � � ), the omposition of the inverse relation of �with � . I.e., (q2; q02) 2�0 i� there is a q1 2 Q1 suh that (q1; q2); (q1; q3) 2�. Theit is lear that �0 is a bisimulation from TS 2 to itself. If q1 � q2 and q1 � q02,



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 32then q2 �0 q02 whih implies that q2 = q02 (sine TS 2 is redued). Now let q1 � q2,q1 e1a�! q01, q2 e2a�! q02, q2 e02a�! q002 and q01 � q02, q01 � q002 . By (i) we know that q02 = q002 .By de�nition of redued transition systems, it follows that e2 = e02. 2Through the rest of this setion, we �x a pair of �nite transition systems (TS p;TS s)with TSx = (Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin; 'x), x 2 fp; sg. We reall the de�nition of the edge-labelled direted graph Gps and the assoiated terminology developed in Setion 2.3.De�nition 2.11 Let Gps = (X;!) and G = (Y;)) be a subgraph of Gps. Then Gis a strong subgraph of Gps i� the following onditions are satis�ed:(BS0) (qpin; qsin) 2 Y(BS1) Suppose (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q0p; q0s) is in G and qp e2�! q00p is in TS p with 'p(e1) ='p(e2). Then there exists (qp; qs) (e2;e02)=) (q00p ; q00s ) in G (for some e02 2 Es, q00s 2Qs).(BS2) Suppose (qp; qs) 2 Y and qs e01�! q0s is in TS s. Then there exists (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=)(q0p; q0s) in G (for some e1 2 Ep and q0p 2 Qp).(BS3) Let (qp; qs) 2 Y and Eqp;qs = f(e; e0) j 9(q0p; q0s) : (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) is in Gg.Then there exists � � Eqp;qs satisfying:(i) If (e1; e01) 2 Eqp;qs, then there exists e2 2 Ep suh that (e2; e01) 2 �.(ii) If (e1; e01) 2 Eqp;qs, then there exists e02 2 Es suh that (e1; e02) 2 �.(iii) If (e1; e01); (e1; e02) 2 �, then e01 = e02. 2Our aim now is to show that (TS p;TS s) admits a strong ontroller i� Gps on-tains a strong subgraph.Lemma 2.16 If there is a strong ontroller for the pair of �nite transition systems(TS p;TS s), where TS s is redued, then Gps has a strong subgraph.Proof Let TS  = (Q; E; T; qin; ') be a strong ontroller for (TS p;TS s). LetTS pkTS  = TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '). Let � � Q�Qs be a bisimulation. Now, de�neG = (Y;)), a subgraph of Gps, as follows:� (qp; qs) 2 Y i� 9q 2 Q : (qp; q) � qs



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 33� (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q0p; q0s) i� 9q; q0 2 Q : (qp; q) � qs, (qp; q) e1�! (q0p; q0) 2 T ,'p(e1) = 's(e01), qs e01�! q0s, and (q0p; q0) � q0s.Claim G is a strong subgraph of Gps.Sine (qpin; qin) � qsin, (qpin; qsin) 2 Y .Now suppose that (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q0p; q0s) is in G and qp e2�! q00p is in TS p, with'p(e1) = 'p(e2). Then 9q; q0 2 Q : (qp; q) � qs, (qp; q) e1�! (q0p; q0) is in TS ,(q0p; q0) � q0s and qs e01�! q0s is in TS s. Sine TS  is a ontroller, (qp; q) e2�! (q00p ; q00 )is in TS (by (CT2)). Sine � is a bisimulation, 9e02 : qs e02�! q00s , 's(e02) = 'p(e2)and (q00p ; q00 ) � q00s . Hene (qp; qs) (e2;e02)=) (q00p ; q00s ) is in G. This establishes (BS1).Now suppose (qp; qs) 2 Y and qs e01�! q0s is in TS s. Then 9q 2 Q : (qp; q) � qs.Hene 9e1 : (qp; q) e1�! (q0p; q0), (q0p; q0) � q0s and 'p(e1) = 's(e01). So (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=)(q0p; q0s) is in G. This shows (BS2).To show (BS3), let (qp; qs) 2 Y and let Eqp;qs be as de�ned in the ondition.Fix some q 2 Q with (qp; q) � qs. Then de�ne � = f(e1; e01) j 'p(e1) ='s(e01); (qp; q) e1�! (q0p; q0) in TS ; qs e01�! q0s in TS s and (q0p; q0) � q0sg. Clearly� � Eqp;qs.If (e1; e01) 2 Eqp;qs, then qs e01�! q0s is in TS s (for some q0s 2 Qs). Sine (qp; q) �qs, 9e2 : (qp; q) e2�! (q0p; q0), 'p(e2) = 's(e01), (q0p; q0) � q0s. Hene (e2; e01) 2 �. Thisshows BS3(i).Let (e1; e01) 2 Eqp;qs. Then 9eq; eq0 : (qp; eq) � qs, (qp; eq) e1�! (q0p; eq0) in TS ,qs e01�! q0s in TS s and (q0p; eq0) � q0s. Sine (qp; q) � qs, 9e2 : (qp; q) e2�! (q00p ; q00 ) inTS suh that 'p(e2) = 's(e01) = 'p(e1) and (q00p ; q00 ) � q0s. Sine TS  is a ontroller,qp e1�! q0p and 'p(e1) = 'p(e2), 9q0 : (qp; q) e1�! (q0p; q0). Then 9e02 : qs e02�! q00s ,'p(e1) = 's(e02), (q0p; q0) � q00s . Then (e1; e02) 2 �. This proves BS3(ii).Now let (e1; e01); (e1; e02) 2 �. Then there are transitions of the form (qp; q) e1�!(q0p; q0) in TS , qs e01�! q0s, qs e02�! q00s in TS s and 'p(e1) = 's(e01) = 's(e02),(q0p; q0) � q0s, (q0p; q0) � q00s . By Proposition 2.15, sine TS s is redued, we knowthat e01 = e02. 2Lemma 2.17 Suppose (TS p;TS s) is suh that TS s is redued and Gps has a strongsubgraph. Then there exists a strong ontroller for (TS p;TS s).



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 34Proof Let G = (Y;)) be a strong subgraph of Gps. For eah (q; q0) 2 Y , let us�x a �q;q0 � Eq;q0 satisfying the ondition (BS3). Consider the following transitionsystem: TS  = (Q; E; T; qin; ') given by:� Q = Y� E = Ep; ' = 'p� ((qp; qs); e; (q0p; q0s)) 2 T i� 9e0 2 Es : (e; e0) 2 �qp;qs and (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) inG.� qin = (qpin; qsin).Let us now verify that TS  is a strong ontroller for the pair (TS p;TS s).If (qp; qs) e�! (q0p; q0s) and (qp; qs) e�! (q00p ; q00s ) in TS , then q0p = q00p (sine TS p isdeterministi) and there exist e0; e00 2 Es suh that (e; e0); (e; e00) 2 �qp;qs, (qp; qs) (e;e0)=)(q0p; q0s) and (qp; qs) (e;e00)=) (q0p; q00s ). Sine TS s is deterministi, q0s = q00s . Hene TS  isdeterministi. Also, (CT1) is true by de�nition of TS .Let TS = TS pkTS . First, it is easy to see that every state of TS pkTS  isof the form (qp; (qp; qs)) where qp 2 Qp and qs 2 Qs. Let us verify (CT2). Let(qp; (qp; qs)) e�! (q0p; (q0p; q0s)) in TS . Let qp e1�! q00p in TS p with 'p(e) = 'p(e1).Then (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s) is in G (for some e0 2 Es). By (BS1), (qp; qs) (e1;e01)=) (q00p ; q00s )is in G (for some e01 2 Es, q00s 2 Qs). Hene (e1; e01) 2 Eqp;qs. By (BS3)(ii), 9e02 2 Es :(e1; e02) 2 �qp;qs. Hene (qp; qs) (e1;e02)=) (q0p; q2s) is in G for some q2s 2 Qs. By de�nitionof TS , (qp; qs) e1�! (q0p; q2s) is in TS . Hene (qp; (qp; qs)) e1�! (q0p; (q0p; q2s)) is in TS .All that remains is to show that TS is bisimilar to TS s. Let � be de�nedas follows: for every state (qp; (qp; qs)) in TS , let (qp; (qp; qs)) � qs. Let us showthat � is a bisimulation by verifying properties listed in De�nition 2.8. Clearly,(qpin; (qpin; qsin)) � qsin.Let (qp; (qp; qs)) � qs and (qp; (qp; qs)) e�! (q0p; (q0p; q0s)) be in TS . Then by(BS3)(ii), 9e0 2 Es : '(e) = '(e0), (e; e0) 2 �qp;qs and hene (qp; qs) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s). So,qs e0�! q0s is in TS s and (q0p; (q0p; q0s)) � q0s.Now let (qp; (qp; qs)) � qs and qs e0�! q0s. By (BS2), 9e 2 Ep; q0p 2 Qp :(qp; (qp; qs)) (e;e0)=) (q0p; q0s). Now by (BS3)(i), 9e2 2 Ep : (e2; e0) 2 �. Let (qp; qs) (e2;e0)=)(q00p ; q0s). Then (qp; (qp; qs)) e2�! (q00p ; (q00p ; q0s)) and (q00p ; (q00p ; q0s)) � q0s. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 35We now wish to show that the existene of a strong ontroller an be deidedin polynomial time. As a �rst step we will observe that assuming the spei�ationtransition system is redued involves no loss in generality.Lemma 2.18 Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') be a �nite transition system. Then intime polynomial in jTS j one an onstrut a redued transition system TS 0 whih isbisimilar to TS.Proof This observation follows easily from the polynomial time algorithm for hek-ing bisimilarity of two �nite transition systems due to [KS83℄.To be spei�, we set R0 = Q � Q and onstrut a sequene of relationsR0; R1; : : : Rn till Rn = Rn+1 and then stop. Assume indutively that R0; R1; : : : Rihave been onstruted. We de�ne Ri+1 to be the relation obtained by applying oneof the following pruning steps to Ri. If neither of the two steps an be applied toRi, then we set Ri+1 = Ri and stop.� Suppose (q; q0) 2 Ri and q e1�! q1 is in T but there is no q0 e01�! q01 in T suhthat '(e1) = '(e01) and (q1; q01) 2 Ri. Then Ri+1 = Ri n f(q; q0)g.� Suppose (q; q0) 2 Ri and q0 e01�! q01 is in T but there is no q e1�! q1 in T suhthat '(e1) = '(e01) and (q1; q01) 2 Ri. Then Ri+1 = Ri n f(q; q0)g.Sine R0 is a �nite set and Ri+1 = Ri (in whih ase we stop) or Ri+1 � Ri, thisproedure will terminate after at most jQ�Qj steps. Let n be the least integer suhthat Rn = Rn+1. It is easy to hek that Rn is an equivalene relation. For q 2 Q,let [q℄ be the Rn-equivalene lass ontaining q.It is now easy to see that Rn will be a bisimulation between TS and itself. Also,if � � Q�Q is a bisimulation between TS and itself, then � � Rn.Next we �x a strit linear order < on E. We now de�ne TS 0 = (Q0; E 0; T 0; q0in; '0)via:� Q0 = Q=Rn = f[q℄ j q 2 Qg� E 0 = E; '0 = '� ([q℄; e; [q0℄) 2 T 0 i� there exists (q1; e; q01) 2 T suh that q1 2 [q℄ and q01 2 [q0℄and furthermore, if (p; e0; p0) 2 T with p 2 [q℄ and p0 2 [q0℄ and '(e) = '(e0),then e = e0 or e < e0.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 36� q0in = [qin℄It is easy to verify that TS 0 is redued and that TS and TS 0 are bisimilar withf(q; [q℄) j q 2 Qg being a bisimulation. It is also easy to verify that jTS 0j � jTS jand that TS 0 an be omputed in time polynomial in jTS j. 2Theorem 2.4 There is a uniform proedure whih takes as input a pair of �nitetransition systems (TS p;TS s) and deides whether or not (TS p;TS s) admits astrong ontroller.Proof Due to the previous lemma, it involves no loss of generality to assume thatTS s is redued. It now follows from Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17 that it suÆes to deidewhether or notGps ontains a strong subgraph. This an be ahieved by onstrutinga sequene of graphs G0; G1; : : : Gn+1 suh that eah Gi is a subgraph of Gps andeah Gi+1 a subgraph of Gi with G0 = Gps and Gn = Gn+1. Assume indutivelythat G0; : : : Gi have been onstruted. We now obtain Gi+1 by applying one of thefollowing pruning steps to Gi. If none of the pruning steps an be applied we setGi+1 = Gi and stop.Let Gi = (Xi;!i).(PR1) Suppose t = ((q; q0); (e1; e01); (q1; q01)) 2 !i and there exists (q; e2; q2) 2 TS pwith 'p(e1) = 'p(e2). Further suppose that there exists no edge in !i of theform ((q; q0); (e2; e02); (q2; q02)). Then remove the edge t from !i and set Gi+1to be the resulting graph.(PR2) Suppose (q; q0) 2 Xi and q0 e01�! q01 is in Ts but there is no edge of the form((q; q0); (e1; e01); (q1; q01)) in !i. Then remove (q; q0) and all its inoming andoutgoing edges from Gi and de�ne Gi+1 to be the resulting graph.(PR3) Let (q; q0) 2 Xi.Let Eiq;q0 = f(e1; e01) j 9(q2; q02) : ((q; q0); (e1; e01); (q2; q02)) is in !ig. Supposeevery � � Eiq;q0 fails to satisfy at least one of the onditions BS3 (i), (ii) and(iii). Then remove (q; q0) and all its inoming and outgoing edges and de�neGi+1 to be the resulting graph.Sine G0 is �nite, this proedure will terminate after a �nite number of steps.Let n be the least integer suh that Gn = Gn+1. Let Gn = (Xn;!n). Now it is easyto show that Gps ontains a strong subgraph i� (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 37First, if (qpin; qsin) 2 Xn, it is lear that Gn is a strong subgraph of Gps as the fatthat (PR)(1){(3) are not appliable means that Gn satis�es (BS)(1){(3).To prove the onverse, let us assume that Gps has a strong subgraph G. We anindutively prove (by indution on i) that G is a subgraph of Gi. It would thenfollow that sine (qpin; qsin) is in G, it would be in Gn also. The indution goes asfollows.Clearly, G is a subgraph of G0 = Gps. Now assume indutively that G is asubgraph ofGi. If pruning step (PR1) or (PR2) is applied, it is easy to see thatG willbe a subgraph of Gi+1. If (PR3) is used, let the pruned node be (q; q0). To prove G isa subset ofGi+1 it suÆes to prove that (q; q0) 62 G. Assume the ontrary. Then sineG is a strong subgraph, it satis�es (BS3) for the node (q; q0) | let � � Eq;q0 be a setwhih satis�es (BS3)(i){(iii) with Eq;q0 = f(e; e0) j 9(q2; q02) : ((q; q0); (e; e0); (q2; q02))is in Gg � Eiq;q0.Now it is lear that � � Eiq;q0 . We will show that � in fat satis�es (BS3)(i){(iii)for the node (q; q0) in Gi.Let (e; e0) 2 Eiq;q0. Then there must be a transition q0 e0�! q01 in Ts. Sine G is astrong subgraph, by (BS2), 9e1 : (q; q0) e1;e0�! (q1; q01) is in G. Hene (e1; e0) 2 Eq;q0.By (BS3)(i) for (q; q0) in G, 9e2 : (e2; e0) 2 �. This shows (BS3)(i) for (q; q0) in Gi.Let (e; e0) 2 Eiq;q0. Then, as argued above, 9e1 : (q; q0) e1;e0�! (q1; q01) is in G. Sine'p(e) = 'p(e1), by (BS1), 9e02 : (q; q0) e;e02�! (q2; q02) is in G. So, (e; e02) 2 Eq;q0. SineG is a strong subgraph, by BS3(ii), 9e03 : (e; e03) 2 �, whih shows BS3(ii) holds forGi.Also, sine � satis�es BS3(iii) for G, it also satis�es it for Gi.This shows that the onditions for using (PR3) is not met, whih ontradits ourassumption. Hene (q; q0) 62 G and hene G is a subgraph of Gi+1. 2Corollary 2.19 Let (TS p;TS s) be a pair of �nite transition systems with jQpj =np, jQsj = ns, jEpj = kp and jEsj = ks. Let m = maxfnp; ns; kp; ksg. Then intime polynomial in m, one an deide whether or not (TS p;TS s) admits a strongontroller.Proof By Lemma 2.18, we an onstrut in time polynomial in m, a reduedtransition system TS 0s suh that TS s and TS 0s are bisimilar. We an now supply(TS p;TS 0s) as input to the deision proedure presented in the proof of Theorem 2.3.



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 38This proedure will take time only polynomial inm. To show this, the only nontrivialpart is to show how rule (PR3) an be implemented in time polynomial in m. Wedo this by showing a redution to the maximal mathing problem.For an undireted bipartite graph G = (S1; S2; A) where S1 and S2 are sets ofverties and A � S1� S2, a mathing for G is a set X � A suh that for any vertexs 2 S1 [ S2, there is at most one edge in X that is inident on s. A mathing Xof G is a maximal mathing if it is a mathing of maximum ardinality | i.e. forevery mathing X 0 of G, jX 0j � jXj. The problem of �nding a maximal mathingof a given graph is a well-studied problem and an be solved in time polynomial inthe size of the given graph [CLR92℄.Let Gi = (Xi;!i) and (q; q0) 2 Xi. Let Eq;q0 be de�ned as before. Consider thebipartite (undireted) graph (S1; S2; A) where� S1 = fe1 j 9e2 : (e1; e2) 2 Eq;q0g� S2 = fe2 j 9e1 : (e1; e2) 2 Eq;q0g� A = Eq;q0We now laim that there is a � satisfying the onditions (BS3)(i){(iii) i� thereis a mathing for (S1; S2; A) of size jS2j. Let � be a subset of Eq;q0 that satis�esonditions (BS3)(i){(iii). For eah e2 2 S2, we know by (BS3)(i) that there is anedge of the form (e01; e02) in �. Pik one suh edge for eah e2 2 Es and all this setX. jXj = jS2j. Let (e1; e2); (e01; e02) 2 X. If e1 = e01, then by (BS3)(iii) we knowthat e2 = e02. If e2 = e02, then from the way X was formed, e1 = e01. Hene Xis a mathing of size jS2j and is learly a maximal mathing. Conversely, assumeX � Eq;q0 is a mathing of size jS2j. Clearly, for eah e2 2 S2, there must be exatlyone edge of the form (e1; e2) in X. Let � � X be formed by expanding X by addingpreisely one edge of the form (e1; e2) of Eq;q0 for eah e1 2 S1 where there is no edgeof the kind (e1; e02) 2 X. Clearly, � satis�es (BS3)(i){(iii).Sine the size of the maximal mathing of a given graph an be found in poly-nomial time, we an implement (PR3) in polynomial time. In fat, we an solvethe maximal mathing problem by reduing it to the max-ow problem and use theFord-Fulkerson method ([EK70, CLR92℄) to get a maximal mathing in polynomialtime, from whih we an get a witness �. These witnesses will be useful in on-struting the ontroller. 2



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 39Corollary 2.20 Let (TS p;TS s) be a pair of �nite transition systems with m de�nedas above. Then (TS p;TS s) admits a strong ontroller i� it admits a strong ontrollerof size at most a polynomial in m. Moreover, suh a ontroller an be onstrutedin time polynomial in m.Proof Using the deision proedure presented in the proof of Theorem 2.4, onean ompute a strong subgraph of Gps, if one exists, in time polynomial in m. Wean synthesize a strong ontroller from the strong subgraph as shown in the proofof Lemma 2.17. Clearly, the size of this ontroller will be at most polynomial in m.2
2.6 ConlusionsIn this hapter we have studied the ontroller synthesis problem in a branhingtime setting. We started with a simple notion of branhing time spei�ations,namely simulations, whih an apture simple safety properties. We then onsideredbisimulation spei�ations, whih an express liveness properties as well, and are anatural extension to simulations. In both instanes we have established polynomialtime deision proedures as well as polynomial time synthesis proedures whihprodue polynomial sized ontrollers whenever ontrollers exist.A onsiderable amount of knowledge is available about the ontrol-synthesisproblem in the linear time framework. Here the behaviour of the plant will onsistof LP , a suitable olletion of (�nite or in�nite) sequenes. One then spei�es thedesired behaviour by another olletion of sequenes LS . The problem then is toome up with a ontroller suh that LPC � LS where LPC is the onstrained languagegenerated by the plant-ontroller ombination.As for branhing-time spei�ations, the supervisory ontrol synthesis problemhas been studied in a branhing time setting using the failure semantis model ofproesses [Ove94, Ove97℄. A pre-order relates the behaviour of the plant-ontrollerto the spei�ation. However their setup is very di�erent. In their setting, thenondeterminism arises due to abstration and not due to the hiding of the envi-ronment's ations. Consequently, their ontrollers annot distinguish between thenondeterministi hoies made in the plant. In our setting the nondeterminism (onthe labels of events) is purely due to the hiding of the environment's responses and



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 40the ontroller an disern between the nondeterministi hoies made. A nie featureof [Ove97℄ is that it deals with partial desriptions via the use of internal events.Extension of our work to handle partial desriptions is yet to be ahieved.There is a neighbouring body of work (see for instane [JL91℄, [LX90℄) whih hasa similar avour as the ontroller synthesis problem and uses tehniques similar tothose we disuss in this paper. This body of work has to do with equation solving ina proess algebrai domain. The simplest problem setting is one where one is givena system A and a spei�ation B both presented as terms in a proess algebra, sayCCS. The problem is to ome up with a CCS term X suh that AjX is bisimilarto B. To onsider an extreme example, suppose A is the proess nil whih doesnothing. Then X = B will be aepted as solution to the equation AjX = B. Thusthe ruial di�erene between the work reported here and the work on equationsolving in proess algebras is that our ontrollers | unlike the unknown term X inthe proess algebra setting | an only restrit the behaviour of the plant; it is notallowed to ontribute any new behavioural possibilities.Our results an be extended in a number of ways. To mention just a few, oneould onsider plants with internal events and also ontrollers with internal events.In the ase of ontrollers with internal events one will have to deal with re�nementmaps instead of simulations and one will have to deal with weak bisimulations insteadof (strong) bisimulations.A natural extension of this work is to onsider the problem where we an handlespei�ations written in branhing-time logis suh as CTL, 8-CTL, CTL?, et. Itis hard to pin down a nie logi (say as a sub-logi of CTL) whih will apturethe notion of simulation/bisimulation we have onsidered. A related work is [AM95℄where the branhing time temporal logi CTL is used for spei�ations. The notion ofa ontroller is however quite weak in that ontrollers are required to be memoryless.Though the notions of simulations and bisimulations are weak mehanisms ofspei�ation, the attrative feature of these is that model-heking is in polynomialtime due the \loal" nature of the de�nitions of suh relations. One �nds very fewspei�ation mehanisms in the literature whih yield suh polynomial time algo-rithms. Our work shows that this tratability extends to ontrol-synthesis as well.(The logi CTL also has a polynomial time model-heking algorithm | however aswe point out in Chapter 5, the tratability does not extend to ontrol-synthesis forCTL.)



Chapter 2: Control-synthesis for simulations and bisimulations 41One way to enhane our spei�ation mehanisms is to handle them in a settingwhih an express fairness properties. In formulating liveness spei�ations, it isimportant in many ases to say that the fair runs (runs where the sheduler does notignore a proess forever, runs where a failure of an event doesn't happen in�nitelyoften, et.) satisfy a spei�ation. In partiular, the notion of fair simulation[HKR97, ESW01℄, introdued in [HKR97℄ is a notion of simulation whih atersto fairness and at the same time allows polynomial-time model heking. It wouldbe interesting to see if the ontrol-synthesis problem for fair simulation, and othernotions of simulations atering to fairness requirements, are also tratable.Another hallenging extension is suggested by the environment model onsideredby Kupferman and Vardi in their work on module heking [KV96, KV97a℄. Theidea is that in a branhing time setting what one should require is: the ontrollershould prune the system moves in suh a way that for every pruning of its movesby the environment, the resulting omputation tree should meet the spei�ation.We note however that in the presene of simulations and bisimulations, this re-�ned modelling of the environment is immaterial. It is however very relevant whenwe start onsidering branhing time temporal logis, suh as CTL, as spei�ationmehanisms. A variety of interesting and omputationally hard problems arise inthis new setting and will be the subjet of Chapter 5.Yet another extension is to study the ontrol-synthesis problem in a onurrentsetting for simulations and bisimulations. This is the topi of study in the nexthapter.



Chapter 3
Asynhronous simulations

But the prinipal failing ourred in the sailing,And the Bellman, perplexed and distressed,Said he had hoped, at least, when the wind blew due East,That the ship would not travel due West!| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
3.1 IntrodutionThe transition systems we studied in Chapter 2 are a suitable model to desribesequential systems and an be augmented with some onurreny information tomodel distributed systems. In this hapter we study a well-established variant alledasynhronous transition systems [Bed88, WN95℄ and a orresponding notion of sim-ulation (alled an asynhronous simulation) between them. We show the surprisingresult that even heking whether there is suh a simulation between the unfoldingsof two �nite asynhronous transition systems is undeidable. It turns out that, on-sequently, there is no way to e�etively solve the ontrol-synthesis problem in thissetting. This is in sharp ontrast to the results in Chapter 2 and show how omplexthe design of any notion of distributed ontrol an beome.42



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 43There is a natural notion of bisimulation between asynhronous transition sys-tems studied in the literature alled the hereditary history-preserving bisimulation(see [WN95, JNW96℄). A long-standing open question in this area was whether theproblem of heking if there is a hereditary history-preserving bisimulation betweena pair of �nite asynhronous transition systems is deidable.The result in this hapter hinted that the hereditary history preserving bisimu-lation problem might be undeidable. Jurdzi�nski and Nielsen [JN00℄ have reentlyshown that this problem is indeed undeidable. Their proof makes essential use ofthe tehnique we develop here to enode grids into unfoldings of asynhronous tran-sition systems. We onjeture that their result an be extended to show that theontroller problem for hereditary history-preserving bisimulation is also undeidable.Coming bak to our work, we model both the system and the spei�ation asasynhronous transition systems and the notion of a simulation from one asyn-hronous transition system to another will be de�ned so that it preserves the in-dependene of events. Unfoldings of asynhronous transition systems are de�nedsuh that states reahed after trae-equivalent behaviours are identi�ed with eahother. We then show that the problems of model-heking and ontrol-synthesis areundeidable. We also show that our negative result holds even for very restritedlasses of asynhronous transition systems.3.2 The modelWe enrih the transition systems de�ned in De�nition 2.1 of Chapter 2 to reetthe notion of independene of events.De�nition 3.1 A �-labelled deterministi asynhronous transition system is a stru-ture TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I) where (Q;E; T; qin; ') is a transition system (as inDe�nition 2.1) and I � E�E is an irreexive and symmetri independene relationsuh that the following onditions are satis�ed:(TR1) Suppose q e1�! q1 and q e2�! q2 and e1 I e2. Then there exists q0 suh thatq1 e2�! q0 and q2 e1�! q0.(TR2) Suppose q e1�! q1 e2�! q0 and e1 I e2. Then there exists q2 suh thatq e2�! q2 e1�! q0. 2



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 44From now on, we refer to �-labelled deterministi asynhronous transition sys-tems as just asynhronous transition systems. Simulations will now be required topreserve the independene of events:De�nition 3.2 Let TS 1 = (Q1; E1; T1; q1in; '1; I1) and TS 2 = (Q2; E2; T2; q2in; '2; I2)be a pair of asynhronous transition systems. Then an asynhronous simulationf : TS 1 ! TS 2 is a simulation from (Q1; E1; T1; q1in; '1) to (Q2; E2; T2; q2in; '2) (as inDe�nition 2.2, Chapter 2) whih in addition satis�es:� Suppose in TS 1, we have e1 I1 e2, t1 = (q; e1; q1), t2 = (q1; e2; q0), t3 = (q; e2; q2)and t4 = (q2; e1; q0).� If f(t1) = (p; e01; p1) and f(t2) = (p1; e02; p0) then e01 I2 e02 and there exists p2 suhthat f(t3) = (p; e02; p2) and f(t4) = (p2; e01; p0).� If f(t1) = (p; e01; p1) and f(t3) = (p; e02; p2) then e01 I2 e02 and there exists p0 suhthat f(t2) = (p1; e02; p0) and f(t4) = (p2; e01; p0). 2From now on we will often drop the adjetive \asynhronous" in referring toasynhronous simulations. As before ontrollers will be de�ned in terms of unfold-ings. The new feature is that the independene of events will indue a partial orderover the runs of the system. A standard tehnique taken from Mazurkiewiz traetheory [DR95℄ will be used to group together di�erent interleavings of the samepartially ordered streth of behaviour.De�nition 3.3 Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I) be an asynhronous transition system.Then �TS is the least equivalene relation (whih turns out to be a ongruene)ontained in E� � E� whih satis�es: �e1e2� 0 �TS �e2e1� 0 whenever e1 I e2 and�; � 0 2 E�. We let [� ℄ denote the �TS -equivalene lass ontaining � . 2Unfoldings are now de�ned by identifying states that arise by exeuting sequenesof ations that are �TS equivalent:De�nition 3.4 Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I) be an asynhronous transition system.The unfolding of TS is Uf (TS) = ( bQ; bE; bT ; bqin; b'; bI) where bQ, bE and bT are thesmallest sets that satisfy:� (qin; ["℄) 2 bQ.



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 45� If (q; [� ℄) 2 bQ and (q; e; q0) 2 T then(q0; [�e℄) 2 bQ, e 2 bE and ((q; [� ℄); e; (q0; [�e℄)) 2 bT .The initial state is bqin = (qin; ["℄) and b' and bI are ' and I restrited to bE and bE� bErespetively. 2Trae theory ensures that Uf (TS) is also an asynhronous transition system.Figure 3.1 shows an asynhronous transition system TS p and its unfolding Uf(TS p).The independene relation is the symmetri losure of fask1; s1g � fask2; s2g.Note that unlike the unfoldings in Chapter 2, the unfolding is not a tree, but is adireted ayli graph.The model-heking problem for asynhronous simulations is determine, given apair of transition systems TS p and TS s, whether there is an asynhronous simulationfrom Uf(TS p) to Uf(TS s).Let us now onsider produts of asynhronous transition systems. The newfeature is that the onerned independene relations should agree on the ommonevents. Let TS 1 and TS 2 be two asynhronous transition systems with Ei as theset of events and 'i as the labelling funtion of TS i, i 2 f1; 2g. Then TS 1kTS 2 isde�ned i� 8 e; e0 2 E1 \ E2, e I1 e0 i� e I2 e0. If this ondition is satis�ed (and theondition that 8e 2 E1 \ E2, 'q(e) = '2(e) is also met), then TS 1kTS 2 is de�nedas done in De�nition 2.4, Chapter 2 with the new independene relation de�nedas I1 [ I2. Again, it should be lear that TS 1kTS 2 is an asynhronous transitionsystem.Let TS p, TS s and TS  be three asynhronous transition systems. Then TS  is anasynhronous ontroller for (TS p;TS s) i� TS  satis�es the usual properties (CT1){(CT3) of De�nition 2.5 for being a ontroller and if there exists an asynhronoussimulation from Uf(TS pkTS ) into Uf (TS s). The ontrol-synthesis problem is thento hek whether, given a pair of �nite asynhronous transition systems TS p andTS s, there is an asynhronous ontroller for (TS p;TS s).Let us onsider the example given below in Figure 3.1. The plant onsists oftwo agents whih do the following: these agents wait for the user to press a button(aski) after whih they enter a ritial setion (si). When they �nish and exitthe ritial setion, they send a signal (�ni) whih an be observed by the otheragent. The two agents are shown in the �gure. The ombined system is the normalsynhronized produt of the two systems and is also illustrated. The unfolding of the



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 46plant is also shown. The indued independene relation is the symmetri losureof fask1; s1g � fask2; s2g. Let us �x the labelling funtion as '(aski) = ask ,'(si) = s and '(�ni) = �n, i 2 f1; 2g.The spei�ation TS s (whih is equivalent to its unfolding) is shown in Figure 3.2with only the labels of events on the transitions | the independene of events shouldbe lear. On the labels, it is idential to the plant, exept that it has no movesenabled when both agents are in the ritial setion. This therefore demands thatthe plant should not reah a state where both agents are in their ritial setions (ifit reahes suh a state, then the ontroller will not be able to satisfy the nonblokingondition at this state).An asynhronous ontroller is required to respet the independene relation.Hene it annot enable an agent entering a ritial setion depending upon an in-dependent event ourring in the other agent. In other words, independent ationshave to be ontrolled independently. In this example, we require that the event s1is ontrolled independent of the event s2 (as they belong to di�erent agents). Henethe ontroller is fored to sequentialize the agents in a predetermined manner | anexample of a valid ontroller is TS  shown in the �gure whih allows the �rst agentto enter its ritial setion before the seond, regardless of the sequene of buttonspressed.Before we go on to proving that the model-heking problem in this setting ofasynhronous simulations is undeidable, note that the model-heking problem forsimulations for sequential transition systems studied in Chapter 2 is deidable. Onean easily show that, given two �nite-state (sequential) transition systems TS p andTS s, there is a simulation from TS p to TS s i� the orresponding graph Gps de�nedin Setion 2.3 is itself a good subgraph. Cheking whether Gps an learly be donein polynomial time.We now wish to show that the problems of model-heking for �nite asynhronoussimulations and the problem of deiding if a pair of �nite asynhronous transitionsystems admits an asynhronous ontroller | �nite or otherwise | are undeidable.The redution is from the tiling problem [LP81℄ whih is known to be undeidable.In what follows, it will be onvenient to talk about the tiling problem as a olouringproblem. An instane of the olouring problem is a quadruple C = (C; in; R; U)where C is a �nite set of olours, in 2 C is a distinguished initial olour andR : C �! 2C and U : C �! 2C are two funtions. A solution to C is a map
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Figure 3.2: Asynhronous spei�ation and ontroller for TS p
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Figure 3.3: The main gridol : N0 � N0 �! C (N0 is the set of natural numbers f0,1,2,. . . g) whih satis�es:� ol(0; 0) = in� 8 (m;n) 2 N0 � N0 . ol(m + 1; n) 2 R(ol(m;n)) and ol(m;n + 1) 2U(ol(m;n)).For eah instane C of a olouring problem we �rst onstrut a pair of in�niteasynhronous transition systems (TS C1 ;TS C2 ) suh that C has a solution i� there ex-ists an asynhronous simulation from TS C1 to TS C2 . We then show how to onstrut,given C, two �nite asynhronous transition systems TS Cp and TS Cs suh that TS C1and TS C2 are isomorphi to Uf(TS Cp ) and Uf (TS Cs ) respetively. This will showthat the model-heking problem is undeidable.Through the rest of the setion �x an instane of the olouring problem C =(C; in; R; U) and let ; 0 range over C. The assoiated pair of in�nite asynhronoustransition systems will be denoted as TS C1 and TS C2 .The main part of TS C1 will look like a two dimensional grid generated by the twosets of events ER = fr0; r1; r2g and EU = fu0; u1; u2g with ER � EU � I1 where I1is the independene relation of TS C1 . This is shown in Figure 3.3. We display onlythe events onerned and not their labels. We deal with the labels later.In addition, there will be nine events f0; 1; 2g2. At eah grid point at most foursuh events will be stiking out. For onveniene we will often write ij instead of(i; j) for i; j 2 f0; 1; 2g. At a grid point, the event ij will be enabled if ri and ujare enabled at this point. This event will ommute with events ri and uj enabled at
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Figure 3.4: A typial neighbourhood of a grid-pointthis grid point. It will also ommute with the events i(j + 1) and (i + 1)j enabledat the neighbouring grid points. Here and in what follows addition is taken to beaddition modulo 3.Thus the set of events of TS C1 is E1 = Er [ Eu [ fij j i; j 2 f0; 1; 2gg and itsindependene relation I1 is the least symmetri relation of E1 �E1 whih satis�es :- fr0; r1; r2g � fu0; u1; u2g � I1- ij I1 ri0 if i = i0- ij I1 uj0 if j = j 0- ij I1 i0j 0 if [(i0 = i + 1 and j = j 0) or (i = i0 and j 0 = j + 1)℄TS C1 is suh that along any run, an event ij an our at most one. Thus a typialneighbourhood in TS C1 will look as in Figure 3.4.Note that one an event of type ij is performed, one an never get bak to themain grid; at most three more events an be performed before reahing a terminalstate. These events whih stik out of the grid will be used | via a simulation |to hek whether the olours assigned to neighbouring grid points are onsistent.The assignment of olours to the grid points will be done in TS C2 . This transitionsystem will look exatly like TS C1 exept that we will use events taken from the setC � f0; 1; 2g2 instead of f0; 1; 2g2. At a grid point, the event (; ij) will be enabled



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 51if ri and uj are enabled at this point. As an exeption, at the origin only the event(in; 00) will be enabled apart from the events r0 and u0. In addition the event (; ij)an wander forward a bit through the independene relation as desribed below. Theruial point is, the independene relation I2 of TS C2 will be used to hek for theonsisteny of the olouring sheme.The set of events of TS C2 is E2 = Er [ Eu [ f(; ij) j  2 C; i; j 2 f0; 1; 2gg Wede�ne I2 to be the least irreexive and symmetri subset of Es � Es satisfying:- fr0; r1; r2g � fu0; u1; u2g � I2.- ri I2 (; i0j 0) if i = i0- uj I2 (; i0j 0) if j = j 0- (; ij) I2 (0; i0j 0) if [(i0 = i + 1, j 0 = j and 0 2 R()) or (i0 = i, j 0 = j + 1 and0 2 U())℄.We fore TS C1 and TS C2 to marh together by a suitable hoie of labels. Fix� = fr0; r1; r2; u0; u1; u2g [ f0; 1; 2g2. In both the systems the event x 2 Er [ Eugets the label x. The events ij in TS C1 and the events (; ij) in TS C2 get the labelij. Let us de�ne TS C1 and TS C2 formally. Let TS C1 = (Q1; E1; T1; q1in; '1; I1) andTS C2 = (Q2; E2; T2; q2in; '2; I2) be two �-labelled asynhronous transition systemswith E1, '1, I1, E2, '2 and I2 de�ned as above. Let X(0)r = (r0 � r1 � r2)�, X(1)r =(r0 � r1 � r2)� � r0 and X(2)r = (r0 � r1 � r2)� � r0 � r1. Similarly, let X(0)u = (u0 � u1 � u2)�,X(1)u = (u0 � u1 � u2)� � u0 and X(2)u = (u0 � u1 � u2)� � u0 � u1. LetZ1 = [i;j2f0;1;2gX(i)r �X(j)u � ij � ri � uj � [(i + 1)j + i(j + 1)℄Z1 represents representatives of all maximal sequenes we want the system to gen-erate. Let Z 01 = fy j 9x 2 Z1 : y �1 xg, where �1 is the trae equivalene relationorresponding to I1. Set Z 001 = Pref(Z 01), the pre�xes of words in Z 01. Z 001 denotes theset of all sequenes we would like TS C1 to generate. So, set Q1 = Z 001= �1 and foreah [x℄; [x � e℄ 2 Q1 where x 2 E�1 , e 2 E1, let the transition [x℄ e�! [xe℄ belong toT1. The initial state q1in is ["℄.TS C2 is de�ned similarly: For eah pair of olours ; 0 2 C, letR(;0) = [i;j2f0;1;2gX(i)r �X(j)u � (; ij) � ri � uj � (0; (i+ 1)j)



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 52U (;0) = [i;j2f0;1;2gX(i)r �X(j)u � (; ij) � ri � uj � (0; i(j + 1))Now setZ2 = [i;j2f0;1;2g[X(i)r �X(j)u � (; ij) � ri � uj℄ [ [;0j02R()[R(;0)℄ [ [;0j02U()[U (;0)℄Let Z 02 = fy j 9x 2 Z2 : y �2 xg, where �2 is the trae equivalene relationorresponding to I2. Let Z 002 = Pref(Z 02), the pre�xes of words in Z 02. Z 002 denotesthe set of all sequenes we would like TS C2 to generate. Set Q2 = Z 002= �2 and let ushave, for eah [x℄; [x � e℄ 2 Q2 where x 2 E�2 , e 2 E2, the transition [x℄ e�! [xe℄ inT2. The initial state q2in is ["℄.Grid points are those states in TS C1 and TS C2 reahed after exeuting a sequenein (Er [ Eu)�.Lemma 3.1 For any olouring problem C, there is a solution for C i� there is asimulation from TS C1 to TS C2 .Proof()) Let ol : N0 � N0 ! C be a solution for C. Now there is a simulation whihworks as follows. Map the grid-points of TS C1 to the grid-points of TS C2 . Thisis easily ahieved by mapping the states of the form [x℄ (where x 2 (Er [Eu)�to [x℄. If at a grid-point, ri and uj events are enabled, then map the outgoingedge ij from this grid-point to the (; ij) event in the orresponding grid-pointof TS C2 , where  is the olour assigned by ol to that grid-point. That is, at agrid-point [x℄, if ri and uj are enabled, we map the transition [x℄ ij�! [x � ij℄to [x℄ (;ij)�! [x � (; ij)℄. We extend the funtion to map other ourrenes of thesame event to appropriate transitions. It is now easy to see that this de�nesa simulation. The simulation will preserve independene of events sine ol isa solution for C.(() Let f : TS C1 ! TS C2 be a simulation. First, it is easy to argue that the grid-points of TS C1 must get mapped to the grid-points of TS C2 . This follows fromthe fat that f must preserve the label of events that are mapped. Now, wean assign olours to the grid-points as follows: at any grid-point, if ri and ujare enabled, then the olour for that grid-point is  where f maps the outgoingedge ij event to (; ij). It follows easily from the onstrution and the fat



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 53that f preserves the independene of events, that the olouring de�ned is asolution to C. 2All that remains now is to exhibit �nite state transition systems TS Cp and TS Cssuh that their unfoldings are isomorphi to TS C1 and TS C2 respetively. The systemsTS Cp and TS Cs are �-labelled transition systems, (where � = fr0; r1; r2; u0; u1; u2g [f0; 1; 2g2) de�ned as follows:TS Cp = (Qp; Ep; Tp; qpin; 'p; Ip) where� Ep = E1, 'p = '1 and Ip = I1 as de�ned above We denote by Dp the depen-dene relation: Dp = (Ep � Ep) n Ip.� Qp = fr0; r1; r2g � fu0; u1; u2g � 2f0;1;2g � 2f0;1;2g � 2f0;1;2g2A state (R;U; LR; LU ; X) of the plant ontains the following information:{ R enodes whih ri event is enabled and U enodes whih uj event isenabled.{ LR enodes the set of all i suh that events ij 0 may be permitted and LUenodes the set of all j suh that events i0j may be permitted. Togetherthey enode exatly whih ij events are permitted at a grid-point: anevent ij is permitted i� i 2 LR and j 2 Lj.{ X enodes the set of all ij events that have ourred so far.� qpin = (r0; u0; f0g; f0g; ;)� Let a typial member of Qp be denoted as a tuple (R;U; LR; LU ; X).Tp is de�ned as follows:{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X) ri�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0) ifR = ri, ( 6 9i0j 0 2 X : i 6= i0), R0 = ri+1, U 0 = U , L0U = LU , L0R =(LR n fi� 1g) [ fi+ 1g and X 0 = X{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X) uj�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0) ifU = uj, ( 6 9i0j 0 2 X : j 6= j 0), U 0 = uj+1, R0 = R, L0R = LR, L0U =(LU n fj � 1g) [ fj + 1g and X 0 = X



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 54{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X) ij�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0) ifi 2 LR, j 2 LU , ( 69i0j 0 2 X : i0j 0Dpij), R0 = R, U 0 = U , X 0 = X [ fijg,L0R = LR and L0U = LUIt should be lear now how the de�nitions of the plant transitions work. Notethat X = ; at any grid point.TS Cs is de�ned as TS Cs = (Qs; Es; Ts; qsin; 's; Is) where� Es = E2, 's = '2 and Is = I2 as de�ned above We denote by Ds the depen-dene relation: Ds = (Es � Es) n Is.� Qs = fr0; r1; r2g � fu0; u1; u2g � 2f0;1;2g � 2f0;1;2g � 2C�f0;1;2g2 � finit ; �g� qsin = (r0; u0; f0g; f0g; ;; init)� Let a typial member of Qs be denoted as a tuple (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S). Ts isde�ned as follows :{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) ri�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0; S 0) ifR = ri, ( 6 9i0j 0 2 X : i 6= i0), R0 = ri+1, U 0 = U , L0U = LU , L0R =(LR n fi� 1g) [ fi+ 1g, X 0 = X and S 0 = �{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) uj�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0; S 0) ifU = uj, ( 6 9i0j 0 2 X : j 6= j 0), U 0 = uj+1, R0 = R, L0R = LR, L0U =(LU n fj � 1g) [ fj + 1g, X 0 = X and S 0 = �{ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) (;ij)�! (R0; U 0; L0R; L0U ; X 0; S 0) if(S = init )  = in), i 2 LR, j 2 LU , ( 69(0; i0j 0) 2 X : (0; i0j 0)D(; ij)),R0 = R, U 0 = U , X 0 = X [ f(; ij)g, L0R = LR, L0U = LU and S 0 = SThe spei�ation is onstruted in almost the same way as the plant, exept thatthe LR and LU omponents enode the (; ij) events enabled and the independenerelation of the (; ij) events are onstrained by the given olouring problem. Wealso keep trak in a new omponent S whether the last grid-point seen was (0; 0) ornot. If it is, then we only allow the in event to our.It is tedious but straightforward to see that Uf(TS Cp ) and Uf (TS Cs ) are iso-morphi to TS C1 and TS C2 . Also, from a given C, we an onstrut TS Cp and TS Cse�etively. From Lemma 3.1 we then have



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 55Theorem 3.1 The problem of uniformly determining the existene of a simulationfrom the unfolding of a �nite asynhronous transition system to the unfolding ofanother is undeidable. 2Next we show that the problem of heking for an asynhronous simulation re-dues to that of heking for the existene of an asynhronous ontroller. GivenTS p and TS s, we onstrut TS 0p and TS 0s suh that there exists a simulation fromUf (TS p) into Uf(TS s) i� there is a ontroller for (TS 0p;TS 0s). It will turn out thatUf (TS p) and Uf(TS s) an be embedded into Uf(TS 0p) and Uf (TS 0s). Further, itwill turn out that if (TS 0p;TS 0s) has a ontroller, say TS 0, then it would have to bethe trivial ontroller whih allows all system moves. Hene Uf(TS 0pkTS 0) will beisomorphi to Uf(TS 0p). Hene, if (TS 0p;TS 0s) has a ontroller, it would imply thatthere is a simulation from Uf (TS 0p) to Uf (TS 0s), from whih we will show how toextrat a simulation from Uf(TS p) to Uf (TS s). To prove the onverse, we will showhow any simulation from Uf(TS p) to Uf(TS s) easily extends to a simulation fromUf (TS 0p) to Uf (TS 0s). This will show that the ompletely non-restritive ontrolleris a valid ontroller for (TS 0p;TS 0s).Let TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') be a �-labelled asynhronous transition system. Wethen de�ne its augmented version Aug(TS ), a �0-labelled asynhronous transitionsystem, below, where �0 = � [ f?g where ? is a new label not in �. First, as-sume without loss of generality that � is disjoint from Qp; Qs; Ep and Es. ThenAug(TS) = (Q0; E 0; T 0; q0in; '0; I 0) is de�ned as follows:� Q0 = Q [ fX j X is a non-empty subset of �0g [ fq?; q??g� E 0 = Ep [ �0 [ f?0g� '0(e1) = 'p(e1), if e1 2 Ep; '0(a) = a, if a 2 �0; '0(?0) = ?� q0in = qin.� T 0 = T [ f(q1; a; fag) j q1 2 Q and a 2 �0g [f(X; a; Y ) j X; Y are non-empty subsets of � and a 62 X andY = X [ fagg [f(q1; ?0; q?) j q1 2 Qg [ f(q?; ?0; q??)g� I 0p = Ip [ f(a; b) j a 6= b and a; b 2 �0g.We an prove the following:



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 56Lemma 3.2 For any two asynhronous transition systems TS p and TS s, thereis a simulation from Uf(TS p) to Uf (TS s) i� there is a ontroller for(Aug(TS p);Aug(TS s)).Proof()) Let f : Uf (TS p) ! Uf (TS s) be a simulation. Consider TS  = Aug(TS p).Then Uf(Aug(TS p)) and Uf(Aug(TS p))kTS ) are learly isomorphi. Now itis easy to see that f an be extended to a simulation from Uf (Aug(TS p)) toUf (Aug(TS s)) by mapping �0-events to orresponding �0-events and ?0-eventsto orresponding ?0-events.(() Let TS  be a ontroller for (Aug(TS p);Aug(TS s)). Let g be a simulation fromUf (Aug(TS p)kTS ) to Uf (Aug(TS s)). First, we an show that TS  annotrestrit any system move of Aug(TS p).Claim If (qp; q) is reahable in Aug(TS p)kTS  and qp e�! q0p, then 9q0 :q e�! q0 in TS .The laim an be heked as follows. If qp is in Qp, then we know that someevent from (qp; q), say e0, must be enabled in Aug(TS p)kTS . Now, the or-responding event '(e0) is also enabled. We an then argue that if any one�0-event is enabled, then all of them must be enabled (using the nonblok-ing property of the ontroller and the fat that it preserves independene ofevents). Using the properties of a ontroller, it follows that all events from(qp; q) must be enabled in the ontrolled plant. If qp is not in Qp, then also itis easy to hek the laim. End of laimIt therefore follows that Uf(Aug(TS p)kTS ) is isomorphi to Uf(Aug(TS p)).We an also show that g maps the Uf (TS p) fragment of Uf(Aug(TS p)) tothe Uf(TS s) fragment of Uf(Aug(TS s)), using the fat that two onseu-tive ?-labelled events are enabled only from the states of Uf(TS p). Hene arestrition of g will give a simulation from Uf(TS p) to Uf(TS s). 2



Chapter 3: Asynhronous simulations 57This leads to the seond main result of this hapter.Theorem 3.2 The problem of uniformly determining if a pair of �nite asynhronoustransition systems admits an asynhronous ontroller is undeidable. 2From our onstrutions above it is easy to dedue that the problem of uniformlydetermining if a pair of �nite transition systems (TS p;TS s) admits a �nite ontrolleris undeidable. This holds sine in the redution from the undeidable simulationproblem to the ontroller problem, our plant-spei�ation pair is suh that it admitsa ontroller i� it admits a �nite ontroller (namely the trivial one that is isomorphito the plant).Our undeidability result goes through even for the restrited lass of transitionsystems alled produt transition systems. The main details of the onstrutionof produt transition systems whose unfoldings will be the same as we require, aregiven in the Appendix. Consequently, the undeidability extends to other models |for example, when the plant and spei�ation are presented as labelled 1-safe Petrinets.Yet another restrition one an onsider is the lass of asynhronous transi-tion systems where there is an underlying independene over the labels � whihrespets the independene of events, i.e.: TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I; bI) where TS =(Q;E; T; qin; '; I) is an asynhronous transition system and bI � ��� is irreexiveand symmetri and 8e; e0 2 E, e I e0 ) '(e) bI '(e0).It is easy to see that the lass of systems and spei�ations used in the unde-idability result for simulation fall within this lass. Hene heking existene ofsimulation for this lass is also undeidable. We an also show that heking forthe existene of a ontroller for this lass is undeidable. The redution is from thesimulation problem for this lass and the details are given in the Appendix.



Chapter 4
Temporal logis, trees andautomata

The Beaver brought paper, portfolio, pens,And ink in unfailing supplies:While strange reepy reatures ame out of their dens,And wathed them with wondering eyes.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
In this hapter we review some temporal logis (the branhing-time temporallogis CTL and CTL? and the linear-time temporal logi LTL) and also review labeledin�nite trees and automata working on them. All these onepts and de�nitions(exept that of alternating automata) will be used in the next hapter where weonsider the synthesis and ontrol problems for branhing-time logis. Also, tree-automata will be extensively used in Chapter 6 where we onsider the distributedontrol-synthesis problem. Though we won't really work with synthesis/ontrolproblems involving LTL, we use LTL in some ruial lower-bound results in the nexthapter and it will also be a natural way to view the spei�ation mehanisms inChapter 6. 58



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 594.1 Linear-time temporal logi LTLWe introdue the temporal logis we need in the next two hapters briey here.We refer the reader to [Eme90℄ for a more omprehensive and gentle introdution.Linear-time temporal logi (LTL) is a temporal logi designed to speify proper-ties of in�nite sequenes. The models for this logi are !-sequenes of letters from�, where � = 2AP for a set of atomi propositions AP .Let us �x a set of atomi propositions AP . Then the formulas of LTL over APis de�ned to be the least set suh that:� For eah p 2 AP , p is a formula� If ' and  are formulas then so are :', ' _  , X' and 'U The modalities X and U stand for \Next" and \Until" respetively | i.e. X'means that the suÆx sequene starting from next position satis�es ' while 'U means that the formula  holds somewhere down the sequene and till that point 'holds.Let � 2 (2AP )! be an !-sequene of subsets of AP . If � = �0 � �1 � : : :, then wedenote by �[i℄ the suÆx of � starting from the ith position in the sequene | i.e.�[i℄ = �i � �i+1 : : :.Formally, the semantis of when a formula ' is satis�ed in a model � 2 (2AP )!,denoted � j= ', is de�ned indutively on the struture of ' as follows:� � j= p i� � = �0 � �1 : : : and p 2 �0� � j= ' _  i� � j= ' or � j=  � � j= :' i� � 6j= '� � j= X' i� �[1℄ j= '� � j= 'U i� there is a j 2 N0 suh that �[j℄ j=  and for every 0 � i < j,�[i℄ j= 'We use the following abbreviations as well:� ' ^  = :((:') _ (: )) (\and").� F' = trueU' (\eventually").� G' = :F:' (\always").



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 604.2 Branhing-time temporal logis CTL and CTL?In the branhing time logi CTL?, a path quanti�er, E denoting \for some path"(or A denoting \for all paths"), an pre�x an assertion omposed of an arbitraryombination of the linear time operators X (\next") and U (\until"). CTL and CTL?are interpreted on Kripke strutures whih we de�ne below.CTL? has two types of formulas: state formulas, whose meaning is related to aspei� state, and path formulas, whose meaning is related to a spei� path. LetAP be a set of atomi propositions. A CTL? state formula is either:� p, for p 2 AP .� :' or ' _  , where ' and  are CTL? state formulas.� E' or A' where ' is a CTL? path formula.A path formula is either:� A CTL? state formula.� :' or ' _  or X', or 'U , where ' and  are CTL? path formulas.The logi CTL? onsists of the set of state formulas generated by the above rules.The logi CTL (\omputation tree logi") is a restrited subset of CTL?. In CTL,the temporal operators X and U must be immediately preeded by a path quanti�er.Formally, it is the subset of CTL? obtained by restriting the path formulas in theabove de�nition to be X' or 'U , where ' and  are CTL state formulas. In otherwords, the set of CTL formulas is the smallest set suh that:� For eah p 2 P , p is a CTL formula.� If ' and '0 are CTL formulas, then so are :', ' _ '0, EX', AX', E'U'0 andA'U'0.The semantis of CTL? (and its sub-logi CTL) is de�ned with respet to a(Kripke) struture S = hAP;W;R;w0; Li, where AP is the set of atomi proposi-tions, W is a set of states, R � W �W is a transition relation that must be total(i.e., for every w 2 W there exists w0 2 W suh that (w;w0) 2 R), w0 is an initialstate, and L : W ! 2AP maps eah state to a set of atomi propositions true in thisstate. We sometimes say R(w;w0) to mean that (w;w0) 2 R. If R(w;w0) holds, we



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 61say that w0 is a suessor of w . A path of S is an in�nite sequene � = w0; w1; : : :of states suh that for every i � 0, we have R(wi; wi+1). The suÆx wi; wi+1; : : : of� is denoted by �i. We use w j= ' to indiate that a state formula ' holds at statew, and we use � j= ' to indiate that a path formula ' holds at path � (assuminga struture S). The relation j= is indutively de�ned as follows.� For an atomi proposition p 2 AP , we have w j= p i� p 2 L(w)� w j= :' i� w 6j= '.� w j= ' _  i� w j= ' or w j=  .� w j= E' i� there exists a path � = w0; w1; : : : suh that w0 = w and � j= '.� w j= A' i� for every path � = w0; w1; : : : suh that w0 = w, � j= '.� � j= ' for a state formula ' i� � = w0; w1; : : : and w0 j= '� � j= :' i� � 6j= '.� � j= ' _  i� � j= ' or � j=  .� � j= X' i� �1 j= '.� � j= 'U i� there exists j � 0 suh that �j j=  and for all 0 � i < j, wehave �i j= '.We say that a Kripke struture S satis�es a CTL? (or CTL) formula ', denotedS j= ', if w0 j= ' where w0 is the initial state of S.We use abbreviations ' ^  , F', G' to mean the same as in LTL.4.3 TreesA (rooted direted) tree is a direted ayli graph T = (N;E), where N is a setof nodes and E � N � N is an edge-relation, that has a designated root r whihdoesn't have a parent (i.e. there is no v 2 N suh that (v; r) 2 E) and every othernode of the tree has a unique parent and is reahable from r.For a �nite set �, we note that T� = (��; E�), where E� = f(x; x:) j x 2�� and  2 �g, is a tree | we refer to this as the full �-tree. Also, onsider the



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 62graph T = (N;E) where N � �� and E � E� suh that, if v: 2 N with v 2 ��and  2 �, then v 2 N . Then T is a tree (it's a subtree of T�) and we all this an�-tree. The root of an �-tree is the empty word ".Let T = (N;E) be a tree. For every v 2 T , the set suT (v) = fv0 2 N j (v; v0) 2Eg is the set of hildren (suessors) of v. Where T is lear from the ontext, wedrop the subsript T and write su(v). We usually onsider trees that satisfy theondition that su(v) 6= ; for every v in T .We also assoiate a diretion dir(v) 2 � with eah node v of an �-tree T . Adesignated element 0 2 � is the diretion of ". For eah non-root node v: with 2 �, we set dir(v:) = .A path � of any tree T = (N;E) is an in�nite sequene of nodes of the tree� = v0v1 : : : suh that v0 is the root of T and for eah i 2 N0 , vi+1 is a suessor of viin T . Finally, given a set �, a �-labeled tree is a pair (T; V ) where T is a tree andV : T ! � is a labeling funtion that labels eah node of the tree with a symbol of�. Of speial interest to us are 2AP -labeled trees, where AP is a �nite set of proposi-tions. We all suh trees omputation trees and we sometimes interpret CTL? formu-las with respet to them. Formally, a omputation tree (T; V ), where T = (N;E),satis�es a CTL? formula ' if ' is satis�ed in the struture hAP;N;E; r; V i, where ris the root of T .Kripke strutures an be unfolded into trees just as transition systems were un-folded into trees in Chapter 2. Formally, for a Kripke struture S = hAP;W;R;w0; Li,we an assoiate a 2AP -labelledW -tree (TS; VS) where TS � W � is the least set suhthat:� " 2 TS; dir(") = w0� For every x 2 W �, if x 2 TS and dir(x) = w and (w;w0) 2 R, then x:w0 2 TS.(Also, by onvention, dir(x:w0) = w0)It turns out that CTL? formulas annot distinguish between a Kripke strutureand its unwinding:Proposition 4.1 Let ' be a CTL? formula and let S be a Kripke struture. ThenS j= ' i� (TS; VS) j= ', where (TS; VS) is the unwinding of S.



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 63Proof Follows easily by indution on the struture of '. 2Hene, we swith freely between Kripke strutures and their unfoldings whileinterpreting CTL? formulas on them.4.4 Automata on treesLet us now turn to automata working over �-labelled �-trees. Let us �x �nitesets � and �. We introdue here B�uhi, Rabin and parity tree automata (see[Tho90, Tho97℄ for more details). Our treatment of automata are a bit non-standard(for the sake of onveniene). We de�ne them on �-trees while in the literature,automata are usually de�ned on �xed-arity omplete trees. However, one an easilygo bak and forth between these de�nitions.A non-deterministi tree automaton over �-labeled �-trees is A = h�; Q; Æ; q0;Fiwhere � is the �nite alphabet we have �xed. Q is a �nite set of states. For eahX � �, let GX denote the set of all funtions from X to Q. Also, let G denotethe union of all sets GX where X � �. Then Æ : Q � � � 2� ! 2G is a transitionfuntion that maps a state, a letter, and a subset X of � to a subset of GX . In otherwords, if q 2 Q, a 2 �, X � �, then Æ(q; a;X) is a set of funtions from X to Q| eah suh funtion gives a set of possible propagation of states to the hildren ofthe node being read. q0 2 Q is the initial state, and F is an aeptane ondition(or a winning ondition) that depends on the kind of automata we onsider:(B�uhi) F is a subset of Q(Rabin) F = f(R1; G1); : : : ; (Rm; Gm)g is a set of pairs of subsets of Q (i.e. foreah i, Ri; Gi � Q).(parity) F is a funtion F : Q! f0; : : : ; hg for some h 2 N (the set f0; : : : ; hg isalled the set of olours).Automata with B�uhi, Rabin and parity winning onditions are alled B�uhi,Rabin and parity automata, respetively.Let � = x0x1 : : : 2 Q! be an in�nite sequene of states. Then we denote thestates that our in�nitely often in � as:inf (�) = fq 2 Q j there are in�nitely many i 2 N suh that xi = qg:



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 64The notion of when � satis�es a winning ondition F is de�ned depending onthe kind of winning ondition:(B�uhi) � is aepting if inf (�) \ F 6= ; | i.e. � meets F in�nitely often.(Rabin) Let F = f(R1; G1); : : : ; (Rm; Gm)g. Then � is aepting if 9i 2 f1; : : : ; mgsuh that inf (�)\Ri = ; and inf (�)\Gi 6= ;| i.e. if there is a pair (Ri; Gi)in F suh that � meets Gi in�nitely often and meets Ri only �nitely often.(parity) Let F : Q ! f0; : : : ; hg for some h 2 N . Then � is aepting ifmin(F(inf (�))) is even | i.e. the smallest olour met in�nitely often in �is even.Let (T; V ) be a �-labeled �-tree (hene T � ��). Let su dir(x) = fdir(y) jy 2 suT (x)g denote the diretions of the hildren of x.A run of the automaton A over (T; V ) is a Q-labeled tree (T; �) suh that:� �(") = q0� Let x 2 T and C = su dir(x). Then there is a funtion g : C ! Q inÆ(q; V (x); C) suh that for eah 0 2 C, �(x:0) = g(0).A path � of a run (T; �) is said to be aepting if it satis�es the aeptaneondition as de�ned above. The run (T; �) itself is said to be aepting if all pathsof it are aepting. A �-labeled tree (T; V ) is aepted by A if there is an aeptingrun of A over (T; V ). The language aepted by A is the set of all �-labeled treesaepted by A.4.5 Alternating tree automataLet us now de�ne alternating tree automata whih are a generalization of non-deterministi tree automata. While non-deterministi automata an guess a set ofsuessor states and send one opy of itself along the subtrees rooted at eah of itshildren, an alternating automaton an pass several opies of itself to a single hildas well.For a set X, let B+(X) denote the set of positive boolean formulas formed usingelements in X | i.e B+(X) ::- true j false j x j � _ �0 j � ^ �0 where x 2 X and �and �0 are in B+(X). For a set Y � X, we say that Y satis�es � 2 B+(X) if setting



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 65elements in Y to true (and the elements not in Y to false) satis�es �, with the usualinterpretation of _ and ^.An alternating tree automaton over �-labeled �-trees is A = h�; Q; Æ; q0;Fiwhere �, Q, q0 and F are as in a non-deterministi automaton and Æ : Q���2� !B+(Q � �) is a transition funtion whih satis�es the following ondition: it mustmap a state, a letter, and a subset C of � to a boolean formula involving statesalong with the diretions in C. In other words, if q 2 Q, a 2 �, C � �, thenÆ(q; a; C) is a boolean formula in B+(Q� C).Let (T; V ) be a �-labeled tree. A run of the automaton A over (T; V ) is a(T � Q)-labeled tree (T�; �) where T� is a tree that needn't be isomorphi to T .Intuitively, the label of a node y in T� being (x; q) represents that the run at thatnode is reading the node x of the tree T and is in state q. Let the root of T� be r.(T�; �) is a run if � satis�es the following onditions:� �(r) = ("; q0)� Let y 2 T� and �(y) = (x; q). Let C = su dir(x) and Æ(q; V (x); C) = �where � is a formula in B+(Q � C). Let Y � Q � C be the set of all (q0; 0)suh that there is a hild y0 of y with �(y0) = (q0; x:0). Then we require thatY satis�es the formula �.A path � of a run (T�; �) is said to be aepting if the sequene of Q-omponentsof the labels of � satis�es the aeptane ondition. The run (T�; �) is aepting ifall paths it it are aepting. A �-labeled tree (T; V ) is aepted by A if there isan aepting run of A over (T; V ) and the language aepted by A is the set of all�-labeled �-trees aepted by A.Example 4.1 Let � = f; d; eg.Consider the automaton A = h�; fq0; qa; qb; q0bg; Æ; q0;Fi where � = fa; bg and Fis a B�uhi winning ondition with F = fqbg.The transition funtion is de�ned as follows: For any C � �:Æ(q0; a; C) = Æ(q0; b; C) = ̂2C ((qa; ) ^ (qb; ) ^ (q0; ))Æ(qa; b; C) = ̂2C (qa; ) ; Æ(qa; a; C) = true



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 66Æ(qb; a; C) = ̂2C (qb; ) ; Æ(qb; b; C) = ̂2C (q0b; )Æ(q0b; a; C) = ̂2C (q0b; ) ; Æ(q0b; b; C) = ̂2C (qb; )The state q0 propagates itself to all hildren of the urrent node and hene walksdown all paths. At eah node, it also spawns a opy of the automaton in state qaand another in state qb. The state qa persists till it reads an a, at whih point itstops. Hene it heks if all the paths of the subtree it is pursuing has an a. Thestates qb and q0b persist in their states when they see an a and swith states whenthey see a b. Consequently the B�uhi ondition is met i� b is seen in�nitely oftenalong any path pursued by these states. It is easy to see that this automaton aeptsan �-tree i� any path from any subtree has at least one a and also has in�nitelymany b's. Note that the opies of the automaton heking the two properties walkdown the tree independent of eah other. 2Note that for any non-deterministi automaton A = (�; Q; Æ; q0;F) we have thealternating automaton A0 = (�; Q; Æ0; q0;F) where for every q 2 Q, a 2 �, C � �,Æ0(q; a; C) = _g2Æ(q;a;C) ̂2C (g(); )It is easy to hek the language of trees aepted by A0 is the same as that of A.The onverse also holds:Theorem 4.1 ([MSS86℄) For every alternating parity automaton A0, one an on-strut an equivalent non-deterministi parity automaton A. Moreover, the numberof states in A is at most exponential in the number of states in A0.Hene non-deterministi parity automata and alternating parity automata areequally expressive. Rabin tree automata are also as expressive as parity automata.However, it turns out that B�uhi non-deterministi tree automata are stritly weakerthan Rabin/parity non-deterministi tree automata.The lass of languages aepted by Rabin/parity automata are alled regular treelanguages and it is well-known that this lass is losed under union, intersetion,projetion and omplement [Tho97℄.Also, Rabin proved in 1969 [Rab69℄ that the problem of heking whether a non-deterministi tree automaton aepts some tree is deidable. The omplexity of this



Chapter 4: Temporal logis, trees and automata 67deision proedure has been improved over the years and urrently it is known thatnon-deterministi Rabin automata an be heked for emptiness in time (nm)O(m)where n is the number of states in the automaton and m is the number of Rabinpairs in the winning ondition. This problem has also been shown to be NP-omplete[EJ88, PR89a℄. For parity automata, the omplexity of heking emptiness is in NP,and in o-NP, but is not known to be in P [Eme97℄. On the other hand, B�uhi treeautomata an be heked for emptiness in polynomial time (in fat in time O(n2)where n is the number of states in the automaton) [VW86b℄.Moreover, all the above algorithms give a regular witness tree that the automa-ton aepts, if the language it aepts is nonempty. A tree is regular if its set of\omplete" subtrees (i.e. the full subtrees rooted at nodes), up to isomorphism, is�nite. Suh a tree an in fat be presented as a �nite-state transition system whoseunfolding gives the tree (for a natural notion of unfolding similar to the one de�nedin Chapter 2). The number of states in this transition system is also bounded bythe time-estimate above | i.e. (nm)O(m) for Rabin tree automata, et. In many ofour appliations of tree-automata, these witnesses of regular trees will be useful inatually designing ontrollers.



Chapter 5
Synthesis and ontrol forbranhing-time logis

They sought it with thimbles, they sought it with are;They pursued it with forks and hope;They threatened its life with a railway-share;They harmed it with smiles and soap.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
In this hapter we study the problem of ontrol-synthesis for the branhing-timetemporal logis CTL and CTL?. Apart from the ontrol-synthesis problem, we alsostudy the synthesis problem where we are given a spei�ation in CTL?, say, andare asked to ome up with a program that satis�es the spei�ation.Let us look at the program synthesis problem more losely. Suppose we aregiven �nite sets I and O of input and output signals. A program an be viewedas a strategy f : (2I)� ! 2O that maps �nite sequenes of input signal sets into anoutput signal set. When f interats with an environment that generates in�niteinput sequenes, what results is an in�nite omputation over 2I[O. Though f isdeterministi, it produes a omputation tree. The branhes of the tree orrespond68



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 69to external non-determinism aused by the di�erent possible inputs. Many lassesof reative programs like protools and �nite-state hardware devies an be seen towork in suh a manner.One an now speify properties of suh an open system by a linear or branhingtemporal logi formula (over I[O). Unlike linear temporal logis, in branhing tem-poral logis one an speify possibility requirements suh as \every input sequenean be extended so that the output signal v eventually beomes true" ([DTV99℄).This is ahieved via existential and universal quanti�ation provided in branhingtemporal logis [Lam80, Eme90℄.The realizability problem for a branhing-temporal logi is to determine, givena branhing-time spei�ation ', whether there exists a program f : (2I)� ! 2Owhose omputation tree satis�es ' [ALW89, PR89a℄. Realizing ' boils down tosynthesizing suh a funtion f . An important aspet of the omputation tree asso-iated with f is that it has a �xed branhing degree j2Ij. It reets the assumptionthat at eah stage, all possible input signals are provided by the environment. Suhenvironments are referred to as maximal or universal environments. Intuitively,these are stati environments in terms of the branhing possibilities they ontributeto the assoiated omputation trees. Equivalently, as we have noted already, eahprogram has just one omputation tree apturing its behavior in the presene ofa maximal environment. In a more general setting, however, we have to onsiderenvironments that are, in turn, open systems. We term suh environments reative.They might o�er di�erent subsets of 2I as input possibilities at di�erent stages inthe omputation.As an illustration, onsider I = fr1; r2; :::; rng and O = ft1; t2; :::; tng where Irepresents n di�erent types of resoures and O represents n di�erent types of taskswith the understanding that, at eah stage, the system needs to reeive ri from theenvironment in order to exeute ti. In the ase of the maximal environment, thespei�ation \it is always possible to reah a stage where ti is exeuted" (AGEF(ti)in CTL parlane) is realizable. This is so beause at eah stage in the omputation,the maximal environment presents all possible ombinations of the resoures. In thease of the reative environment, the above spei�ation is not realizable. This isso beause there ould be an environment driven by an open system that produesonly a �nite number of the resoure ri. In the resulting omputation tree, eah patheventually reahes a node in whih the environment stops o�ering ri. From then on,



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 70ti annot be exeuted.So, a reative environment assoiates a set of omputation trees with a program| eah tree desribes the behaviour of the program when it interats with someenvironment. Consequently, in the presene of reative environments, the realiz-ability problem must seek a program all of whose omputation trees satisfy thespei�ation.The ontrol-synthesis problem is losely related to the realizability problem. Herewe are given a plant (whih is an open system) that suitably models the system andenvironment interating with eah other. Given a branhing-time spei�ation ',the ontrol problem is to ome up with a strategy for ontrolling the moves made bythe system so that the resulting omputation tree satis�es '. Here again, assuminga reative environment requires the ontroller to funtion orretly no matter howthe environment disables some of its moves; thus orretness should be heked withrespet to a whole set of omputation trees.In this hapter, we study the ontrol problems for both CTL� and CTL spe-i�ations against non-reative and reative environments. It turns out that therealizability problem an be redued to the ontrol problem.The ontroller-synthesis problem for maximal environments an be transformed(by ipping the role of the system and the environment) into the module-hekingproblems solved in [KV96, KV97a℄. Hene, from the results on module heking, itfollows that the problem is EXPTIME and 2-EXPTIME omplete for CTL and CTL?respetively [KV99a, KV99b℄.The main result of this hapter is that for reative environments these problems(realizability and ontrol) are 2-EXPTIME omplete and 3-EXPTIME omplete forCTL and CTL?, respetively. In this sense, reative environments make it morediÆult to realize open systems and synthesize ontrollers for them.The upper bounds are established using automata-theoreti methods. In asethe answer to a realizability/ontrol problem is positive, we also show how to extrata program/ontroller that meets the spei�ation. The sizes of these and the time toonstrut them are shown to be of the same order as the time-omplexity in solvingthe problem.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 715.1 The problem settingFirst, reall the de�nitions of the branhing-time logis CTL and CTL?, Kripkestrutures as well as the notions of nondeterministi automata on in�nite trees in-trodued in Chapter 4.In order to study ontroller synthesis, we model a plant as P =hAP;Ws;We; R; w0; Li, where AP;R; w0, and L are as in a Kripke struture withW = Ws [We. Here Ws is a set of system states and We is a set of environmentstates. Throughout what follows we are onerned only with �nite plants; AP andW are both �nite sets. We also assume that Ws \We = ;. The size of the plant isjP j = jW j+ jRj.Note that unlike the models in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, our models no longerhave event-labels on transitions and the additional labelling of events to apture theway the system and the environment interat. What we have instead is a partitionof the state-spae into the set of system states (where it is the turn of the systemto move) and environment states (where the environment makes a move). Theunderlying struture need not be bipartite with respet to these sets, and hene, thesystem and environment need not stritly alternate. In addition, we have a labellingon the states of the plant that desribes the set of atomi propositions that are truein eah state.Reall the notion of �-trees, for a �nite set �. Let P = hAP;Ws;We; R; wo; Libe a plant. Then P an be unwound into a W -tree TP in the obvious manner: it isthe smallest set suh that the following onditions hold:� " 2 TP ; dir(") = w0� If x 2 TP and w 2 W , then (x:w 2 TP i� R(dir(x); w))This tree is similar to the unfoldings of transition systems studied before. Thetree TP indues the 2AP -labelled tree (TP ; VP ) where for eah v 2 TP , we haveVP (v) = L(dir(v)).A ontroller is now an advie funtion whih, for every system state in this tree,piks a subset of hildren of the state to indiate whih moves it wants to allow atthat point. Hene it is just a restrition of the tree at the system nodes.Let P = hAP;Ws;We; R; wo; Li be a plant, (TP ; VP ) be its unwinding and let(T; V ) be a subtree of (TP ; VP ). We denote by T s = fv j v 2 T and dir(v) 2 Wsg



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 72the set of nodes of T that orrespond to system states, and by T e = T n T s the setof states that orrespond to environment states.A restrition (T 0; V 0) of (T; V ) is a tree T 0 � T suh that V 0 is V restrited toT 0. A restrition (T 0; V 0) of (T; V ) is said to be a system restrition if for everyenvironment state v 2 T 0e, all hildren of v in T belong to T 0 as well. I.e., thereis no pruning of the tree at environment states. Similarly, a restrition (T 0; V 0) of(T; V ) is said to be an environment restrition if for every system state v 2 T 0s, allhildren of v in T belong to T 0.A strategy (or ontroller) for a plant P is now just a system restrition (T; V ) of(TP ; VP ). Note we an have v and v0 with dir(v) = dir(v0) and still have suT (v) 6=suT (v0). Indeed, the deisions made by the system and the environment dependnot only on the urrent state of the interation (that is, dir(v)), but also on theentire interation between the system and the environment so far (that is, v). Wesay that the strategy (T; V ) has �nite-memory (or that the ontroller is �nite-state)if the number of non-isomorphi subtrees of it is �nite. In this ase, one an �nd a�nite Kripke struture P 0 whose unwinding is isomorphi to (T; V ). This struturethen orresponds to the ontrolled plant.For example, Figure 5.1 shows a plant P and the unwinding (TP ; VP ) of it. Italso illustrates a system restrition of the plant. The system nodes are denoted byirles and the environment nodes by squares. This tree (T; V ) represents the systemplaying aording to its strategy against an environment whih plays all moves itan at all its states (whih we all an universal environment). The ontrol-synthesisproblem for non-reative environments is to �nd whether, given a plant P and aspei�ation ', there is a strategy for P suh that the tree orresponding to thestrategy playing against the universal environment satis�es the spei�ation.However, in some ases, we may not only want the strategy to win against theuniversal environment, but also against all possible environments. Consider, for ex-ample, the senario where we have a set of plants fP1; : : : ; Pkg that interats with a(universal) environment E. In this ontext, in order to make the individual plantssatisfy a spei�ation, we may want to solve the problem by synthesizing indepen-dently a ontroller for eah plant. Hene, we would want to design a ontrollerCi, say, for a plant Pi, by onsidering its environment as all interations with E aswell as the other plants. We would like the ontroller to make sure that the plantmeets its spei�ation no matter how the other proesses behave. These proesses
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w0w1 w2 w3w4 w5 A plant P
w0w1 w2 w3w4 w5w0 w4 w3 w5 w3w4 w3w2 w2w5 w3 The unwinding (TP ; VP ) of P
w0w1 w2 w3w4 w5w0 w4 w5 w3w3w2 w2w5 w3 A system restrition of (TP ; VP )Corresponds to a universalg-tree for someontroller g

Figure 5.1: Unwindings and system-restritions
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w0w1 w2 w3w5w4 w5 w3w3w2 w2w3 A g-respeting exeution of Pi.e. an environment restritionof the universal g-tree

Figure 5.2: g-respeting exeutionsform part of the environment but being independently designed, may not play likethe universal environment. Hene we would like Pi to meet its spei�ation for allpossible environments.The interation of a reative environment with a plant an be seen as just a wayof pruning the unwinding of a plant at environment states | the environment atany environment node of the tree piks a (nonempty) subset of its hildren whihare the possibilities it will o�er. Hene the ontrol-synthesis problem for reativeenvironments is to ome up with a strategy suh that any pruning of the unwindingof the ontrolled plant at the environment states satis�es the given spei�ation.We now make this intuition formal. A ontroller for the system is a funtion gthat assigns to eah v 2 T sP , a non-empty subset of suTP (v). The universal g-treeis the system restrition of (Tp; Vp) orresponding to g: i.e. it is the tree (Tg; Vg)where Tg is the smallest subset of TP suh that:� " 2 Tg� If v 2 Tg and v0 2 g(v), then v0 2 TgA g-respeting exeution of P is any environment restrition (T; V ) of (Tg; Vg).For example, Figure 5.2 exhibits a g-respeting exeution of the ontroller g depitedin Figure 5.1.De�nition 5.1 [Control problem for non-reative environments℄Given a �nite plant P and a spei�ation ' (in CTL or CTL?), does there exists a



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 75ontroller g suh that (Tg; Vg) satis�es '? 2De�nition 5.2 [Control problem for reative environments℄Given a �nite plant P and a spei�ation ' (in CTL or CTL?), does there exist aontroller g suh that all g-respeting exeutions of P satisfy '?Controllers for the above problems will be alled ontrollers for (P; ') againstnon-reative and reative environments, respetively.The synthesis problem (or the realizability problem) for programs against reativeand non-reative environments an be de�ned along very similar lines: we onsidera program f interating with its environment via two �nite sets I and O of inputand output signals respetively . We an view f as a strategy f : (2I)� ! 2O thatmaps �nite sequenes of input signal sets into an output signal set. The interationstarts by the program generating the output f("). The environment replies withsome i1 � I. In general, f(i1:i2: : : : ij), is the response of f for the input sequenei1:i2: : : : ij. This (in�nite) interation an be represented by a omputation tree.The branhes of the tree orrespond to external non-determinism aused by di�erentinput signal sets hosen by the environment. Thus f an be viewed as the full 2I[O-labeled 2I-tree (Tf ; Vf) with Tf = (2I)�, dir(") = ; and Vf(v) = dir(v) [ f(v) foreah v 2 Tf .Given a CTL or CTL? formula ', the realizability problem for non-reative envi-ronments is to �nd a a strategy f so that (Tf ; Vf) satis�es '. We say that f realizes' if f is suh a strategy. And say that ' is realizable if there is a strategy thatrealizes it.On the other hand, the realizability problem for reative environments is to �nda strategy f suh that no matter how the environment disables (in a non-blokingmanner) its possible responses at di�erent stages, the tree of interation between thesystem and the environment satis�es '. Formally, let f : (2I)� ! 2O be a strategyand let (T; V ) be a 2I[O-labeled 2I-tree with dir(") = ;. We say that (T; V ) is anf -respeting exeution i� V (v) = f(v) [ dir(v) for eah v 2 T . (In other words,(T; V ) is a restrition of the omputation tree (Tf ; Vf)). The realizability problemfor reative environments is to �nd if there is an f suh that every f -respetingexeution satis�es '. We say that f reatively realizes ' if f is suh a strategy.Also, ' is said to be reatively realizable if there is a program f that reativelyrealizes '.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 76It turns out that the ontrol-synthesis problem is harder than that of realizability.Using a universal plant that embodies all the possible assignments to I and O, therealizability problem an be redued to the ontrol problem. Formally, we have thefollowing:Lemma 5.1 Let ' be a CTL? (CTL) formula over AP = I [O. We an e�etivelyonstrut a �nite plant P and a CTL? (resp. CTL) formula '0 suh that jP j =O((2jAP j)2), j'0j = O(j'j+ 2jAP j), and the following hold:� ' is realizable i� there is ontroller for (P; '0) against the universal environ-ment� ' is reatively realizable i� there is a ontroller for (P; '0) against reativeenvironments.Proof We de�ne P = (AP 0;Ws;We; R; w0; L) as follows:� AP 0 = AP [ fpeg with pe =2 AP: (The role of pe will beome lear soon).� We = 2I � 2O� Ws = fw0g [ 2I with w0 =2 2I [We� R = R0 [ R1 [ R2 where R0 = fw0g � (f;g � 2O), R1 = We � 2I , andR2 = f(X; (X; Y )) j X � I and Y � Og.� L((X; Y )) = X[Y [fpeg for eah (X; Y ) 2 We and L(w) = ; for eah w 2 Ws.Next, for the formula ' in CTL (or CTL?), we onstrut the CTL (respetivelyCTL?) formula '0 over AP 0 by setting '0 = '01^'02. The basi idea is that '01 ensuresthat the truthhood of ' matters only at the states in We. The onjunt '01 is theformula EX(k'k) where k'k is de�ned indutively as follows:For formulas ' in CTL?, k'k is de�ned as:� For state formulas:{ kpk = p for p 2 AP{ k:'k = :k'k{ k'1 _ '2k = k'1k _ k'2k



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 77{ kE'k = Ek'k{ kA'k = Ak'k� For path formulas{ If ' is a state-formula, then k'k is already de�ned.{ k:'k = :k'k{ k'1 _ '2k = k'1k _ k'2k{ kX'k = X X (k'k){ k' U '0k = (pe ) k'k) U (pe ^ k'0k))For formulas in CTL, it is de�ned as:� kpk = p for p 2 AP� k:'k = :k'kk'1 _ '2k = k'1k _ k'2k.� kEX'k = EX EXk'k andkE(' U '0)k = E( (pe ) k'k) U (pe ^ k'0k) )� kAX'k = AX AXk'k andkA(' U '0)k = A( (pe ) k'k) U (pe ^ k'0k) )The onjunt '02 ensures that the system hooses only one move at states in Ws(sine the 2O labelling required must be unique). It is given by '02 = AG(:pe )(Vz2O(EXz ) AXz)) It is easy to hek that P and '0 satisfy the required proper-ties. 2
5.2 Synthesis and ontrol against the universalenvironmentIt turns out that the ontrol-synthesis problem for universal environments re-dues to another problem, the module heking problem, that has been already solved[KV96, KV97a℄.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 78The module-heking problem an be stated in the following manner. Considera plant modelled as a Kripke struture as above and onsider a formula ' in CTLor CTL?. The idea is now to verify whether the plant (already) satis�es '. Again,we an onsider either the plant interating with the universal environment or theplant interating with a reative environment.The model-heking problem is to hek whether the universal tree generated bythe plant, i.e. the tree (TP ; VP ), satis�es the spei�ation '. The module-hekingproblem is to hek whether all the trees that are obtained by interations with allpossible environments satisfy '. In other words, the problem is to hek whetherall environment restritions of (TP ; VP ) satisfy '. If it does, then we say that Pmodule-heks against '.Now onsider the problem of ontrol-synthesis against the universal environment.The problem is to �nd whether there is a system restrition of the tree (TP ; VP ) thatsatis�es '. But this problem is the same as the module-heking problem, if weinterhange the system and environment states, and negate the formula:Proposition 5.2 Let P = hAP;Ws;We; R; wo; Li be a plant and ' be a formulain CTL?. Let P 0 = hAP;W 0s;W 0e; R; w0; Li be a new plant where W 0s = We andW 0e = Ws. Then there is a ontroller for (P; ') against the universal environmenti� P 0 does not module-hek against :'.Proof A system restrition of (TP ; VP ) is an environment restrition of (TP 0 ; VP 0).Hene, there is a system restrition of (TP ; VP ) that satis�es ' i� there is an envi-ronment restrition of (TP 0; VP 0) that satis�es ', i.e. i� it is not the ase that allenvironment restritions of (TP 0; VP 0) satisfy :'. 2Kupferman and Vardi have shown in [KV96℄ that the omplexity of the module-heking problems for CTL and CTL? are EXPTIME omplete and 2-EXPTIME om-plete, respetively. Due to this we have:Theorem 5.1 ([KV99a℄)1. The problems of realizability and ontrol-synthesis for CTL against the univer-sal environment are EXPTIME omplete.2. The problems of realizability and ontrol-synthesis for CTL? against the uni-versal environment are 2-EXPTIME omplete.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 79Proof The upper bounds as well as the lower bounds for ontrol-synthesis followfrom the proposition above and Lemma 5.1. The lower bound for realizability fol-lows from [KV99a℄. 2The proedures used in [KV96℄ also employ automata-theoreti tehniques and itis easy to see that their tehnique an, when module-heking fails, produe a regulartree (represented as a �nite transition system) whih is an environment restritionthat doesn't satisfy the spei�ation. When one starts with a ontrol-synthesisproblem with a plant P and spei�ation ' and redues it to module-heking asabove, this tree is a system-restrition of (TP ; VP ) that satis�es '. Hene it gives a�nite-state ontroller for P that meets the spei�ation. The sizes of the ontrollersan also be seen to be bounded by the time-bounds of the module-heking proedure(exponential for CTL formulas and double exponential for CTL? formulas).5.3 Reative environments: Upper boundsIn view of the notion of module-heking mentioned above, the ontrol-synthesisproblem for reative environments is the problem of heking if the plant an beontrolled so that it module-heks against the spei�ation. Before we show thatthe ontrol-synthesis problems for reative environments are deidable, let us �rstreall the following well-known onnetions relating branhing temporal logis andtree automata:Theorem 5.2(1) [VW86a℄ Given a CTL formula ' over AP and a set �, we an onstrut anondeterministi B�uhi tree automaton A�;' with 2O(j'j) states that aeptsexatly the set of 2AP -labeled �-trees that satisfy '.(2) [EJ88, Saf88, Tho97℄ Given a CTL? formula ' over AP and a set �, one anonstrut a nondeterministi parity tree automaton A�;' with 22O(j'j) states and2O(j'j) olours that aepts exatly the set of 2AP -labeled �-trees that satisfy '.The �rst part of the above theorem follows from [VW86a℄. For the seond part,in [EJ88℄ it was shown how to onstrut, given a CTL? formula ', a nondeterministiRabin tree automaton A�;' with 22O(j'j) states and 2O(j'j) Rabin pairs that aepts



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 80exatly the set of 2AP -labeled �-trees that satisfy '. In this proof, a ruial stepis to use the fat that one an onvert any nondeterministi automata on in�nitewords to a deterministi automaton on in�nite words with the Rabin aeptaneondition, shown in [Saf88℄. In [Tho97℄ it is shown that one an in fat build aparity automaton on in�nite words, instead of a Rabin automaton. Inorporatingthis, we an use parity automata instead of Rabin automata in the proof of [EJ88℄and build, for a given formula ' 2 CTL?, a nondeterministi parity tree automatonA�;' with 22O(j'j) states and 2O(j'j) olours that aepts exatly the set of 2AP -labeled�-trees that satisfy '.The deision proedureReall that in the ontrol problem for reative environments we are given a plantP = hAP;Ws;We; R; w0; Li and a CTL (or CTL?) formula ' over AP , and we haveto deide whether there is a strategy g for the system so that all the g-respetingexeutions of P satisfy '.Reall that a strategy g for the system assigns to eah v 2 T sP a nonempty subsetof su(v). We an assoiate with g a f?;>; dg-labeled W -tree (TP ; Vg), where forevery v 2 TP , the following hold:� If v 2 T sP , then the hildren of v that are members of g(v) are labeled by >,and the hildren of v that are not members of g(v) are labeled by ?.� If v 2 T eP , then all the hildren of v are labeled by d.Intuitively, nodes v: are labeled by > if g enables the transitions from dir(v) to (given that the exeution so far has traversed v), they are labeled by ? if g disablesthe transition from dir(v) to , and they are labeled by d if dir(v) is an environmentstate, where the system has no ontrol about the transition from dir(v) to  beingenabled. We all the tree (TP ; Vg) the strategy tree of g.Note that not every f?;>; dg-labeled W -tree (TP ; V ) is a strategy tree. Indeed,in order to be a strategy tree, V should label all the suessors of nodes orre-sponding to environment states by d, and it should label all the suessors of nodesorresponding to system states by either > or ?, with at least one suessor be-ing labeled by >. Let us �x the onvention that the root is always labelled by >.Formally, we have the following.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 81Theorem 5.3 Given a plant P with state-spae W , there is a nondeterministiB�uhi automaton Astra over f?;>; dg-labeledW -trees, suh that Astra has jW j statesand aepts exatly the strategy trees of P .Proof Let P = hAP;Ws;We; R; w0; Li and W = Ws [We. For w 2 Ws, let Gwdenote the set of all funtions g : su(w)! f>;?g suh that there is at least onew0 2 su(w) whih is mapped by g to >. Gw denotes the possible moves the systeman make at the state w.Consider the nondeterministi B�uhi tree automaton on �-labelledW -trees (where� = f>;?; dg): Astra = (�; Q; Æ; Q0;F) where Q = W � �, Q0 = f(w0;>)g and Æis de�ned as:� For every (w;m) 2 Q, m 2 � and X � W where X 6= su(w), Æ(q;m;X) = ;.i.e. Astra aepts only trees that are labellings of the unwinding of the plant| it rejets all other W -trees.� For every w 2 W , m;m0 2 � where m 6= m0, Æ((w;m); m0; su(w)) = ;, i.e.at a state (w;m), A is expeting to see a node labelled m | if it does not seem, it rejets the tree.� For every w 2 Ws, m 2 f>;?; dg, Æ((w;m); m; su(w)) = f g0 j 9g 2Gw; suh that for every w0 2 su(w); g0(w0) = (w0; g(w0)) g� For every w 2 We, m 2 f>;?; dg, Æ((w;m); m; su(w)) = fgdg where gd :su(w)! Q is the funtion that maps every w0 2 su(w) to (w0; d).The aeptane ondition F is trivial | F = Q. Hene a tree is aepted ifthere is a run of the automaton on it. It is easy to hek that the automaton a-epts exatly the set of all strategy trees. 2Our algorithm proeeds as follows. Given a formula ', we onstrut a treeautomaton A suh that A aepts a strategy tree (TP ; Vg) i� there is a g-respetingexeution of P that does not satisfy '. Then, there is a ontroller for (P; ') againstreative environments i� the automaton A is not universal with respet to strategytrees (that is, the language of Astra is not ontained in that of A). Indeed, a strategytree that is not aepted by A is indued by a strategy g all of whose g-respetingexeutions satisfy '.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 82Theorem 5.4 Given a plant P with state spae W and a branhing-time formula', we an onstrut a nondeterministi tree automaton A over f?;>; dg-labeledW -trees suh that the following hold:1. A aepts a strategy tree (TP ; Vg) i� there is a g-respeting exeution of P thatdoes not satisfy '.2. If ' is a CTL formula, then A is a B�uhi automaton with jW j � 2O(') states.3. If ' is a CTL? formula, then A is a parity automaton with jW j � 22O(j'j) statesand 2O(j'j) olours.Proof Let P = hAP;Ws;We; R; w0; Li, and let AW;:' = h2AP ; Q; Æ; Q0;Fi be theautomaton that aepts exatly all 2AP -labeledW -trees that satisfy :', as desribedin Theorem 5.2. Let W =Ws [We. We de�ne A = h�; Q0; Æ0; Q00;F 0i as follows.� � = f?;>; dg� Q0 = (W �Q�f>;?g)[fqag. The state qa is an aepting sink. Considera state (w; q;m) 2 W � Q � f>;?g. The last omponent m is the mode ofthe state. When m = >, it means that the transition to the urrent node isenabled (by either the system or the environment). When m = ?, it meansthat the transition to the urrent node is disabled.When A is at a state (w; q;>) as it reads a node v, it means that dir(v) = w,and that v has to partiipate in the g-respeting exeution. Hene, A an read> or d, but not ?. If v is indeed labeled by > or d, the automaton A guessesa nonempty subset of suessors of w. It then moves to states orrespondingto the suessors of w and q, with an appropriate update of the mode (> forthe suessors in the guessed subset and ? for the rest).When A is in a state (w; q;?) and it reads a node v, it means that dir(v) = wand that v does not take part in a g-respeting exeution. Then, A expets toread ? or d, in whih ase it goes to the aepting sink.� Q00 = fw0g �Q0 � f>g.� The transition funtion Æ0 is de�ned as follows:For all w 2 W , q 2 Q, and X = suP (w), we have:.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 83{ Æ((w; q;>);?; X) = Æ((w; q;?);>; X) = ;{ If x 2 f?; dg, then Æ0((w; q;?); x;X) = fgag where ga is the funtionthat maps eah element w0 of X to qa.{ If x 2 f>; dg, then Æ0((w; q;>); x;X) is de�ned as follows. Let Y � X bea nonempty subset of su(w). Then, Æ0((w; q;>); x;X) ontains all thefuntions g suh that there is a funtion h 2 Æ(q; L(w); Y ) in AW;:' suhthat:� If w0 2 Y , then g maps w0 to (w0; q0;>) where q0 = h(w0)� If w0 62 Y , then g maps w0 to (w0; q;?) (in fat, we an map it to anystate (w0; q1;?) where q1 2 Q.)Intuitively, Æ0 propagates the requirements imposed by Æ(q; L(w); Y ) tothe Y -suessors of w, for every possible hoie of Y .Note that Æ0 is independent of w being a system or an environment state.The type of w is taken into onsideration only in the de�nition of Astra .For all w 2 W , q 2 Q, m;m0 2 f>;?g and X 6= suP (w), we de�neÆ0((w; q;m); m0; X) = ;. This ensures that A works only on unwindings ofP . We also de�ne, for every X 0 � W and m 2 f>;?g, Æ0(qa; m;X 0) = fgagwhere ga is the funtion that maps eah element of X 0 to qa.� The �nal states are inherited from the formula automaton. Thus, if ' is in CTL,then F 0 = (W �F�f>;?g)[ fqag. If ' is in CTL?, let F : Q! f0; : : : ; hg.Then, F 0 : Q0 ! f0; : : : ; hg is suh that F(qa) = 0 and for all w 2 W , q 2 Q,and m 2 f?;>g, we have F 0((w; q;m)) = F(q). 2The above automaton hene aepts a strategy tree i� the strategy orrespondingto it is a losing strategy for the system. There is hene a winning strategy for thesystem i� there is a tree aepted by Astra that is not aepted by A. So we areleft with the problem of heking whether the language of Astra is ontained in thelanguage of A. Sine tree automata are losed under omplement [Rab69, Tho97℄,we an omplement A, get an automaton ~A, and then hek the non-emptiness ofthe intersetion of Astra with ~A. Hene the following theorem.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 84Theorem 5.5 Given a plant P and a formula ' in CTL, the ontrol problem for 'is in 2-EXPTIME. More preisely, it an be solved in time O(exp(jP j2 � 2O(j'j))). For' in CTL?, the problem is in 3-EXPTIME. More preisely, it an be solved in timeO(exp(jP j2 � 22O(j'j))).1Proof For the omplexity of this proedure, it is easy to see that if ' is in CTL,the automaton A has a state-spae size of O(jP j � 2O(j'j)). Though A runs on k-arytrees (where k depends on P ), it an be omplemented as easily as automata on bi-nary trees | the omplemented automaton ~A (as well as its intersetion with Astra)is a parity automaton with O(exp(jP j � 2O(j'j))) states and O(jP j � 2O(j'j)) olours([Tho97℄). Sine emptiness of parity tree automata an be done in time polynomialin the state-spae and exponential in the number of olours [EJ88, PR89a℄, we anhek emptiness of this intersetion in time O(exp(jP j2 �2O(j'j))). For CTL? spei�a-tions, the analysis is similar exept that the omplexity ontributed by the formulainreases by one exponential. 2By [Rab69℄, if there is indeed a strategy that is winning for the system, thenthe automaton that is the produt of Astra and the omplement of the automatononstruted in Theorem 5.4 aepts it and when we test the automaton for emptiness,we an get a regular tree aepted by the automaton. This then provides a �nite-memory winning strategy that an be realized as a �nite state ontroller for thesystem.5.4 Reative environments: Lower boundsFor two 2AP -labeled trees (T; V ) and (T 0; V 0), and a set Q = fq1; : : : ; qkg � AP ,we say that (T; V ) and (T 0; V 0) are Q-di�erent if they agree on everything exeptpossibly the labels of the propositions in Q. Formally, T = T 0 and for all x 2 T ,we have V (x) n Q = V 0(x) n Q. The logi AqCTL? extends CTL? by universalquanti�ation on atomi proposition: if  is a CTL? formula and q1; : : : ; qk areatomi propositions, then 8q1; : : : ; qk is an AqCTL? formula. The semantis of8q1; : : : ; qk is given by S j= 8q1; : : : ; qk i� for all trees (T; V ) suh that (T; V )and the unwinding (TS; VS) of S are fq1; : : : ; qkg-di�erent, (T; V ) j=  . The logis1exp(x) stands for 2O(x)



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 85AqLTL and AqCTL are de�ned similarly as the extensions of LTL and CTL withuniversal quanti�ation on atomi propositions.The following Theorem is taken from [SVW87℄. We desribe here the full proof,as our lower-bound proofs are based on it.Theorem 5.6 [SVW87℄ The satis�ability problem for AqLTL is EXPSPACE-hard.Proof We do a redution from the problem of whether an exponential-spae de-terministi Turing mahine T aepts an input word x. That is, given T and x,we onstrut an AqLTL formula 8q' suh that T aepts x i� 8q' is satis�able.Below we desribe the formula ' informally. The formal desription of ' and of thefuntion next are detailed later.Let T = h�; Q;!; q0; F i, where � is the alphabet, Q is the set of states, !�Q � � � Q � � � fL;Rg is the transition relation (we use (q; a) ! (q0; b;�) toindiate that when T is in state q and it reads the input a in the urrent tape ell, itmoves to state q0, writes b in the urrent tape ell, and its reading head moves oneell to the left or to the right, aording to �), q0 is the initial state, and F � Qis the set of aepting states. Let n = a � jxj, for some onstant a, be suh thatthe working tape of T has 2n ells. We enode a on�guration of T by a word12 : : : (q; i) : : : 2n. That is, all the letters in the on�guration are in �, exeptfor one letter in Q � �. The meaning of suh a on�guration is that the jth ell ofT , for 1 � j � 2n, is labeled j, the reading head points on ell i, and T is in stateq. For example, the initial on�guration of T is (q0; x1)x2 � � �xn## � � �, where theinput to T is x = x0x1x2 : : : xn and # stands for the empty ell. We an now enodea omputation of T by a sequene of on�gurations.Let � = �[ (Q��). We an enode letters in � by a set AP (T ) = fp1; : : : ; pmg(with m = dlogj�je) of atomi propositions). We de�ne our formulas over the setAP = AP (T ) [ fb; ; d; e; qg of atomi propositions. The task of the last �ve atomswill be explained shortly. Sine T is �xed, so is �, and hene so is the size of AP .Consider an in�nite sequene � over 2AP . For an atomi proposition p 2 APand a node u in �, we use p(u) to denote the truth value of p at u. That is, p(u)is 1 if p holds at u and is 0 if p does not hold at u. We divide the sequene � intobloks of length n. Every suh blok orresponds to a single tape ell of the mahineT . Consider a blok u1; : : : ; un that orresponds to a ell �. We use the node u1to enode the ontent of ell �. Thus, the bit vetor p1(u1); : : : ; pm(u1) enodes the



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 86letter (in �[ (Q��)) that orresponds to ell �. We use the atomi proposition b tomark the beginning of the blok; that is, b should hold on u1 and fail on u2; : : : ; un(see C1 below).Reall that the letter with whih ell � is labeled is enoded at the node u1 ofthe blok u1; : : : ; un that orresponds to �. Why then do we need a blok of lengthn to enode a single letter? The reason is that the blok also enodes the loationof the ell � on the tape. Sine T is an exponential-spae Turing mahine, thisloation is a number between 0 and 2n � 1. Enoding the loation eliminates theneed for exponentially many X operators when we attempt to relate two suessiveon�gurations. Enoding is done by the atomi proposition , alled the ounter.Let (un); : : : ; (u1) enode the loation of �. Note that, for tehnial onveniene,the least signi�ant bit of the ounter is in u1. A sequene of 2n bloks orrespondsto 2n ells and enodes a on�guration of T . The value of the ounters along thissequene goes from 0 to 2n� 1, and then start again from 0. This is enfored by '.Sine we want the size of ' to be O(n), we need also an atomi proposition d thatats as a \arry" bit (see C2 and C3 below).An atomi proposition e marks the last blok of a on�guration, that is, e holdsin a node u1 of a blok u1; : : : ; un i�  holds on all nodes in the blok (see C4).Let �1 : : : �2n ; �01 : : : �02n be two suessive on�gurations of T . For eah tripleh�i�1; �i; �i+1i with 1 � i � 2n (taking �2n+1 to be �01 and �0 to be the label of thelast letter in the on�guration before �1 : : : �2n , or some speial label when �1 : : : �2nis the initial on�guration), we know, by the deterministi transition relation of T ,what �0i should be. Let next(h�i�1; �i; �i+1i) denote our expetation for �0i. Theformal de�nition of next is detailed later.Consisteny with next gives us a neessary ondition for a word to enode alegal omputation. In addition, the omputation should start with the initial on-�guration. Finally, if the omputation ends with an aepting on�guration (thatis, one with (q; i) with q 2 F ), then T aepts x. It is easy to speify in LTL therequirements about the initial and aepting on�gurations. For a letter � 2 �, let�(�) be the propositional formula over AP that enodes �. That is, �(�) holds innode u1 of a blok that enodes ell � i� the ell � is labeled �. Then, ' ontainsonjunts (see C5 and C6) that require the omputation to start with the initialon�guration and to eventually reah an aepting on�guration.The diÆult part in the redution is in guaranteeing that the sequene of on�g-



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 87urations is indeed onsistent with next. To enfore this, we have to relate �i�1; �i,and �i+1 with �0i for any i in any two suessive on�gurations �1 : : : �2n ; �01 : : : �02n .One natural way to do so is by a onjuntion of formulas like \whenever we meeta ell with ounter i � 1 and the labeling of the next three ells forms the tripleh�i�1; �i; �i+1i, then the next time we meet a ell with ounter i, this ell is labelednext(h�i�1; �i; �i+1i)". The problem is that as i an take any value from 1 to 2n,there are exponentially many suh onjunts. This is where the universal quanti�-ation of the AqLTL omes into the piture. It enables us to relate h�i�1; �i; �i+1iwith �0i, for all i.To understand how this is done, onsider the atomi proposition q, and assumethat the following hold. (1) q is true at preisely two points, both are points inwhih a blok starts, (2) there is exatly one point between them in whih e holds(or possibly that in exatly both of them, and not in between, e holds) | thus, thetwo points are in suessive on�gurations, and (3) the value of the ounter at thebloks starting at the two points is the same. Then, it should be true that (4) ifthe labels of the three bloks starting one blok before the �rst q are �i�1, �i, and�i+1, then the blok starting at the seond q is labeled by next(�i�1; �i; �i+1).Using b; , and e, we an easily express (1){(4) with formulas of length polyno-mial in n (see the formal de�nition of (1){(4) below). Reall that as the set � is�xed, sanning all the possible labels of a ell an be done with a formula of a �xedlength. Also note that for expressing (3), we need to ompare the value of the twoounters bit by bit (see de�nition of (3) below).The formula ' ontains the onjunt (C7) = ((1) ^ (2) ^ (3))) (4). Sine theondition (4) is heked in 8q' for all the assignments to q that satisfy (1)^(2)^(3),it follows that ' is satis�ed only in omputations onsistent with next. Hene, 8q'is satis�able i� there is an aepting omputation of T on x.The formulas desribed above are formally de�ned as follows:C1. b should hold on u1 and fail on u2; : : : ; un:b ^ X(:b ^ X(:b ^ � � � ^ X:b) � � �) ^ G(b$ Xnb)C2. The ounter starts at 0:: ^ X(: ^ X(: : : : ^ X:) � � �)



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 88C3. The ounter is inreased properly. Note that as we always want to inrease itby 1 we take b as a arry for the least signi�ant bit.� G(((b _ d) ^ :)! (X(:d) ^ Xn)).� G((:(b _ d) ^ :)! (X(:d) ^ Xn:)).� G(((b _ d) ^ )! (Xd ^ Xn:)).� G((:(b _ d) ^ )! ((X:d) ^ Xn)).C4. e holds in a node u1 of a blok with ounter 1n:G(e$ (b ^  ^ X( ^ X( ^ X( � � �))):C5. The omputation starts with the initial on�guration:�(q0; x1) ^Xn(�(x2) � � � ^ Xn(�(xn) ^ Xn(�(#) ^ [(�(#)! Xn�(#))U(�(#) ^ e)℄)) � � �)):C6. The omputation reahes an aepting on�guration:F(b ^ _q2F;2� �(q; )):C7. The formula ((1) ^ (2) ^ (3))) (4)) where:(1) q is true at preisely two points, both are points in whih a blok starts:(:q)U(b ^ q ^ X((:q)U(b ^ q ^ XG:q)))(2) There is exatly one point between them in whih e holds or e holds atboth points but not in any point in between them:(:q)U(q ^ ((:e)U(e ^ X((:e)Uq)))):(3) The value of the ounter at the bloks starting at the two points is thesame: (:q)Uq ^ [(! XF(q ^ )) ^ ((:)! XF(q ^ (:)))^X((! F(q ^ X)) ^ ((:)! F(q ^ X(:)))^X((! F(q ^ XX)) ^ ((:)! F(q ^ XX(:)))^...X((! F(q ^ Xn�1)) ^ ((:)! F(q ^ Xn�1(:)))) � � �))℄:



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 89(4) If the labels of the three bloks starting one blok before the �rst q are�i�1, �i, and �i+1, then the blok starting at the seond q is labeled bynext(�i�1; �i; �i+1):_�1;�2;�32�(:q) U (�(�1)^Xn(q^�(�2)^Xn(�(�3)^F(q^�(next(�1; �2; �3)))))):The funtion next is de�ned as follows: next(h�i�1; �i; �i+1i) denotes our expetationfor �0i. It is de�ned as: 2.� next(hi�1; i; i+1i) = i.� next(h(q; i�1); i; i+1i) = ( i If (q; i�1)! (q0; 0i�1; L).(q0; i) If (q; i�1)! (q0; 0i�1; R).� next(hi�1; (q; i); i+1i) = 0i where (q; i)! (q0; 0i;�).� next(hi�1; i; (q; i+1)i) = ( i If (q; i+1)! (q0; 0i+1; R).(q0; i) If (q; i+1)! (q0; 0i+1; L). 2We now show that AqCTL is also strong enough to desribe an exponential-spaeTuring mahine with a formula of polynomial length. Moreover, sine CTL has bothuniversal and existential path quanti�ation, AqCTL an desribe an alternatingexponential-spae Turing mahine [CKS81℄, implying a 2-EXPTIME lower bound forits satis�ability problem.Theorem 5.7 The satis�ability problem for AqCTL is 2-EXPTIME-hard.Proof We do a redution from the problem whether an exponential-spae alternat-ing Turing mahine T aepts an input word x. That is, given T and x, we onstrutan AqCTL formula 8q suh that T aepts x i� 8q is satis�able.Let T = h�; Qu; Qe; 7!; q0; F i, where the sets Qu and Qe of states are disjoint,and ontain the universal and the existential states, respetively. We denote theirunion (the set of all states) by Q. Our model of alternation presribes that 7! �Q � � � Q � � � fL;Rg has a binary branhing degree. When a universal or an2We assume that T 's head does not \fall o�" from the right or the left boundaries of thetape. Thus, the ase where i = 1 and (q; i) ! (q0; 0i; L) and the dual ase where i = 2n and(q; i)! (q0; 0i; R) are not possible.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 90existential state of T branhes into two states, we distinguish between the left andthe right branhes. Aordingly, we use (q; a) 7! h(ql; bl;�l); (qr; br;�r)i to indiatethat when T is in state q 2 Qu [Qe reading input symbol a, it branhes to the leftwith (ql; bl;�l) and to the right with (qr; br;�r). (Note that the diretions left andright here have nothing to do with the diretion of movement of the head; those aredetermined by �l and �r.)For a on�guration  of T , let sul() and sur() be the suessors of  whenapplying to it the left and right hoies in 7!, respetively. Given an input x, aomputation tree of T on x is a tree in whih eah node orresponds to a on�gu-ration of T . The root of the tree orresponds to the initial on�guration. A nodethat orresponds to a universal on�guration  has two suessors, orrespondingto sul() and sur(). A node that orresponds to an existential on�guration has a single suessor, orresponding to either sul() or sur(). The tree is anaepting omputation tree if all its branhes reah an aepting on�guration.An aepting tree (i.e. a tree labelled with on�gurations) an be enoded as atree where eah node in the aepting tree is blown up into a path where the labelson the path enode the on�guration orresponding to the node. The formula  will desribe suh enodings of aepting trees. As in the linear ase, we enode aon�guration of T by a sequene 12 : : : (q; i) : : : 2n, and we use a blok of lengthn to desribe eah letter �i 2 � [ (Q � �) in the sequene. The onstrution of is similar to the onstrution desribed for ' in the linear ase. For an LTLformula �, let �A be the CTL formula obtained from � by preeding eah temporaloperator by the path quanti�er A. For example, (G(p ! Fq))A = AG(p ! AFq),and (GFp)A = AGAFp. As in the linear ase, the atomi propositions  and d areused to ount, b is used to mark the beginning of bloks, and e is used to mark thelast letter in a on�guration. Note that the onjunts � in ' that impose the desiredbehavior of b; ; d, and e are suh that �A impose the desired behavior of b; ; d ande in the branhing ase. Also, the onjunts � used in ' in order to hek that the�rst on�guration is the initial one and that the omputation is aepting are suhthat �A do the same for the branhing ase. Our formula  has all these onjunts.The diÆult part is to hek that the sul and sur relations are maintained.For that, we add two atomi propositions, eE and eU , that re�ne the proposition eand indiate whether the on�guration just ended has been existential or universal.Also, eE and eU will ontinue to hold till the end of the blok representing the last



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 91ell of the on�guration. Formally,  ontains the onjunts� AG(e! (A(eU UEXb) _ A(eE UEXb))) ^ AG(:(eU ^ eE)),� AG(Vq2Qe;2�(�(q; )! A(:e)U(e ^ eE))), and� AG(Vq2Qu;2�(�(q; )! A(:e)U(e ^ eU))).In addition, we use an atomi proposition l to indiate whether the nodes belong toa left or a right suessor. For larity, we denote :l by r. Formally,  ontains theonjunt AG(l ! (AlUe)) ^ AG(r ! (ArUe)):Sine a universal on�guration  has both sul() and sur() as suessors, andan existential  has only one of them,  also ontains the onjuntAG( (eE ^ EXb)! (EXl _ EXr) ) ^ AG( (eU ^ EXb)! (EXl ^ EXr) )We an now use universal quanti�ation over atomi propositions in order tohek onsisteny with sul and sur. Note that sul() and sur() are uniquelyde�ned. Thus, we an de�ne funtions, nextl and nextr, analogous to funtion nextof the linear ase. Given a sequene h�i�1; �i; �i+1i of letters in , the funtionnextl(h�i�1; �i; �i+1i) denotes the expetation for the i'th letter in sul(). Wedenote this letter by �li, and similarly for nextr and �ri .In the linear ase, we onsidered assignments to q in whih q holds at exatly twopoints in the omputation. Here, we look at assignments where q holds at exatlytwo points in eah branh. The �rst point is a node where a blok of �i starts, andthe seond point is a node where a blok of �li or �ri starts (note that an assignmentto q may hek onsisteny with su along di�erent branhes)3Consider the atomi proposition q, and assume that the following hold: (1) qis labeled as desribed above (in partiular, in eah branh of the tree, q is true atpreisely two nodes, both are nodes in whih a blok starts), (2) in every branhwith two ourrenes of q, there is exatly one node between them in whih e holds(thus, the two nodes are in suessive on�gurations), and (3) the value of theounter at the bloks starting at the two points is the same. Then, it should be true3It is onvenient to think of a satisfying tree for  as a tree that has branhing degree 1everywhere exept for nodes that are labeled by eU and have a suessor labelled b, where thebranhing degree is 2. Our redution, however, makes no assumption about suh a struture.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 92that (4) if the labels of the three bloks starting one blok before the �rst q are�i�1, �i, and �i+1, then the bloks starting at the seond q are either left branhesin whih ase they are labeled by nextl(�i�1; �i; �i+1), or they are right branhes, inwhih ase they are labeled by nextr(�i�1; �i; �i+1). Hene,  ontains the onjunt((1) ^ (2) ^ (3))! (4), where (1){(4) are desribed formally below. Sine in 8q ,the ondition (4) is heked for all the assignments to q that satisfy (1)^ (2) ^ (3),it follows that  is satis�ed only in a omputation tree onsistent with sul andsur. Hene, 8q is satis�able i� there is an aepting omputation tree of T on x.The formulas (1){(4) are formally de�ned as:(1) q is labeled as desribed above:A(:q)U(b ^ q ^ AXA((:q)U(b ^ q ^ AXAG:q))):(2) In every branh with two ourrenes of q, there is exatly one node betweenthem in whih e holds (thus, the two nodes are in suessive on�gurations):A(:q)U(q ^ A((:e)U(e ^ AXA((:e)Uq)))):(3) The value of the ounter at the bloks starting at the two points is the same:A(:q)Uq ^ [(! AXAF (q ^ )) ^ ((:)! AXAF (q ^ (:)))^AX((! AF (q ^ AX)) ^ ((:)! AF (q ^ AX(:)))^AX((! AF (q ^ AXAX)) ^ ((:)! AF (q ^ AXAX(:)))^...AX((! AF (q ^ (AX)n�1)) ^ ((:)! AF (q ^ (AX)n�1(:)))) � � �))℄:(4) If the labels of the three bloks starting one blok before the �rst q are �i�1, �i,and �i+1, then the bloks starting at the seond q are either left branhes inwhih ase they are labeled by nextl(�i�1; �i; �i+1), or they are right branhes,in whih ase they are labeled by nextr(�i�1; �i; �i+1):A(:q)U(W�1;�2;�32�(�(�1) ^ (AX)n(q ^ �(�2) ^ (AX)n(�(�3)^AF [(q ^ l ^ �(nextl(�1; �2; �3))) _ (q ^ r ^ �(nextr(�1; �2; �3)))℄))): 2



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 93The satis�ability problem for CTL? is exponentially harder than the one for CTL.We now show that this omputational di�erene is preserved when we look at theextensions of these logis with universal quanti�ation over atomi propositions. Afull exposition of the details for the lower bound below will detrat us from the maintheme of the thesis. Hene we omit details and present only a gist of the proof.Theorem 5.8 The satis�ability problem for AqCTL? is 3-EXPTIME-hard.Proof We do a redution from the problem whether a doubly-exponential-spaealternating Turing mahine T aepts an input word x. That is, given T and x, weonstrut an AqCTL? formula 8q suh that T aepts x i�  is satis�able.In [VS85℄, the satis�ability problem of CTL? is proved to be 2-EXPTIME-hardby a redution from an exponential-spae alternating Turing mahine. Below weexplain how universal quanti�ation an be used to \streth" the length of the tapethat a polynomial CTL? formula an desribe by another exponential. As in theproof of Theorem 5.6, the formula in [VS85℄ maintains an n-bit ounter, and eahell of T 's tape orresponds to a blok of length n.In order to point on the letters �i and �0i simultaneously (that is, the letters thatthe atomi proposition q point on in the proof of Theorem 5.6), [VS85℄ adds to eahnode of the tree a branh suh that nodes that belong to the original tree are labeledby some atomi proposition p, and nodes that belong to the added branhes are notlabeled by p. Every path in the tree has a single loation where the atom p stopsbeing true. [VS85℄ uses this loation in order to point on �0 and in order to omparethe values of the n-bit ounter in the urrent point (where � is loated) and in thepoint in the omputation where p stops being true.On top of the method in [VS85℄, we use the universal quanti�ation in order tomaintain a 2n-bit ounter and thus ount to 22n. Typially, eah bit of our 2n-bitounter is kept in a blok of length n, whih maintains the index of the bit (a numberbetween 0 to 2n � 1). For example, when n = 3, the ounter looks as follows.



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 94000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111  n-bit ounter0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  2n-bit ounter000 001 010 011 100 101 110 1110 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 001 010 011 100 101 110 1110 0 0 0 0 0 1 0000 001 010 011 100 101 110 1110 0 0 0 0 0 1 1... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...To hek that the 2n-bit ounter proeeds properly, we use a universally quanti-�ed proposition q and we hek that if q holds at exatly two points (say, last pointsin a blok of the n-bit ounter), with the same value to the n-bit ounter, and withonly one blok between them in whih the n-bit ounter has value 1n, then the bitof the 2n-bit ounter that is maintained at the blok of the seond q is updatedproperly (we also need to relate and update arry bits, but the idea is the same).2Note that the number of atomi propositions in  in the proofs of both Theo-rems 5.7 and 5.8 is �xed. Note also that if  is satis�able, then it is also satis�edin a tree of a �xed branhing degree (a areful analysis an show that for CTL thesuÆient branhing degree is 2, and for CTL? it is 3).The logi EAqCTL? extends AqCTL? by adding existential quanti�ation onatomi propositions: if 8q1; : : : ; qk is an AqCTL? formula and p1; : : : ; pm are atomipropositions, then 9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk is an EAqCTL? formula. The semantisof 9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk is given by S j= 9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk i� there is atree (T; V ) suh that (TS; VS) and (T; V ) are fp1; : : : ; pmg-di�erent and (T; V ) j=8q1; : : : ; qk . The logi EAqCTL is the subset of EAqCTL? orresponding to CTL.For n � 1, let [n℄ = f1; : : : ; ng, and let Sn = h;; [n℄; [n℄� [n℄; 1; Li be the struturewhose transition relation is the n-state lique (note that sine Sn has no atomipropositions, its labeling funtion L is redundant). For an AqCTL? formula  , letwidth( ) be the suÆient branhing degree for  ; that is, width( ) is suh that ifthere is some tree that satis�es  , then there is also a tree with branhing degreewidth( ) that satis�es  . Reall that the semantis of EAqCTL? formulas is de-�ned with respet to the unwinding (TS; VS), for strutures S. Hene, as detailed



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 95in [Kup97℄, the satis�ability problem for the AqCTL? formula 8q1; : : : ; qk an be re-dued to the model-heking problem of the EAqCTL? formula 9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk in Swidth( ). Sine the formulas used in the proof of Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 have �xedwidths, the following Theorem follows immediately from Theorems 5.7 and 5.8.Theorem 5.9 The model-heking problems for EAqCTL and EAqCTL? are2-EXPTIME-hard and 3-EXPTIME-hard in the size of the spei�ation, respetively.2Intuitively, the model-heking problem for EAqCTL? asks whether we an �ndan assignment to the propositions that are existentially quanti�ed so that no matterhow we assign values to the propositions that are universally quanti�ed, the formulais satis�ed. Reall that in the ontrol problem we ask a similar question, namelywhether we an �nd a strategy for the system so that no matter whih strategythe environment uses, the formula is satis�ed. In the theorem below we make therelation between existential and universal quanti�ation over atomi propositionsand supervisory ontrol formal. The relation is similar to the relation betweenexistential quanti�ation and the module-heking problem, as desribed in [KV96℄.Theorem 5.10 Given a struture S and an EAqCTL? (or EAqCTL) formula9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk , there is a plant P and a CTL? formula (resp. CTL for-mula)  0 suh that jP j = O((1 + k + m) � jSj), j 0j = O(jSj + j j), and S j=9p1; : : : ; pm8q1; : : : ; qk i� there is a ontroller for (P;  0) against reative environ-ments.Proof For tehnial onveniene, let us �rst assume that a plant has a third typeof states, Wn, whih belong to neither the system nor the environment (that is,all the suessors of states in Wn are always taken). Let E = fp1; : : : ; pmg andU = fq1; : : : ; qkg be the sets of existentially and universally quanti�ed propositions,and let S = hAP;W;R;w0; Li.We de�ne P = hAP [ fyes; dummyg;Wn;Ws;We; R0; w0; L0i, where� Wn =W [ fqyes; qnog.� Ws = W � E.� We = W � U .



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 96� R0 = R[fhw; hw; rii : w 2 W and r 2 E[Ug[((W �(E[U))�fqyes; qnog)[fhqyes; qyesi; hqno; qnoig.� For all w 2 W and r 2 E [ U , we have L0(w) = L(w) n (E [ U), L0(hw; ri) =fr; dummyg, L0(qyes) = fyesg, and L0(qno) = ;.That is, the plant P ontains the struture S. Eah state w in S is dupliatedk + m times. Eah opy of w is assoiated with a quanti�ed proposition. Statesassoiated with existentially quanti�ed propositions are system states. States asso-iated with universally quanti�ed propositions are environment states. Eah dupli-ated state is labeled by the proposition it orresponds to and by a new propositiondummy. In addition, there are two states qyes and qno that all the dupliated statesgo to. The new atomi proposition yes is true in qyes.We de�ne  0 in two steps. First, path quanti�ation in  0 should be restritedto omputations of S. That is, to paths that never meet a dupliated state. Todo this, we use a funtion f : CTL? formulas ! CTL? formulas that restrits pathquanti�ation to paths that never visit a state labeled with dummy. For example,f(EqU(AFp)) = E((G:dummy) ^ (qU(A((Fdummy) _ Fq)))). The full de�nition off and a proof that when  is a CTL formula, there is also a CTL formula equiv-alent to f( ), an be found in [KG96, KV96℄. We an now de�ne  0 as f( )with EX(r ^ EXyes) replaing eah ourrene of a quanti�ed proposition r. So,if r is existentially quanti�ed, the system hooses whether it holds or not (by en-abling/disabling the transition from the state hw; ri to the state qyes), and duallyfor universal quanti�ation. Note that we �rst apply f and only then do the re-plaement. The length of the formula  0 is linear in the length of  .Finally, we remove the assumption about a plant having a third type of states byadding to  0 a onjunt that disables the pruning of transitions from Wn. Formally,this is done by addingW to AP , and having formulas like AG(w1 ! (EXw2^EXw3))that desribe R. This is why the length of  0 is O(j j+ jP j). 2Sine the number of atomi propositions in the formulas used in the redutionsin Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 is �xed, and sine in the ase P is �xed the size of  0 inTheorem 5.10 is O(j j), we an onlude with the following.Theorem 5.11 The supervisory ontrol problems for CTL and CTL? are 2-EXPTIME-hard and 3-EXPTIME-hard in the size of the spei�ation, respetively. 2



Chapter 5: Synthesis and ontrol for branhing-time logis 975.5 ConlusionsOur results shed additional light on the disussion regarding the relative meritsof linear versus branhing temporal logis, f. [Lam80, Pnu85℄. We mainly referhere to the linear temporal logi LTL and the branhing temporal logi CTL. Oneof the beliefs dominating this disussion has been \while speifying is easier inLTL, model heking is easier for CTL". As is argued in [KV96, KV97a, KV99b℄,the omputational advantage of CTL over LTL (f. [CGP99℄), disappears one oneonsiders reative environments. Our results here show that the same phenomenonours in the ontext of the synthesis problem and the ontrol problem: one oneonsiders reative environments, the problems for LTL and CTL are equally hard(2-EXPTIME omplete).Note that for LTL, the environment being reative or universal makes no di�er-ene: if a ontroller meets the spei�ation in a universal environment, then it meetsthe spei�ation for all possible environments. This is beause the set of paths gener-ated when playing against the universal environment subsumes the paths generatedwhen playing against any environment.In a setting with inomplete information, the system (resp., the environment)may not be able to observe all the signals generated by the environment (resp., thesystem), so a strategy needs to depend only on the observed signals. The e�et thatinomplete information has on the omplexity of the synthesis and ontrol problemsan vary dramatially, from having no impat [KV97b℄ to ausing undeidability[PR90℄. An interesting question that deserves further study is whether one anhandle inomplete information in our setting within the same omplexity bounds.



Chapter 6
Distributed Control

They roused him with muÆns{they roused him with ie{They roused him with mustard and ress{They roused him with jam and judiious advie{They set him onundrums to guess.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
6.1 IntrodutionThe aim of the previous hapters has been the study of the automati design ofontrollers for various branhing-time spei�ation mehanisms. In all the problemsonsidered so far (exept that of Chapter 3), we have assumed that the ontrolleris entralized and an observe every move of the plant. In many settings, however,the ontrol problem arises in a distributed setting, where there are many programs,distributed aross a network, that interat with di�erent environments and havesome apability to ommuniate with eah other. In these settings, the ontrollerswe look for have to respet the distributed nature of the system. We need to buildontrollers at the various sites and these ontrollers may not have omplete infor-mation about the evolution of the plant at the other sites. In this hapter, we study98



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 99a version of the distributed ontrol-synthesis problem for a set of programs thatbehave synhronously and ommuniate using messages.Let us say that we have a plant that has k proesses, P1; P2; : : : ; Pk, that interatwith their loal environments and an ommuniate with eah other in some �xedmanner. The ontrol problem in this setting is to ome up with ontrollers C1; : : : ; Ckfor the programs suh that Ci is a ontroller for Pi, for eah i. The importantpoint is that a loal ontroller Ci may not have omplete information of the inputsfed to the other programs by their loal environments, and hene will not knowthe exat states the other programs are in. However, it is not the ase that theproesses are ompletely ignorant of eah other's on�gurations | they an passinformation along the �xed ommuniation hannels between them. These hannelsmay not be able to onvey the entire state-evolution of a program at a site to anothersite. However, there is some partial information exhange that is possible. Theproblem is to ome up with ontrollers that will ontrol the plant and the messagessent, so that the programs an exhange enough information to behave in a wayso that the spei�ation is met. (We are not �xing many details, like the mode ofommuniation, spei�ation language, et. | but these remarks are independentof these details.)There are two ad-ho ways in whih we an (partially) solve the distributed-synthesis problem. One of them was briey outlined in Chapter 4. Note that thesystem an be viewed as a set of k players playing a game against an environment.The distributed ontroller we are looking for is a presription of how eah player anplay suh that they all win the game. One way to solve this is to assume that theplayers are in fat playing against eah other and trying to win the game no matterhow the other players play. If we an ome up with a set of strategies at eah siteso that, if a site plays aording to its strategy, then it will win no matter how theother players play, then surely this set of strategies will win against the environment.Hene we would have a ontroller for the plant. However, if we annot �nd suha set, it does not mean that there is no distributed ontroller | it may be thatindividual players may not be able to win by themselves but only by ooperatingin some manner. Hene, this method to solve the ontrol-synthesis problem is notomplete.Another way to solve distributed ontrol without meeting it head-to-head, is toview the system as a global system and build a entralized ontroller for it. This



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 100ontroller is one whih an view all the inputs at all sites and ontrol the behaviourin a global manner so that it meets the spei�ation. Existene and building of suha global ontroller is often deidable, as shown in [Tho95, PR89a℄ and the earlierhapters in this thesis. One an then try to see if this (partiular) global strategy anbe realized as a distributed one | i.e. we an try and deompose this strategy intoloal strategies at sites. This is deidable sometimes (for example Pnueli and Rosnershow this is deidable in their setting [PR90℄), and if one sueeds in deomposingit, then we have a distributed ontroller. However, again, if we don't, we annot besure that there is no distributed ontroller | for there might exist some other globalstrategy that is deomposable. Hene this method too is sound, but not exhaustive.A frontal attak on the synthesis problem in a distributed setting was �rst madeby Pnueli and Rosner in [PR90℄ (see also Rosner's Ph.D thesis [Ros92℄). In this pa-per, they study a model where the programs ommuniate in a synhronous mannerthrough �xed ommuniation hannels, and show the surprising but dishearteningresult that the realizability problem for almost all arhitetures is undeidable. Theproblem an be seen as a multi-player game with inomplete information (as de-sribed above) studied by Peterson and Reif [PR79℄, and the results in [PR90℄ areextensions of these results. Pnueli and Rosner show that even a two-site arhite-ture where there is no possible ommuniation between the sites, is undeidable.They also identify a small lass of arhitetures (alled hierarhial arhitetures)for whih the problem is deidable.The results in [PR90℄, though they are meant for realizability, extend to ontrol-synthesis as well. We show that it follows from their results that the only kind ofarhitetures for whih the ontrol problem is deidable is the singly-anked pipeline(alled pipelines in [PR90℄). A singly-anked pipeline is a set of sites arranged in alinear order, onneted one to the other along the order with internal hannels andwith a single environment input at the �rst site of the sequene (see Figure 6.2).The deidable arhitetures identi�ed above are partiularly disappointing asthey don't have external environment inputs at even two sites, and hene are notnon-trivial examples of distributed reative systems. The negative results for otherarhitetures in fat stem from this property of having two external environmentsand lead to the senario where there are sites that have inomplete informationabout eah other (in the deidable arhitetures, for any two sites, one has ompleteinformation about the other).



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 101The ruial idea for this hapter omes from our onjeture that the problemis intratable beause we are demanding global properties of systems that are infat distributed and have programs that are ompletely oblivious to eah other.The undeidability proofs ruially use this fat that the sites annot exhangeinformation while the spei�ation an demand global properties of them.We therefore drop global spei�ations, and instead onsider loal spei�ations.Loal spei�ations an desribe, for eah site, how the site ought to behave | butit annot demand anything on the global evolution of the plants. Our hope was thatthis may lead to a larger lass of arhitetures that are deidable whilst reduing thepower of spei�ations but not making the spei�ation too restritive. Loal logishave been studied extensively in the onurreny ommunity [Thi94, Ram96, Zie87℄.Indeed, if one onsiders the ontrol-problem for the two-site arhiteture whihis not onneted, then it beomes trivially deidable for loal spei�ations sinewe an design ontrollers for the two sites, independent of eah other, against theirrespetive spei�ations.Though the idea looks promising, it turns out that the lass of deidable arhi-tetures gets only mildly larger. The main result of this hapter is to lassify theexat lass of arhitetures for whih the ontrol problem for loal spei�ations isdeidable | this turns out to be the lass of arhitetures where eah onnetedomponent is a sub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline (see Figure 6.2). Onthe positive side, our results show that we an design ontrollers for doubly-ankedpipelines, whih are nontrivial reative arhitetures (as they allow at least two sitesfor environment input). Indeed, our results show that the realizability problem analso be e�etively solved in this important setting, where the spei�ations at thesites an state properties of the internal hannels as well.For onveniene we study here only the ontroller synthesis problem and assumeloal spei�ations to be given as Rabin onditions over the states of the loalplant. We onsider Rabin onditions sine they are expressive enough to state any!-regular spei�ation. Indeed, we ould have worked instead with temporal logispei�ations, one at eah site, whih desribes the desired behaviours of the loalprograms. However, sine one ould ast this as a problem with Rabin onditions(by building a deterministi Rabin automaton over words aepting the desiredbehaviours [Saf88℄ and taking its intersetion with the loal plant), we an solve theproblem in that setting as well.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 102Our undeidability results go through for weaker aeptane onditions rightdown to reahability. Thus our negative results show that even in the preseneof loal spei�ations, the ontroller synthesis problem is intratable for almost allarhitetures.In the next setion we introdue the formal setting for our work. In Setion 6.3we briey review the results on ontrol synthesis for global spei�ations obtainedfrom the results of [PR90℄. Setion 6.4 establishes our deidability results for loalspei�ations while Setion 6.5 proves the undeidability results.6.2 Problem settingAn arhiteture is a tuple A = (S;X; T; r; w) where S = fs1; : : : ; skg is a �nitenonempty set of sites, X = fx1; : : : ; xlg is a set of external (or environment) inputhannels and T = ft1; : : : ; tng is a set of internal hannels. r is a funtion r : X[T !S whih identi�es for eah hannel a proess whih reads the hannel; w : T ! Sidenti�es for eah internal hannel, a proess whih writes into it.We assume, without loss in generality, that eah proess has at most one externalinput hannel and that there is at most one hannel from one site to another.We represent arhitetures graphially as direted graphs whose nodes are thesites and every hannel z 2 X [ T is represented by an edge | if z 2 T , then it isan edge from w(z) to r(z) and if z 2 X, then it is a soureless edge to r(z). We onlyonsider ayli arhitetures | i.e. those arhitetures whose graph representationdoes not have a direted yle. We will assume further that every site has at leastone input (external or internal) hannel.For example, onsider the arhiteture in Figure 6.1. It represents the arhite-ture A = (fs1; s2; s3; s4g; fx1; x4g; ft1; t2; t3; t4g; r; w) where r(x1) = s1, r(x4) = s4,r(t1) = s2, w(t1) = s1, r(t2) = s3, w(t2) = s1, r(t3) = s4, w(t3) = s2, r(t4) = s4 andw(t4) = s3. The external hannels are represented by dotted lines.As done in [PR90℄, we ould have arhitetures with external output hannelsas well. However, sine we state our spei�ations in terms of how the sequenesevolve and not what is output along hannels, and sine spei�ations involving thevalues output on hannels an be onverted to state-based spei�ations, we omitthese external output hannels.In our framework, eah site runs a program whih reads its external and internal
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Figure 6.1: An arhiteturehannel inputs and reats by sending outputs along the internal hannels to otherproesses and hanging its state. The moves are synhronous | i.e. the programsread a set of external inputs and make one olletive move while respeting thepartial order imposed by the arhiteture.For example, in the arhiteture in Figure 6.1, in a synhronous step, s1 will readthe environment's input on x1, hange its state and write onto t1 and t2; s2 and s3will, independently, read the inputs on t1 and t2 respetively; s2 and s3 hange stateand write onto t3 and t4, respetively; �nally s4 will read both inputs on t3 and t4and the external input on x4, and hange its internal state.For a site s 2 S, let in(s) = r�1(s), the set of hannels whih s reads from andlet out(s) = w�1(s), the set of hannels s writes into.Given an arhiteture A, a domain de�nition for A is a funtion D whih asso-iates with eah z 2 X [ T , a �nite set of values that an be sent along the hannelz. We denote D(z) sometimes as Dz. For a set of hannels Z, a valuation funtionfor Z is a funtion h whose domain is Z and whih maps eah z 2 Z to an elementof Dz. Let HZ denote the set of all valuation funtions for Z.De�nition 6.1 A reative synhronous plant (a plant in short) is a tuple (A; D; bP )where A is an arhiteture (say having k sites fs1; : : : ; skg), D is a domain de�nitionfor A, bP is a set of programs, one at eah site | i.e. bP is a tuple hP1; : : : Pki.Eah Pi is a nondeterministi transition system (Qi; qini ; Æi) where Qi is a set of



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 104states, qini 2 Qi is the initial state, Æi is a nondeterministi transition funtionÆi : Qi �Hin(si) ! P(Qi �Hout(si)).1 2The transition funtion of eah program de�nes the di�erent ways in whih a sitean reat to a set of inputs on its input hannels. Eah suh reation gives a set ofvalues whih an be written on the output hannels together with a (possible) statehange. We say a plant is �nite if Qi is �nite for eah Pi.For example, onsider an arhiteture with a site si with in(si) = fx; t1g andout(si) = ft2; t3g, where x is an external input hannel and t1, t2 and t3 are internalhannels. Consider a reative synhronous plant where the program at si is Pi =(Qi; qini ; Æi). Now let Æ(qi; h) have the element (q0i; g) where qi; q0i 2 Qi, h is a funtionthat takes x to an element in Dx and t1 to an element in Dt1 , and g is a funtionthat takes t2 and t3 to elements in Dt2 and Dt3 respetively. Then this means thatthe plant, when at state qi, and reading the inputs h(x) on hannel x and h(t1) onhannel t1, an write g(t2) onto hannel t2 and g(t3) onto hannel t3 and hange itsstate to q0i.Let (A; D; bP ) be a plant. For a program P = (Q; qin; Æ) at a site s in A, aloal strategy for P is a funtion f : Q � H+in(s) ! Q � Hout(s) suh that 8q 2 Q,� 2 H+in(s), if � = �0 �h then f(q; �) 2 Æ(q; h). Thus the loal strategy f is an adviefuntion for P whih looks at the history of values (�0) on the loal input hannelsand the urrent values on the loal input hannels (h), and presribes a move whihthe loal program P should take.A distributed ontrol-strategy is a set of loal strategies, one for eah site: i.e. atuple f = hf1; : : : fki where eah fi is a loal strategy for Pi. We sometimes referto distributed ontrol strategies as simply a distributed ontroller. A distributedontroller is said to be �nite-state, if it an be realized as a �nite-state transitionsystem. Let f = hf1; : : : fki and let the state-spae of Pi be Qi for eah i. Formally,f is �nite-state if there is a (omplete) transition system TS i, for eah fi, on thealphabet Hin(si) and a funtion g from the state-spae of TS i to the set of funtionsfromQi toQi�Hout(si) suh that for every x 2 (Hin(si))+ and q 2 Qi, if the transitionsystem reahes state u on x, then g(u)(q) = f(q; x).We will all a plant along with a strategy ((A; D; bP ); f) a ontrolled system. Letus �x for now a ontrolled system ((A; D; bP ); f).1P(R) denotes the power-set of R



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 105We need some notations for talking about sequenes. For a sequene �, let �[i℄denote the ith element in � and �[i; j℄ denote the �nite subsequene of � from theith to the jth element, both inlusive, for 0 � i � j, i; j 2 N0 . If � is a sequene offuntions on a domain Z, let � # Z 0, where Z 0 � Z denote the sequene of funtionsobtained by restriting eah funtion in � to Z 0: i.e. � # Z 0 = � where domain ofeah �[i℄ is Z 0 and �[i℄(z) = �[i℄(z) for eah z 2 Z 0.Consider an environment input sequene (on the hannels in X) � 2 (HX)!.Sine P , when ontrolled by the strategy f , is deterministi, there is a unique wayin whih the plant and ontroller respond to the external input | i.e. there is aunique sequene of states eah program takes and a unique set of hannel values sentalong eah hannel. We an de�ne these sequenes as follows. Let � 2 (HX[T )! and 2 (Q1 � : : : Qk)! suh that:1. [0℄ = hqin1 ; : : : ; qink i2. � # X = �3. 8t 2 T , j 2 N0 , if w(t) = si and [j℄ = hq1; : : : qki withfi(qi; �[0; j℄ # in(si)) = (q0i; h), then �[j℄(t) = h(t)4. 8j 2 N0 , if [j℄ = hq1; : : : qki and [j + 1℄ = hq01; : : : q0ki, then it must be thease that 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg: fi(qi; �[0; j℄ # in(si)) = (q0i; h) for some h 2 Hout(si)The de�nitions above formalize how the programs behave when they get anexternal input. (1) says that the global state-sequene starts with the initial states.The next ondition requires that the values whih the external hannels take arede�ned by the external input �. (3) demands that the internal hannels take valuesaording to the move de�ned by the loal strategy and (4) ensures that the statesalso evolve aording to the moves given by the loal strategies.It is easy to see that, sine the arhiteture is ayli, there are unique sequenes� and  whih satisfy the above onditions. We all  the state-behaviour of thesystem for the input �.Global spei�ationsA global spei�ation desribes the set of sequenes the plant is allowed to gen-erate globally. Hene it is just a subset Gspe of (Q1 � : : : Qk)!.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 106A ontrolled plant, when given an external input stream � on the external han-nels, produes a state-behaviour  as desribed above. The ontrolled plant meetsthe spei�ation Gspe if for every possible input stream �, the state-behaviour produed is in Gspe .The set Gspe an be spei�ed in various ways. For example, it ould be spei�edusing LTL formulas where the atomi propositions are the loal states of the plantwith the understanding that a state-behaviour  is interpreted as an in�nite sequene0 over subsets of states where if [i℄ = hq1; : : : ; qki, then 0[i℄ = fq1; : : : ; qkg. A morepowerful mehanism would be to speify Gspe as an !-automaton over in�nite wordsover the alphabet 2Q where Q is the union of the sets of loal states [Tho90℄.Loal spei�ationsLoal spei�ations are de�ned on the loal state-behaviours of the programs ofthe plant. Sine we wish to apture loal linear-time properties, we de�ne loalRabin winning onditions and the spei�ation then demands that the loal runs ofthe ontrolled system meet these onditions.A loal Rabin winning ondition Ri for a site si is a set f(R1; G1); : : : (Rm; Gm)gwhere Rj; Gj are subsets of Qi, the state-spae of the program at si. A Rabinwinning ondition W for a plant is a tuple hR1; : : :Rki where eah Ri is a loalRabin winning ondition for si.Let  2 (Q1 � : : : Qk)! be a sequene of global states of the system. Let  # idenote the sequene in Q!i obtained by projeting  to the omponent involving Qi.A sequene of global states  is said to satisfy a Rabin ondition W if for eah sitesi,  # i satis�es the loal winning ondition Ri, i.e. if for eah site si, there is apair (R;G) in Ri suh that inf ( # i) \R = ; and inf ( # i) \G 6= ;.Finally, a ontrolled system is said to satisfy a Rabin winning onditionW if forevery sequene of external inputs � 2 (HX)!, the state-behaviour  de�ned by �satis�es W.Note that, like in global spei�ations, we ould have de�ned a set of loalspei�ations where the loal spei�ation of a site s is desription of set of \loalstate-sequenes" the site an go through. However, any suh !-regular set of loalsequenes at a site an be determinized to get a deterministi Rabin automatonon in�nite words ([Saf88, Tho97℄). One an take a produt of this deterministiautomaton with the onerned loal plant to reframe the spei�ation in terms of a



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 107Rabin winning ondition.Control synthesis problemGiven a loal or global spei�ation, a distributed ontrol-strategy f for a plant(A; D; bP ) is said to be winning if the ontrolled system ((A; D; bP ); f) satis�es thewinning ondition. Note that the strategies are always loal. We heneforth justsay \strategy" to mean a distributed ontrol-strategy.We an now state the ontrol-synthesis problem for an arhiteture A:De�nition 6.2 [Control problem for A against global spei�ations℄Given a �nite reative plant (A; D; bP ), and a global spei�ation Gspe , does thereexist a winning strategy for the plant? 2De�nition 6.3 [Control problem for A against loal spei�ations℄Given a �nite reative plant (A; D; bP ), and a Rabin winning ondition W, doesthere exist a winning strategy for the plant? 2Our main aim is to lassify those arhitetures for whih, given a domain de�ni-tion and a plant, the ontrol problem is deidable.In this onnetion, two important lasses of arhitetures are the singly-ankedpipelines and the doubly-anked pipelines. Singly-anked pipelines are pipelines thathave external inputs only at the left end while doubly-anked pipelines have externalinputs at both ends (see Figure 6.2):De�nition 6.4 An arhiteture A is said to be a pipeline if the sites in A ares1; : : : sk (for some k 2 N) and there are exatly k � 1 internal hannels t1; : : : tk�1,with w(ti) = si and r(ti) = si+1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g. A singly-anked pipeline isa pipeline that has a single external hannel x1 with r(x1) = s1. A doubly-ankedpipeline is a pipeline that has exatly two external hannels x1 and x2 with r(x1) = s1and r(x2) = sk. 2We will also need the notion of a sub-arhiteture | an arhiteture A0 =(S 0; X 0; T 0; r0; w0) is a sub-arhiteture of an arhiteture A = (S;X; T; r; w) if thegraph of A0 is isomorphi to a subgraph of the graph of A: i.e. there is a 1-1 fun-tion g : S 0 [ X 0 [ T 0 ! S [ X [ T suh that g(S 0) � S, g(X 0) � X, g(T 0) � T ,
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s1 s2 sk�1 skt1 tk�1t2 tk�2x1

A generi singly-anked pipeline
s1 s2 sk�1 skt1 tk�1t2 tk�2x1 x2

A generi doubly-anked pipelineFigure 6.2: Flanked pipelinesfor eah x0 2 X 0, g(r0(x0)) = r(g(x0)), and for eah t0 2 T 0, g(r0(t0)) = r(g(t0)) andg(w0(t0)) = w(g(t0)). Note that an arhiteture is a sub-arhiteture of itself.The ontrol problem for global spei�ations has already been virtually settledby Pnueli and Rosner [PR90℄. It follows from their results that there is only onekind of arhiteture for whih the ontrol problem is deidable | the singly-ankedpipeline arhitetures.The main result of this hapter is to give identify the preise lass of arhiteturesfor whih the ontrol problem for loal spei�ations is deidable. This lass is thelass of all arhitetures all of whose onneted omponents are sub-arhitetures ofa doubly-anked pipeline.6.3 Control synthesis against global spei�ationsPnueli and Rosner show in [PR90℄ that a variant of the ontrol problem, namelythe realizability problem, is deidable for the singly-anked pipeline. The realiz-ability problem is awkward to formalize in our setting | it is better stated in asetting where sites an have external output hannels as well. Then, the realizabil-ity problem is one where we are given an arhiteture and a spei�ation desribing



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 109sequenes of values output by eah site, and are asked whether there is a program ateah site that realizes the spei�ation. A program at a site now not only outputsvalues along internal hannels, but also along the external output hannels. Also,the program is not onstrained in any way | it an output any set of values at anypoint, unlike the strategies in the ontrol problem.The proof in [PR90℄ an however be easily modi�ed to handle the ontrol problemand we have:Theorem 6.1 ([PR90℄) The ontrol problem for the lass of singly-anked pipelinearhitetures against global spei�ations is deidable. 2In [PR90℄, it is also shown that the two-site arhiteture with no internal han-nels, i.e. the arhiteture A? = (fs1; s2g; fx1; x2g; ;; r; w) with r(x1) = s1 andr(x2) = s2, is one for whih the realizability problem (and hene the ontrol prob-lem) is undeidable. In fat they show this for LTL and even weaker \reahability"spei�ations. Using this, we an in fat show that the ontrol problem for anarhiteture that is not a singly-anked pipeline is undeidable:Theorem 6.2 Let A be an arhiteture that is not a singly-anked pipeline. Thenthe ontrol problem for A against global spei�ations is undeidable.Proof We prove this theorem by redutions from the ontrol problem forA?. First,onsider the ase where A has two sites, s and s0, both of whih have external inputhannels. Then, given an instane of the ontrol problem I for A?, we an produean instane I 0 of the ontrol problem for A by setting the programs of s and s0to be the two programs assigned in I to the two sites in A?. Also, we an makeall the other sites \dummy" by making them output on any input, a �xed letteron eah loal output hannel. In this way, we virtually ut o� any way of s ands0 ommuniating with eah other. Also, we set the global spei�ation to be anysequene where the behaviours of the programs at sites s and s0 satisfy the globalspei�ation assigned in I. It is now easy to see that there is a strategy for theinstane I 0 of the ontrol problem for A i� there is a strategy for the instane I forA?.Now assume A is an arhiteture that doesn't have two suh sites and neither isit a singly-anked pipeline. Then, it is easy to see that A must have sites s0; : : : ; si(where i � 0) and two sites s and s0 suh that s0 has an external input, there is an



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 110internal hannel from sj to sj+1 for eah j 2 f0; : : : i � 1g and there is an internalhannel from si to s and one from si to s0. (Note that we do not laim that thereare no other sites or hannels in A.) Now we redue an instane I for A? to A bysetting the programs in I to s and s0. Also, the ombined inputs for the programswill be input into s1, whih will propagate it through the internal hannels to si.The program at si will separate these inputs and feed them to s and s0. All othersites will be \dummy" as in the previous redution. Note that no program at anysite exept those at s and s0 are really ontrollable (i.e. the programs at other sitesare deterministi). The global spei�ation for the new instane I 0 ontains all se-quenes where the programs at s and s0 satisfy the global spei�ation of I. It isagain easy to see that there is a strategy for I 0 in A i� there is a strategy for I inA?. 2Observe that the above proof does not go through for the problem of realizabilityof distributed programs, for we are ruially using the programs at \dummy" sitesto fore the hannels to arry only a �xed value. In [PR90℄, the authors de�nearhitetures so that they also take into aount the number of values a hannel antake (i.e. the domain funtion) and identify a larger lass of arhitetures for whihrealizability is deidable. It is still an open problem to identify the exat lass ofarhitetures for whih the realizability problem is deidable.6.4 Loal spei�ations: Deidable arhiteturesIn this setion, we show that for arhitetures where eah onneted omponentis a sub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline, the ontrol problem against loalspei�ations is deidable. Firstly, sine we have loal winning onditions, it is easyto observe the following.Proposition 6.1 The ontrol problem for an arhiteture A is deidable i� the on-trol problem is deidable for eah of its onneted omponents.Proof Clearly, the ontrol problem for an arhiteture A an be redued to a setof ontrol problems, one for eah omponent, by splitting the spei�ation for theomponents. This an be done as the spei�ation is loal. Also, the ontrol prob-lem for a omponent A0 of A an redued to a ontrol problem for A by inheriting



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 111the programs and spei�ations for sites in A0 and by giving \dummy" programs atsites in A that are not in A0, and also making the loal spei�ation on these sitesalways win. 2Hene it suÆes to prove that the problem is deidable for arhitetures whihare sub-arhitetures of doubly-anked pipelines. We use tree automata to establishour results. Reall from Chapter 4 the de�nition of trees and nondeterministi andalternating automata working on them.Consider a plant (A; D; bP ) and a distributed ontrol-strategy f for it. Let s bea site in A with an output hannel t.Let L � (Dt)! be the language of in�nite strings output on t by the on-trolled system ((A; D; bP ); f) (by onsidering all possible inputs on the externalinput hannels of the plant). We all suh a language of in�nite words, a om-muniation language for the hannel t. (Note that L 6= ;.) Let Pref (L) = fx j 9� 2L; x is a pre�x of �g. Then it is not diÆult to see that L = lim(Pref (L)) wherelim(L) = f� 2 �! j for every pre�x x of �; x 2 Lg. Though this is true for anyarhiteture, we show it only for doubly-anked pipelines as this will suÆe for ourpurpose.Proposition 6.2 Let (A; D; bP ) be a reative plant and let bf be a distributed on-troller for it with A = (S;X; T; r; w) a doubly-anked pipeline. Let t 2 T be aninternal hannel. Then, for sequenes of external inputs � 2 (HX)!, let the se-quene of values output on t be L � D(t)!. Then L = lim(Pref (L)).Proof Let us �x a doubly-anked pipeline, say a anonial one with k sites asillustrated in Figure 6.2. Let us �rst do the proof for the �rst internal hannel. Lets1 be the �rst site of the pipeline, with external input hannel x1 and output hannelt1. Let P1 be the program at s1 and let f1 be a loal strategy at s1. Let us showthat if the language of strings written onto t1 is L, then L = lim(Pref (L)). Clearly,L � lim(Pref (L)).Let Tx1 = (D(x1)�; E) be the full D(x1)-tree. Now label this tree as follows:label w 2 D(x1)� by the last value output by P1 and f1 on t1, when working oninput w on x1. Then, learly one an label the whole tree (exept the root) withlabels from D(t) and the labels on the path to a node w gives the string output ont while reading w.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 112Let � 2 lim(Pref (L)). Then for every pre�x y of �, there is a � 2 L suh thaty is a pre�x of �. Now prune the D(x1)-tree as follows: at a level i, retain only thenodes whih are labelled �[i℄ and then take the onneted part of the tree from theroot. That is, take the smallest subtree T of Tx1 suh that� " 2 T� If z 2 T and z:d 2 Tx1 (where z 2 D(x1)�, d 2 D(x1)) and if the label of thenodes in the path from the root to z:d is a pre�x of �, then z:d 2 TFor any pre�x y of �, sine there is a � 2 L suh that y is a pre�x of �, along thepath in the D(x1)-type tree whih generates �, there will be a node suh that thepath to it is labelled by y. Hene this node and all the nodes in the path from theroot to it will be in the pruned tree T . Hene the tree T is in�nite. Sine D(x1) is�nite, by K�onig's lemma, there must be an in�nite path in this tree. Surely this islabelled by �. Hene � 2 L.We an, by indution over the j, show that the property holds for the j'th inter-nal hannel tj in the pipeline. In the indution step, we start with the assumptionthat the sequenes fed into the input hannel tj�1 to a site sj satis�es the prop-erty (when j = 1, tj�1 is interpreted as x1). We onsider then the subtree of theD(tj�1)-tree, that represents the set of input sequenes (sine the language of inputsequenes satis�es the required property, we an �nd a subtree suh that the in�nitepaths in the subtree is exatly the set of input sequenes). Now onsider the outputhannel tj from sj. We proeed to label the tree with the values output by theontrolled program at sj on the orresponding sequene of inputs, as above. Then,by a similar argument, we an establish that the language of in�nite strings outputon tj also satis�es the required property. 2So L = Pref (L) � D�t , the set of �nite sequenes sent along t represents theset of in�nite sequenes sent along the hannel as well. Let L be a ommuniationlanguage of the hannel t and L = Pref (L). Then L an be represented (uniquely)by a f>;?g-labelled Dt-tree T = (D�t ; �), where �(x) = > if x 2 L and �(x) = ?,otherwise. In suh a tree if a node is labelled > then it will have at least one hildalso with label > and if a node has label ? then all its hildren (and hene theentire subtree below it) will be labelled ?. Also, the root, � is labelled >. Clearlyeah suh f>;?g-labelled Dt-tree uniquely represents a ommuniation language of



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 113the hannel t. In what follows, we shall refer to suh trees as t-type trees and workwith automata running over t-type trees. The t-type trees will also be referred toas ommuniation trees of t. If T is a t-type tree then we let Lang(T ) denote thelanguage of in�nite strings it represents.Let us �x a doubly-anked pipeline whih has k sites, as shown in Figure 6.2.We refer to s1 as the left-site, sk as the right-site and eah of the si's, 1 < i < k asmiddle-sites.We need one more notion before proeeding with the main onstrutions.De�nition 6.5� Let s be the left-site of a doubly-anked pipeline with input hannel x andoutput hannel t. Suppose P is the program at s. Then, a language of in�nitewords L � D(t)! is said to be an s-suessful language if there is a loalwinning strategy f at s suh that the sequenes of outputs produed on t,when P and f work on all possible input sequenes on x, is L.� Let s be the right-site of a doubly-anked pipeline with input hannels t andx. Let P be the program at s. We say that a language L of in�nite stringsover Dt is s-suessful, if there is a strategy f at s whih an work on theinput sequenes in L on hannel t and arbitrary inputs on hannel x, and winloally.� Let s be a middle-site of a doubly-anked pipeline with input hannel t andoutput hannel t0. Let s host a program P . We say that L0 � D(t0)! issuessfully generable by s on L � D(t)! if there is a strategy at s that winsloally when reading inputs from L on t and the sequenes of outputs produedon t0 is (preisely) L0. 2When we do the onstrution of automata below for various languages, we wouldlike the automata to aept only ommuniation trees. Instead of making sure eahtime that the tree that is being read is indeed a ommuniation tree, we �rst showthat the set of ommuniation trees an be reognized by a tree automaton. In lateronstrutions, we always assume that we take the intersetion with the automatonthat aepts the set of ommuniation trees.Proposition 6.3 Let t be an internal hannel. Then there is an automaton whihaepts the ommuniation trees of t.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 114Proof The automaton is an alternating B�uhi automaton A = (Q; q>; Æ;F) whereQ = fq>; q; q?g, F = Q and Æ is de�ned as:� Æ(q>;>) = (Wd2D(t)(q>; d)) ^ (Vd2D(t)(q; d))� Æ(q>;?) = false� Æ(q;>) = Æ(q>;>)� Æ(q;?) = Vd2D(t)(q?; d)� Æ(q?;>) = false� Æ(q?;?) = Æ(q;?)The states q> and q make sure that the root is labelled > and that every >-labelled node has a >-labelled hild. The state q? keeps trak whether the subtreebelow a ?-labelled node is fully labelled ?. 2Lemma 6.4 Let s be the left-site of a doubly-anked pipeline with input hannel x,output hannel t and program P . Then there is an alternating tree automaton (on t-type trees) whih aepts a t-type tree T i� Lang(T ) has an s-suessful sublanguage.Proof The automaton we onstrut, while running over a t-type tree T , guesses aloal strategy f for the program at s, makes sure that f produes no string whihis not in Lang(T ) and also heks that f is loally winning.The automaton has, in its state-spae, a omponent enoding whih state of theprogram it is urrently simulating. Then reading a node y of T , it does the following:� Guess a set of moves from the urrent state for eah possible input d in D(x).� The automaton then propagates, for eah d 2 D(x), a opy along the diretiond0 2 D(t) where d0 is the output of the program on d aording to the guessedmove. The orresponding suessor state of the program is also propagatedand the automaton will hek in these opies whether the labels of the nodesit reads are >. This will ensure that the outputs are allowed by T .



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 115Let the loal Rabin winning ondition be R. The aeptane ondition ensuresthat paths on a run enode state-sequenes whih satisfy R | this ensures that theguessed loal strategy is a winning one.Formally, the automaton is de�ned as follows. Let the program be P = (Q; qin; Æ)where the transition system of the program is a funtion Æ : Q�Hfxg ! P(Q�Hftg).Sine there is only one input and one output hannel, we an view Æ as a funtionÆ : Q�D(x)! P(Q�D(t)) with the obvious interpretation.The alternating Rabin automaton A is de�ned as A = (Q; qin; Æ0;R) where Æ0 isgiven by:� Let q 2 Q. Let a partition at q be a funtion g : D(x) ! Q�D(t) suh thatfor every d 2 D(x), g(d) 2 Æ(q; d). Let Gq be the set of all partitions at q.Then Æ0(q;>) = _g2Gq ^d2D(x) g(d)� Æ0(q;?) = false, for every q 2 QThe �rst transition says that when the program is in state q and reading >, itguesses a set of moves on eah d 2 X. The automaton propagates a opy for eahinput d 2 D(x) along the diretion orresponding to the program's output on d.The seond transition says that these propagated states should read a >, verifyingthat the outputs guessed are allowed by the tree.Note that a node in a run-tree of the above automaton orresponds to a uniqueinput history sequene on the hannel x. This is why guessing the strategy of Pindependently at the nodes of the run is justi�ed. 2Note that the automaton in the above onstrution aepts a tree provided thelanguage represented by the tree merely ontains an s-suessful language. It seemshard to strengthen this ontainment to equality. However, the present version willsuÆe.Lemma 6.5 Let s be the right-site of a pipeline with in(s) = fx; tg and let theprogram at s be P . Then there is an alternating tree automaton on t-type treeswhih aepts a tree T i� the language that T represents is s-suessful.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 116Proof The automaton will guess a loal strategy for P at s on input sequenes� 2 Lang(T ) along t and arbitrary input sequenes � 2 D(x)! on x and make surethat f is winning for all loal runs on these sequenes.The automaton will keep trak in its state-spae the urrent state of P it issimulating. Reading a node y of the input tree, it will do the following:� Guess Y � D(t) orresponding to the set of suessors of y labelled >. Theautomaton will (in its next move) hek if Y is indeed the set of >-suessors.� The strategy has to handle all inputs in Y on the hannel t along with anarbitrary input in D(x) on hannel x. The automaton guesses suh a strategyat this point by guessing moves from the urrent state of P on eah h 2 Hfx;tgwith h(t) 2 Y . It then propagates along eah diretion d in Y , one opy of theautomaton for eah d0 2 D(x) orresponding to the hosen move when hannelt arries d and hannel x arries d0. It propagates the orresponding state ofP as well.Let R be the loal winning ondition. The aeptane ondition for the automa-ton makes sure that all paths on a run enode a state-sequene in P whih satis�esR. Formally, let P = (Q; qin; Æ), where the transition funtion of the program is afuntion Æ : Q � Hfx;tg ! P(Q). Sine there is only one internal input and oneexternal input hannel, we will use a funtion Æ : Q � D(t) � D(x) ! P(Q) withthe obvious interpretation. Let R be the loal winning ondition for P .The alternating Rabin automaton is de�ned as follows: A = (Q[fq?g; qin; Æ0;R)where Æ0 is de�ned as follows:� For a set Y � D(t), let a Y guess at q be a funtion g : Y �D(x) ! Q suhthat for every d 2 Y , d0 2 D(X), g(d; d0) 2 Æ(q; d; d0). Let GY;q be the set ofall Y guesses at q. ThenÆ0(q;>) = _;6=Y�D(t)f( _g2GY;q d̂2Y ^d02D(x)(g(d; d0); d) ) ^ d̂62Y (q?; d)g� Æ0(q;?) = false, for every q 2 Q� Æ0(q?;>) = false� Æ0(q?;?) = true



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 117The �rst transition says that when the plant is in state q and reading >, itguesses the set Y of the >-suessors of this node, a way to hoose transitions fromthis state on every possible input in Y on t and any input on x. The automatonpropagates a opy, for eah input on d 2 Y and d0 2 D(x), along the diretion d withthe orresponding suessor state of the program aording to the guessed move. Italso propagates the state q? along the diretions not in Y .The other transitions hek whether the guess of Y in the previous step wasorret. Again, sine eah node in a run-tree orresponds to a unique input historyon t and x, the guessing of the strategy at these points independently is justi�ed. 2Theorem 6.3 The ontrol problem for the two-site doubly-anked pipeline is deid-able.Proof Let the sites and hannels of the pipeline be labelled as in Figure 6.2.Using Lemma 6.4, onstrut an automaton A1 whih aepts a t1-type tree T i� s1an suessfully generate a sublanguage of Lang(T ). Using Lemma 6.5, onstrutA2 whih aepts t1-type trees whih represent languages whih s2 an win on. Thelaim now is that a distributed winning strategy exists i� L(A1)\L(A2) is nonempty.Assume T 2 L(A1) \ L(A2) and let L be the language it represents. Then thereis a strategy f2 at s2 whih will win on L. Also, there is a loal winning strategy f1at S1 whih will generate a sublanguage L0 of L. However, sine the loal winningonditions are linear-time spei�ations, f2 will win on L0 as well. Hene hf1; f2i isa distributed winning strategy. Furthermore, one an onstrut, from the runs ofA1 and A2 on a regular tree in L(A1) \ L(A2), a strategy whih an be realized as�nite-state transition systems.It is easy to see that if hf1; f2i is any winning distributed strategy, then the treeorresponding to the language f1 generates is aepted by A1 as well as A2. 2Lemma 6.6 Let s be a middle-site of a doubly-anked pipeline with in(s) = ftg andout(s) = ft0g, and let the program at s be P . Let A be a nondeterministi automatonaepting t-type trees. Then there is an automaton on t0-type trees that aepts atree T 0 i� there is a t-type tree T aepted by A and a language L0 � Lang(T 0) suhthat L0 is suessfully generable by s on Lang(T ).



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 118Proof Let T 0 be an input to the automaton and L0 be the language it represents.The automaton, while reading T 0, will guess a t-type tree T , guess a run of A on T ,guess a strategy f for P on the input strings represented in T and make sure thatthe run on T is aepting, make sure that the strategy outputs strings whih areinluded in L0 and make sure that the strategy loally wins!A node in the run on T 0 will orrespond to a node y0 in T 0 as well as a node xof the tree T being guessed | here x is the sequene in D(t)� on whih the guessedstrategy has output y0. Note that eah sequene in D(t)� an lead to at most onesequene in D(t0)� being output and hene guessing of the tree T at nodes of therun is justi�ed.2The state-spae of the automaton will ode both the urrent state of P as well as astate of the automaton A whih represents the state-label of the orresponding nodein T , in the guessed run on T . The automaton at a node in the run orrespondingto the node y0 in T 0 and x in T will do the following:� Guess the set Y 0 � D(t0) whih orresponds to the hildren of y0 in T 0 labelled>.� Guess the labels of the hildren of x in T . This is the point where T is beingguessed. Let X � D(t) be the hildren of x labelled >.� The automaton now guesses a move of P from the urrent state on eah d 2 Xand makes sure that the output on t is in Y 0. It then propagates along eahdiretion d0 2 Y 0 in T 0, many opies of itself | eah orresponding to a d 2 Xon whih the guessed move outputs d0. The appropriate suessor state of Pis propagated. The automaton also guesses a transition of A from the node xand propagates these automaton states as well.The aeptane ondition makes sure that along any path in the run, the state-sequene of P along the run meets the loal winning ondition of s and the state-sequene of the automaton meets the winning ondition of A.Formally, let P = (P; pin; Æ) (by abuse of notation, we refer to state-spae of Palso as P ) where Æ : P �D(t) ! P(P �D(t0)) (note the hange in notation). LetR be the loal winning ondition at s.Let A = (Q; qin; ÆA;F) be the nondeterministi Rabin automaton where ÆA :Q� f>;?g ! P(M), where M is the set of all funtions m : D(t)! Q.2If the site also has an external input, this will not be the ase.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 119Fix an arbitrary element e0 in D(t0). Formally, the alternating Rabin automatonon t0-type trees is de�ned as follows:A0 = ((P �Q) [Q; (pin; qin); Æ0;F 0) where Æ0 is de�ned as follows:� Let p 2 P , q 2 Q. For a set Y � D(t0) and X � D(t), a partition of X intoY at p is a funtion g : X ! P � Y suh that 8d 2 X, if g(d) = (p0; d0) then(p0; d0) 2 Æ(p; d) and d0 2 Y . For suh a funtion g, let g(d)[1℄ and g(d)[2℄denote the P and D(t0) omponents of g(d), respetively. Let �pX;Y denote theset of partitions of X into Y at p. Now,Æ0((p; q);>) = _;6=Y�D(t0) _;6=X�D(t) _g2�pX;Y _m2ÆA(q;>)((1) ^ (2))where (1) = d̂2X( (g(d)[1℄; m(d)); g(d)[2℄ )and (2) = d̂62X(m(d); e0)� Æ0((p; q);?) = false, for all p 2 P , q 2 Q.� Æ0(q;?) = Æ0(q;>) = Wm2ÆA(q;?)Vd2D(t)(m(d); e0), for all q 2 Q.The aeptane ondition is de�ned so that a path in the run-tree is aepted i�one of the following happen:� The states along the path never leave the set (P �Q) and the �rst omponentmeets the Rabin ondition R and the seond omponent meets the Rabinondition F .� The states along the path eventually land in the set Q (and hene stay there)and this in�nite suÆx meets the Rabin ondition F .In the �rst kind of transition above, the formulas indued by (1) are similar tothe one in Lemma 6.4 exept that now it is speialized to work over a guessed subsetX of D(t) rather than the whole of D(t). It also does the additional job of guessingthe automaton A's move at this point on the letter >. The automaton propagatesalong the hildren orresponding to moves on X, the program state as well as theautomaton state aording to the guessed move.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 120For suessor states of the automaton A on diretions not in X, the automatonpropagates these states along the arbitrary diretion e0. This is done by the formulasenfored by (2). The idea is that, sine in guessing T , we know that these hildrenare all going to read the full subtree labelled ?, we just have to make sure that Aaepts this subtree from eah of these states. These opies of the automaton willnot read the tree from this point, but simply guess some move on ? and propagatethese states (as formalized in the last transition above).Let us now turn to formalizing the aeptane ondition. Let R =f(R1; G1); : : : ; (Rs; Gs)g and F = f(R01; G01); : : : ; (R0t; G0t)g. We augment the state-spae of the above automaton (in fat only the states that are in (P � Q)) withanother omponent, whih ontains the set of funtions r : f1; : : : sg � f1; : : : ; tg !f0; 1g � f0; 1; 2g. Thus we have states of the form (p; q; r). The transition funtionremains the same exept that the r omponent is updated to r0 as follows: for everyi 2 f1; : : : ; sg, j 2 f1; : : : ; tg,� The �rst omponent of r0(i; j) is 1 i� the urrent P -state is in Ri or the urrentQ-state is in R0j.� The seond omponent of r0(i; j) is de�ned as:{ If seond-omponent of r(i; j) is 0, then r0(i; j) = 1 if the urrent P -stateis in Gi, else r0(i; j) = 0.{ If seond-omponent of r(i; j) is 1, then r0(i; j) = 2 if the urrent Q-stateis in G0j, else r0(i; j) = 1.{ If seond-omponent of r(i; j) is 2, then r0(i; j) = 0.Intuitively, the �rst omponent of r(i; j) turns 1 whenever the urrent state hitsRi or R0j. The seond-omponent of r(i; j) evolves in suh a way that it takes thevalue 2 in�nitely often i� the run meets both Gi and G0j in�nitely often.Now, the aeptane ondition F 0 has, for every i 2 f1; : : : ; sg, j 2 f1; : : : ; tg,the pair (P �Q�W;P �Q�W 0) where W is the set of all funtions r where the�rst omponent of r(i; j) is 1 and W 0 is the set of all funtions r where the seondomponent of r(i; j) is 2. A run satis�es suh a pair i� it meets both Gi and G0jin�nitely often and meets Ri and R0j only �nitely often.F 0 also ontains, for every (R;G) 2 F , the pair (R [ (P � Q); G). These pairsaept those runs that eventually settle in the state-spae Q and meet the aep-



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 121tane ondition of F . 2Theorem 6.4 The ontrol problem for doubly-anked pipelines is deidable.Proof Let the pipeline have k sites, as in Figure 6.2. Starting with the left-site,use Lemma 6.4 to onstrut an alternating automaton A1 that aepts a t1-typetree T1 i� s1 an suessfully generate a sublanguage of Lang(T1). Convert A1into a nondeterministi automaton bA1. Invoking Lemma 6.6 for s2, with bA1 as theautomaton aepting t1-type trees, we an onstrut an automaton A2 whih aeptsa t2-type tree T2 i� there is a tree T1 whih bA1 aepts and there is a loal strategywhih wins on Lang(T1) and generates a sublanguage of Lang(T2). Arguing in amanner similar to the one in Theorem 6.3, we an show that A2 aepts a tree T2 i�there is a strategy f1 at s1 and a strategy f2 at s2 whih work on all possible inputson x1, win loally, and generate a sublanguage of Lang(T2).Invoking Lemma 6.6 repeatedly, we an walk down the pipeline till we have anautomaton Ak�1 whih aepts a tk�1-type tree Tk�1 i� there are strategies at sitess1; : : : ; sk�1 whih win loally and produe a sublanguage of Lang(Tk�1) on tk�1.Now using Lemma 6.5, onstrut an automaton Ak whih aepts tk�1-type treeswhih sk an win on.We an now show that L(Ak�1) \ L(Ak) 6= ; i� there is a distributed winningstrategy for the plant. Further, if there is a winning strategy, we an using the runson regular trees, walk bak along the pipeline and synthesize winning strategieswhih are represented by �nite-state transition systems. This will then orrespondto a �nite-state distributed ontroller. 2We note that sub-arhitetures of doubly-anked pipelines are either doubly-anked pipelines or singly-anked pipelines. Lemma 6.5 an be easily modi�ed tohandle suh a site. Hene we have:Theorem 6.5 Let A be any arhiteture suh that all onneted omponents of Aare sub-arhitetures of doubly-anked pipelines. Then the ontrol problem for A isdeidable.
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A3Figure 6.3: Basi undeidable arhitetures6.5 Loal spei�ations: Undeidable arhiteturesWe show now that any arhiteture that is not a sub-arhiteture of a leanpipeline is undeidable. We show �rst the undeidability of three basi arhiteturesshown in Figure 6.3.The redutions will be from the halting problem for deterministi Turing ma-hines starting with a blank tape. Our proofs are extensions of the undeidabilityproof developed in [PR90℄.Let us �rst assume a standard notion of Turing mahines, as say in [HU79℄.A Turing mahine working over a tape-alphabet � is a tuple M = (Q; qin;!; qh)where Q is a �nite set of states, qin and qh belong to Q and are the initial arehalting states, respetively, and !: Q � � ! Q � � � fL;Rg is the transitionfuntion. ! (q; a) = (q0; b; d) is interpreted as meaning that if M is in state q andreads the symbol a at the urrent head position, then it rewrites the ell with thesymbol b, the tape-head moves one ell to the right/left (depending on whether d isR or L) and M hanges its state to q0.A on�guration of the deterministi Turing mahineM is a sequene C 2 �� �Q ��+ where � is the set of tape symbols and Q is the set of states. If C = x:q:y, withq 2 Q, then the mahine is in state q and has x:y written on the tape with the headposition on the ell after x. The initial on�guration, Cin = qin � [ where qin is theinitial state and [ is the speial tape symbol alled blank. The transition relation` on on�gurations is de�ned in the obvious way. We say that the mahine halts



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 123on the blank-tape if Cin `� Ch where Ch = qh � y with qh being the designated haltstate and y 2 �+. We assume that the tape-head of M never falls o� the left-end ofthe tape.A ruial mehanism used in the proofs will be the enoding of a program at asite so that it generates sequenes of on�gurations when ontrolled by a strategy.Let us explain this �rst before going into the proofs. Let s be a site with an inputhannel z (z ould be internal or external) and an output hannel t. In order to haves generate on�gurations on the hannel t, we equip the domain of values for hannelt to inlude a suitable voabulary to desribe on�gurations. In partiular, hannelt will be able to take values in � and Q and also the speial symbols $ and �. Theinput hannel z an take at least the two values S (whih means \Start outputtinga new on�guration") and N (whih means \output the Next symbol of the urrenton�guration"). The site s will host a program P whih will behave as follows. Onreeiving S, the program will output $, and on being prompted repeatedly with asequene of N 's, will output a on�guration (i.e. a word in �� �Q � �+). At the endof the on�guration, it will output a $ again and wait for the next S input. If atthis point it gets N , then it simply outputs the symbol �. The �rst on�gurationoutput by the program is always Cin.The program P will, of ourse, be �nite state and will not enode the exaton�gurations generated. It will just be a transition system that allows, when fed aninput S when it is not generating a on�guration, to generate any word in �� �Q ��+.However, the program does enfore the ondition that no matter how many N 's arefed in the beginning, the �rst on�guration output is the initial on�guration. Notethat the program annot by itself fore the on�guration output to even be �nite.What is important is that a ontroller strategy working on the program must beable to generate any sequene of on�gurations, when prompted by the hannel z,as desribed above.If something abnormal ours (for example, if while in the middle of outputtinga on�guration, the program reeives S as input), we an assume that it goes toa speial state qwin where it is stuk and where, on any input, it outputs a speialsymbol win on hannel t.Note that a strategy working on the program ould generate di�erent sequenesof on�gurations, depending on how long the delay was in between on�gurations.Thus the behaviour of the ontrolled program is best viewed as a tree of on�gura-



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 124tions.Let us now prove the �rst undeidable arhiteture:Lemma 6.7 The ontrol problem for the arhiteture A1 is undeidable.Proof Let us �rst note that there is a simple proof of this using the fat thatthe realizability/ontrol problem for the two-site disonneted arhiteture A? isundeidable for global spei�ations, a result proved in [PR90℄. We an redue aninstane I of the ontrol problem for A? to an instane I 0 of the ontrol problemon A1 by setting the programs at s1 and s2 to be the two programs assigned tothe sites in I. We an now engineer the programs at s1 and s2 so that they sendthe urrent states they are in, along the internal hannel, to s3 at every move. Thesite s3 now reads the global behaviour of the programs and we an suitably state awinning ondition on s3 so that the program at s3 wins i� the global behaviour ofs1 and s2 meets the global spei�ation mentioned in I.We however go through a longer proof here by inorporating the proof in [PR90℄to our setting sine understanding this will be a stepping-stone in proving the otherundeidability results.Given a Turing mahine M we onstrut an instane of the ontrol problem onA1 as follows. The sites s1 and s2 will host programs so that a ontroller working onthem an generate on�guration sequenes ofM , as desribed earlier. The hannelsx1 and x2 hene an arry values S and N and the sites s1 and s2 will produeon�guration sequenes on t1 and t2 respetively.The site s3 will proess the on�gurations sent by s2 and s3 as follows. Suppose,starting from the same time instant, s1 starts sending C and s2 starts sending C 0.If s1 and s2 are both outputting the ith on�guration for some i, then s3 hekswhether C = C 0. If not, it goes to a state from where it annot win. If s2 leads s1by exatly one on�guration, then s3 heks whether C ` C 0. If not, it again goesto a losing state. The behaviour for the ase when s1 leads s2 by one on�gurationis analogous. If it so happens that at a point s1 or s2 leads the other by morethan one on�guration, then s3 starts to ignore its inputs and goes to a state fromwhih it loally wins. Note that the program at s3 does not need to ount the exatnumber of on�gurations it has seen, but just maintain whether the on�gurationsare proeeding together, or if not, whether one of them leads the other by preiselyone on�guration (and if so, whih). The ruial fat is that this an be ahievedby s3 with a bounded amount of memory.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 125If s3 reeives win from either of the other two sites, it goes to a state whereit always wins. Finally, s3 will hek whether any of the sites output the haltingon�guration | if they do, it enters a winning state.The site s1 and s2 are ontrollable while s3 is not (i.e. the program at s3 isdeterministi). The loal winning ondition will be trivial for s1 and s2 while ins3 it will demand that it wins if it enters the winning states mentioned above (e.g.when the on�gurations move more than one on�guration apart or when the sites3 reads a halting on�guration from s1 or s2).Let us now look losely at how a pair of strategies at s1 and s2 an hope to meetthe loal spei�ation of s3. We laim that for them to win, they must both outputthe proper on�guration sequene whih the Turing mahine goes through startingfrom the initial on�guration. In other words, we laim that if a pair of strate-gies doesn't do this, it will de�nitely not meet the spei�ation (we are not sayingyet anything about what happens when they do output the orret on�gurationsequenes).For assume that a pair of strategies at s1 and s2 do not output the properon�guration sequene. Then, the environment an suitably shedule the outputsof the on�gurations to make the ontroller lose. For example, let the �rst site togo o� the orret on�guration sequene be s1. That is, there is a sequene of S'sand N 's of length i suh that after the i'th input, s1 outputs the �rst symbol thatis a wrong on�guration while for all possible sequenes of S and N of length i, theon�guration sequenes output by s2 all onform to M .Let s1 on that partiular sequene generate a on�guration sequeneC1; C2; : : : Cn; C 0 where C1; : : : ; Cn is the orret run of the mahine and Cn 6` C 0.The environment an now let s1 run one on�guration ahead of s2. Then, at somepoint, s3 will read Cn from s2 and C 0 from s1 simultaneously. The hek Cn ` C 0will fail, and s3 will go to a state from where the ontroller annot win.Now, if the strategies do indeed play the proper sequenes of M , then in orderto win, s3 must see the halting on�guration (in the senario where the the environ-ment fores the on�gurations to proeed together, say) It follows then that thereis a distributed ontroller for this plant i� the Turing mahine halts. 2Note that in the redution above, if there was a ontroller for the plant that meetsthe spei�ation, then M halts and one an in fat build a �nite-state ontroller for



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 126the programs at s1 and s2. Hene it follows that M halts i� there is a �nite-stateontroller for the plant that meets the spei�ation; this shows that the ontrolproblem is undeidable for A1 even if we are seeking only �nite-state ontrollers.Let us now move on to the arhiteture A2. Here, the di�erene from the previoussetting is that we no longer have a site that an globally observe the plant whilemaintaining that the other two sites an ommuniate \seretly" to it. (If we hooses3 to be the global observer, then though s1 and s2 an pass on information to s3,s2 will always be able to read the message from s1 to s3, and hange its behaviouraordingly).In order to get around this, we will use s1 and s3 as the independent agents (anal-ogous to s1 and s2 in A1) whih will generate on�guration sequenes, while s2 willbe the one that heks these sequenes. However, note that s3 annot ommuniateto s2.Let us now introdue a mehanism whereby a site an \aept" sequenes ofon�gurations rather than generate them. Let s be a site with no output hanneland a single internal input hannel t. As usual, hannel t will arry values S and Nin order to prompt s to generate sequenes. However, when s starts a on�guration,it will generate it one unit time in advane and keep the generated symbol of �[Qin its state-spae. It an then proeed from this state only if the input it reeives ont is the same as the symbol it has ommitted to. For example, at a partiular point,on prompting, let us say that s ommits that the next symbol it will generate is a.Then the program at s moves to a state of the form (q; a). At the next instant, san move from (q; a) only if it reeives a as input on t. It then proeeds to ommitthe next symbol. If the expeted signal is not read, then s will go to a state whereit loses. This mehanism an be viewed as a way so that a strategy an �x a treeof on�gurations whih a site \generates" | and the program will win only if thesequenes generated on t onform to these sequenes.Lemma 6.8 The ontrol problem for the arhiteture A2 is undeidable.Proof Site s1 will output on�gurations on t1 when prompted by the environmenton the hannel x1. Site s3 will, when prompted by s2 on t2, \aept" on�gurations.Site s2 an go into two modes, A and B, the deision being taken aording tothe �rst environment input on x2. In mode A, the program at s2 simply passes theon�gurations whih it reeives on t1 to t2. In Mode B, the program �rst outputs



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 127the initial on�guration to s3 and after that, eah time it reeives a on�gurationC on t, it propagates online C 0 to s3 where C ` C 0. (Note that a �nite transitionsystem an indeed generate C 0 from C online, with a onstant delay, say three timeunits).Reall that if s3 reeives a symbol it has not ommitted to, it goes to a rejetstate. Mode A ensures that the two sites output/aept the same on�gurationsequenes while Mode B ensures that if the ith on�guration output by s1 is C andthe (i + 1)th on�guration aepted by s2 is C 0, then C ` C 0. So the only waythe ontroller an hope to win is by s1 and s3 aepting the on�guration sequeneof M . By introduing a winning ondition on s2 whih makes sure that s2 loallywins only if it outputs the halting on�guration, one an show that the plant has adistributed ontroller i� M halts on the blank tape. 2Lemma 6.9 The ontrol problem for the arhiteture A3 is undeidable.Proof As done by s3 of A2 in the previous lemma, s1 and s2 will now aepton�gurations of M . Site s an be in two modes, A and B, the mode hosen by the�rst input on x. In Mode A, the program at s1 passes the initial on�guration Cinto s1 and makes s2 wait. Then, while getting as input an arbitrary on�gurationC from the environment on x, it passes C to s2 and simultaneously passes C 0 to s1where C ` C 0. Mode B is analogous with the roles of s1 and s2 interhanged.Sites s1 and s2 aept on�guration sequenes and when they get an input whihis not what they have ommitted to aept, they go to a stuk state stk . If they arenot in this state, we say they are unstuk.Now, assume that at least one of the sites s1 and s2 doesn't aept the orreton�guration | say s2 is the one whih aepts the smallest wrong sequene. Thenthe environment an fore s1 to be unstuk and get s2 stuk by playing in modeB and sending the proper sequene of on�gurations of M to s1 and s2. If s1 wasthe one that aepted the smallest wrong sequene, then the environment an gets1 stuk while keeping s2 unstuk, by playing in mode A. Note, however, that nomatter how the ontroller plays, the environment an fore both s1 and s2 to getstuk by feeding a ompletely unrelated on�guration to s. Also, if programs at s1and s2 aept the orret run of M , then there is no way for the environment to getthe site sheduled earlier to be unstuk and the site sheduled later to get stuk, i.e.



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 128it is impossible to go into mode A and keep s1 unstuk and get s2 stuk or go intomode B and get s1 stuk and keep s2 unstuk.Hene, to fore s1 and s2 to aept the orret on�guration sequene of M , wewould like the environment to win i� it an get the site sheduled �rst to be unstukand get the other stuk. This kind of ondition, however, is not realizable as loalwinning onditions on s1 and s2. The trik now is to have another mode C for swhere the ontroller is fored to emulate the ombined (produt) behaviour of s1and s2.In mode C, the program will enter a zone where the state-spae is the produtstate-spaes of the programs at s1 and s2. This zone of the program will in fat beontrollable and we would like to enfore the ondition that a winning strategy fors must ontrol it in a manner suh that it exatly mimis the (ombined) behaviourof s1 and s2. Just after entering mode C, the program will, depending on the nextinput on x, deide whether it enters the submode A or B. Hene it goes to amode CA or CB. In mode CA, it virtually passes the initial on�guration to its �rstomponent (that orresponding to s1) and makes the seond omponent wait. Thestrategy for s at this point has to deide how the omponent states will evolve. (Notethat this strategy has aess to a lot of information | the mode of the state, theexat produt state, et. Its hoies need not be \independently" made for the twoomponents). When the omponents evolve, they ommit to ertain symbols and sis fored, by the struture of the program, to send these values along the hannelst1 and t2. The ruial point is that the sites s1 and s2 are oblivious to these modesand have to behave the same way on all modes.At any point in this interation, the environment an hoose to send a speialsymbol hek to s. When s in mode C reeives this, it immediately sends the valueof the urrent loal states of the programs of s1 and s2 along the hannels t1 and t2.The programs of s1 and s2 are augmented in suh a way that on reeiving a stateof the program, they go to a state that is winning if it is the same state they are in;otherwise they go to a losing state.Now, if a strategy at s doesn't mimi the exat behaviour of the strategies at s1and s2, then it is easy to see that the environment an play in mode C and makethe strategy lose at s1 or s2.The winning ondition an now be stated on the state-spae of s in the zoneorresponding to mode C, by allowing a behaviour to be winning for the environ-



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 129ment only if it reahes a state where the program is in mode CA, the omponentof s1 is unstuk the omponent for s2 is stuk, or, the program is in mode CB, theomponent of s2 is unstuk the omponent for s1 is stuk. One an make make surethat one of the sites, say s1, wins when it aepts the halting on�guration. Onean show now that a distributed ontroller exists i� M halts on the blank tape. 2Though we have proved the undeidability result only for three arhitetures,they show the undeidability of all other arhitetures as well. Using Lemma 6.7we an show that any arhiteture A0 whih has a site s with two internal hannelsis undeidable. Let s0 be suh a site with s001 and s002 suh that there are internalhannels from s001 and s002 to s0. The idea is to pik a minimal site s01 above s001 anda minimal site s02 above s002. One an redue the ontrol problem for A1 to suh anarhiteture by setting the programs at sites s3, s1 and s2 in A1 to be the programsat s0, s01 and s02 in A0, respetively. We an make the rest of the sites \dummy" bymaking them just pass their input to their output and always win loally.If there is only one minimal site ~s above s001 and it is the only minimal site aboves002 as well, then it must be the ase that there is a path from ~s to a site ~s0 suhthat ~s0 has two internal output hannels to sites s01 and s02 that are above s001 and s002,respetively. We an now set the programs of s1 and s2 in A1 to be the programsat s001 and s002, set the program at s3 in A1 to be the program at site s0, make ~s takethe inputs for both sites s001 and s002 and propagate it all the way to ~s0; the programat ~s0 will simply separate the inputs and feed them to s01 and s02 and the programsat s01 and s02 will propagate these inputs to s001 and s002 respetively.Similarly, using Lemma 6.9 we an show that any arhiteture whih has a sitewith two internal output hannels is undeidable.What we are left with are pipelines. Sine we require eah proess to have aninput hannel, the left-site of the pipeline must have an external input hannel. Letus have a pipeline with sites fs01; : : : ; s0kg, with s01 having an external input hanneland with internal hannels from s0i to s0i+1 for eah 0 < i < k. If k = 2 or if s0k isthe only other site whih has an external input, then it is a sub-arhiteture of adoubly-anked pipeline (and hene the ontrol problem is deidable). So let k > 2and let s0i have an external input hannel, where 1 < i < k. Then, by making thesites s0j \dummy", where 1 < j < i or i < j < k, we an redue the ontrol problemfor A2 to the ontrol problem for this pipeline, by oding the program at s1 into s01,



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 130the program at s2 into s0i and the program at s3 into s0k. Hene we have:Theorem 6.6 If A is an arhiteture whih has a onneted omponent whih isnot a sub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline, then the ontrol problem for A isundeidable. 2All the arhitetures shown to be undeidable above an be shown to be unde-idable even if we are looking for only �nite-state ontrollers | this is so beausein all the redutions above, if there was a ontroller, then there was always a �nite-state one. The results above an be also suitably hanged to show that even forweaker winning onditions suh as B�uhi, o-B�uhi, or even safety onditions, thearhitetures remain undeidable.The proof of Lemma 6.9 shows a method to onvert ertain global spei�ationsto loal ones. We an use this tehnique to prove a lower bound on the omplexityof the ontrol problem on the deidable arhitetures shown in Setion 6.4.Note the our deision proedure for the doubly-anked pipeline works in timethat is non-elementary in the number of sites in the pipeline. This is beause the op-eration of onverting alternating automata to nondeterministi automata when wewalk down the pipeline (see Theorem 6.4) blows up the state-spae of the automatonby one exponential eah time. In the setting of global spei�ations too, the om-plexity of deidability of singly-anked pipelines is non-elementary in the numberof sites, as shown in [PR90℄. Pnueli and Rosner show, using results in [PR79℄, thatthis non-elementary omplexity is unavoidable as well.Let us onsider singly-anked pipelines. Using the fat that for solving realiz-ability for these pipelines against global spei�ations needs time non-elementary inthe number of sites, we an show that this lower bound extends to ontrol-synthesisfor loal spei�ations on these arhitetures as well. First, it is easy to see that therealizability problem for a pipeline redues to that of ontrol on the same arhite-ture and hene one needs time non-elementary in the number of sites for the ontrolproblem against global spei�ations.Now, we an redue a ontrol problem on these pipelines against global spei�a-tions to a ontrol problem on these pipelines against loal spei�ations. Consider aontrol problem on a k-site (fs1; : : : ; skg) singly-anked pipeline with a global spe-i�ation. We redue this to a ontrol problem on the (k + 1)-site (fs01; : : : ; s0k+1g)singly-anked pipeline with loal spei�ations. The program at s0i is inherited from



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 131the program at site si�1, for eah i 2 f2; : : : ; k+1g. Site s1 will behave in two modesA and C; the mode it goes into will be deided by the �rst environment input. Inmode A, the input it gets is meant for s02 (the external input to s1 in the problemwe started with) and hene it passes it on to the site s02.In mode C, it behaves like the program at s in the proof of Lemma 6.9: it entersa zone where it emulates the produt behaviour of the programs at sites s1; : : : ; sk.At any point, if it gets a speial symbol hek from the environment, it sends itsurrent state along the pipeline. The programs at sites s02; : : : ; s0k are modi�ed sothat when they reeive suh a global state, they go to a state where the system losesif the state doesn't math the state they are in. If it does math, they move to astate where the system wins and pass the state to the next site in the pipeline.Using arguments similar to that of Lemma 6.9, one an show that for any winningstrategy, the loal strategy at s01 must emulate the strategies at s02; : : : ; s0k+1 when s01is in mode C. One an now enode the global spei�ation for s1; : : : ; sk as a loalspei�ation on s01 and show that the redution preserves the property of existeneof a ontroller.Though this redution is exponential in the number of sites, it shows that theomplexity of the ontrol problem for singly-anked arhitetures is non-elementaryin the number of sites. The same lower bound follows for doubly-anked arhite-tures as one an engineer the program at the last site to ignore its external input.Finally, it is easy to see that for any deidable arhiteture, the ontrol problemmust take time non-elementary in the maximum number of sites in a onnetedomponent of the arhiteture.6.6 ConlusionsIn this hapter, we have studied the problem of ontrol-synthesis in a distributedbut synhronous setting for loal spei�ations and haraterized the exat lass ofarhitetures for whih the problem is deidable.We ould extend our study of distributed ontrollers for arhitetures that arenot ayli | for example, rings. In a reent paper [KV01℄, the ontrol problem forthe singly-anked pipeline with other extra internal hannels thrown in, has beenstudied for global spei�ations, and shown to be deidable. However, this is notsurprising as one an show (as observed in [KV01℄ as well) that the extra internal



Chapter 6: Distributed Control 132hannels annot hange the answer to the problem | there is a ontroller on suh anarhiteture i� there is one for the singly-anked pipeline orresponding to it. Thisis beause the sites have stritly dereasing information of the global state of thesystem and a site knows ompletely the on�gurations of the programs at all sitesdown the pipeline. Hene adding internal hannels that go bakward on the pipelinean arry no useful information. (Adding extra internal edges that go forward willmake them undeidable, even for loal spei�ations, as we have shown.)One an also study the ontrol problem for loal spei�ations for arhiteturesthat have yles. However, one an show, using our results, that even here mostarhitetures are undeidable. An important arhiteture for whih the problem isstill open is the two-site ring (i.e. the arhiteture where there are two sites, bothhaving external input hannels and having a hannel both ways between them).For rings with more than two sites (where at least two sites have external inputhannels), one an show that the problem is undeidable.Another diretion to explore would be to try and extend the loal spei�ations tomore powerful spei�ations that respet the onnetivity in the arhiteture but forwhih the ontrol-problem remains deidable (for the lass of deidable arhiteturesfor loal spei�ations). One suh mehanism would be to have a set of tuples ofloal winning onditions | a behaviour of the plant satis�es this spei�ation ifthere is some tuple in the set for whih the loal winning onditions are met. Thereare logis like Produt-LTL [Thi94℄, for example,, that o�er a loalized temporallogi that an be enoded in this manner.A natural extension of our work would be to onsider loal branhing-time win-ning onditions instead of linear-time winning onditions. Again, in [KV01℄, Kupfer-man and Vardi extend the deidability results of [PR90℄ for singly-anked arhite-tures to global branhing-time spei�ations. As for loal spei�ations, the resultsfor doubly-anked pipelines don't seem to extend to the branhing-time setting.The ruial diÆulty lies in Lemma 6.4 where it seems to be hard to aept exatlanguages rather than sublanguages. Note that in Theorem 6.3, we ruially use thefat that the spei�ation is linear-time. We onjeture that the ontrol problem forbranhing-time logis (say for CTL? adapted in this setting) would be undeidablefor doubly-anked pipelines.



Chapter 7
Conlusions

In the midst of the word he was trying to say,In the midst of his laughter and glee,He had softly and suddenly vanished away|For the Snark was a Boojum, you see.| The Hunting of the Snark, Lewis Caroll
In summary, we have shown the following results in this thesis:- The ontrol synthesis problem was studied for simulations and bisimulations andit was shown that one an solve this in polynomial time. Moreover, whenevera ontroller exists, one an synthesize a ontroller of polynomial size withinthe same time-bounds.- The ontrol synthesis and model-heking problems for asynhronous simulationsis undeidable. The undeidability extends even to very simple lasses ofonurrent systems.- The ontrol and realizability problems for the branhing-time temporal logiswere studied. For universal environments, these problems redue to module-heking and hene are, for CTL and CTL?, EXPTIME-omplete and 2-EXPTIME-omplete, respetively [KV96℄. The omplexity of these problems in reative133



Chapter 7: Conlusions 134environments beome exponentially harder | they are 2-EXPTIME-ompletefor CTL and 3-EXPTIME-omplete for CTL?.- We also investigated the ontrol-synthesis problem in a distributed setting, wherethe proesses ommuniate with eah other in a synhronous fashion and alsointerat with their loal environments aording to an arhiteture. From theresults of [PR90℄, it follows that for global spei�ations, the only deidablearhiteture is the singly-anked pipeline. We studied the problem for loalspei�ations and showed that the lass of deidable arhitetures (mildly)inreases. The ontrol problem for an arhiteture for loal spei�ations isdeidable i� eah onneted omponent of it is a sub-arhiteture of a doubly-anked pipeline.Future diretionsApart from the various open problems and diretions mentioned in the onlud-ing setions of the earlier hapters, a theme that universally begs attention is thatof partial observation. In many settings, the ontroller annot observe all the movesof the plant and has to give its advie based on only the partial information ithas about it [KS95, KS97℄. A related tehnially similar work is that onerningrealizability under inomplete information studied in various papers by Kupfermanand Vardi [KV97b, KV99a℄. The ontrol-synthesis problem for simulations, bisim-ulations, branhing-time logis and distributed systems, in the setting of partialobservation, needs to be explored.Another aspet of ontrol usually studied is that of performane evaluation ofontrollers. In settings involving simple state-based internal spei�ations, one ande�ne the notion of a minimally restritive ontroller and synthesize it [CL99℄. How-ever, in many ases involving liveness onditions, as in temporal logis, suh a naiveway of de�ning minimally restritive ontrollers is useless as they almost never exist.However, one does require a fair notion of when a ontroller is \better" than anothersuh that it is possible to synthesize the \best" ontroller.The results on simulations and bisimulations of Chapter 2 are onspiuous inthat they are not solved using automata-theoreti methods. Of ourse, one oulduse tree-automata here as well | but, a naive way of using them, would not giveus polynomial-time deidability. The most natural way to ode the problem into an



Chapter 7: Conlusions 135automaton would involve the automaton guessing the moves enabled and how theywill be simulated and this itself would ause an exponential blow-up. Of ourse, onejust needs to de�ne a lass of automata whih are suited for handling simulations andbisimulations and use the eÆient mehanisms employed in Chapter 2 to get optimalresults. We feel that this requires further study and a de�nition of tree automatawhih, by their very struture, aept only bisimilar sets of trees and followed by aformal study of them, will be rewarding.The results in Chapter 6 also suggest many extensions. The study of distributedontrollers for sublasses of branhing-time spei�ations would be interesting. Amore interesting question is whether one an restrit the ontrol problem in a dif-ferent way (say by reduing the power of the ontroller's memory) in order to getdeidability aross a more generous lass of arhitetures.A serious drawbak of our distributed-ontrol model is that the ommuniationis synhronous. In most pratial situations (say in protools, et.), the proessesannot hope to ommuniate in this manner but only by message-passing alonghannels, where messages an take arbitrary time to reah their destination. Oursetting is only distributed in nature and it is important to bring onurreny intoplay as well, and try to synthesize ontrollers in suh a setting. A possible plae tostart is the work by Pnueli and Rosner on the synthesis of asynhronous reativemodules [PR89b℄.The lose link between synthesis and games extends to the distributed setting,where we an onsider designing a distributed ontroller as �nding strategies inmulti-party ooperative games studied in [PR79, APR91℄. The authors in theseworks show that \hierarhial games", where the information ow proeeds in onediretion, is deidable. Our results show that there an exist settings where there isno suh hierarhy, where two players an have inomplete information about eahother, and yet the problem of �nding winning strategies is deidable. It would beinteresting to study in more generality the games that orrespond to the ontrolproblem in our setting, and �nd the real reason why suh games turn out to bedeidable. Proving our results in the more general framework of multi-player gameswill give a better understanding of the issues involved and may �nd appliations inother areas as well.Yet another general extension would be to study ontrol-synthesis for systemswhere the behaviours enode not only the order in whih events our, but also at the



Chapter 7: Conlusions 136exat times at whih they our as well. There are fairly robust mehanisms in om-puter siene suh as timed-automata [AD94℄ using whih one an model and analyzetimed-systems. The problem of ontrol synthesis for suh systems against linear-timespei�ations has been undertaken in reent works [AMP95, AMPS98, HW91℄. Ex-tension of these results to the the setting where spei�ations are external or wherethe setting is distributed, would be rewarding in terms of theoretial understandingas well as pratial use.Reahing out to handle more ontinuous forms of behaviour an be strethedeven further | for example, in the ontrol of hybrid systems, say using the model ofhybrid automata [Hen96℄. However, these models, though interesting and extremelyuseful, seem hard at present to analyze, let alone ahieve automated ontrol.On the pratial side, onsiderable e�ort is needed in terms of building toolsand heuristis to do ontrol-synthesis. There has been very little implementation ofprograms for automated synthesis of ontrollers and this situation needs to improve.The high-omplexity of ontrol-synthesis should not deter trying big examples, asit is not lear how the omplexity will play out in pratie. The omplexity is alsousually high only in terms of the size of the spei�ation, and not the plant itself,and hene might be pratially feasible. We hope that the work presented in thisthesis will one day �nd uses in pratial appliations in industry.



Appendix
Undeidability of simulation for produts of systemsHere we will show how to realize the plants and spei�ations given in Chap-ter 3 as a restrited lass of asynhronous transition systems | those whih an bedesribed as synhronized produts of ordinary transition systems.A �-labeled deterministi synhronized produt system is a struture (fPigni=1; ')whih onsists a set of deterministi transition systems (proesses) Pi =(Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin). The Pi's are supposed to represent sequential proesses whih workonurrently and independently while synhronizing on ommon events. ' is alabeling funtion ' : SEi ! �. The asynhronous transition system whih ap-tures the behaviours of suh a system is de�ned as the following \global" systemTS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I) where:� Q = Q1 �Q2 � : : : Qn� E = SEi� qin = (q1in; : : : ; qnin)� (q1; : : : ; qn) e�! (q01; : : : q0n) i�8i : e 2 Ei ) (qi e�! q0i) is in Pi and8i : e 62 Ei ) qi = q0i� e1 I e2 i� fi j e1 2 Eig \ fj j e2 2 Ejg = ;137



Appendix : 138It is easy to see that the system de�ned above is indeed an asynhronous tran-sition system.The onstrution of the plant TS p.TS p an be realised as a produt of the following proesses:� A proess R = (fR0; R1; R2g; fr0; r1; r2g; TR; R0) where Tr has the transitionsR0 r0�! R1 r1�! R2 r2�! R0� A proess U = (fU0; U1; U2g; fu0; u1; u2g; UR; U0) where Ur has the transitionsU0 u0�! U1 u1�! U2 u2�! U0� For every i; j 2 f0; 1; 2g we have a proessRij = (fq1; q2; q3g; fij; ri+1; ri�1g; T; qin) where T has the transitions:q1 ri+1�! q2 ri�1�! q1 q1 ri�1�! q1 q2 ri+1�! q2 q1 ij�! q3qin = q1 if i = 0 and qin = q2 if i 6= 0� For every i; j 2 f0; 1; 2g we have a proessUij = (fq1; q2; q3g; fij; uj+1; uj�1g; T; qin) where T has the transitions:q1 uj+1�! q2 uj�1�! q1 q1 uj�1�! q1 q2 uj+1�! q2 q1 ij�! q3qin = q1 if j = 0 and qin = q2 if j 6= 0� For every i; j; i0; j 0 2 f0; 1; 2g suh that ij and i0j 0 are distint events andit is not the ase that ij I i0j 0 (as de�ned in the onstrution), we have aproess (fq1; q2; q3g; fij; i0j 0g; T; q1) where T has the transitions: q1 ij�! q2 andq1 i0j0�! q3The onstrution of the spei�ation TS s.TS s an be realised as a produt of the following proesses:� The same proesses R and U as in the de�nition of TS p� For every (; ij)-event in TS s, we have a proessR(;ij) = (fq1; q2; q3g; f(; ij); ri+1; ri�1g; T; qin) where T has the transitions:q1 ri+1�! q2 ri�1�! q1 q1 ri�1�! q1 q2 ri+1�! q2 q1 (;ij)�! q3qin = q1 if (i = 0 and  = in)qin = q2 if (i 6= 0 or  6= in)



Appendix : 139� For every (; ij)-event in TS s, we have a proessU(;ij) = (fq1; q2; q3g; f(; ij); uj+1; uj�1g; T; qin) where T has the transitions:q1 uj+1�! q2 uj�1�! q1 q1 uj�1�! q1 q2 uj+1�! q2 q1 (;ij)�! q3qin = q1 if (j = 0 and  = in)qin = q2 if (j 6= 0 or  6= in)� For every pair of distint events (; ij) and (0; i0j 0) in TS s suh that it isnot the ase that (; ij) I (0; i0j 0) (as de�ned in the onstrution), we have aproess (fq1; q2; q3g; f(; ij); (0; i0j 0)g; T; q1) where T has the transitions:q1 (;ij)�! q2 and q1 (0;i0j0)�! q3It is tedious but routine to verify that the produt systems given above dogenerate the asynhronous transition systems we need.Undeidability of ontroller synthesis for a restrited lassHere we onsider asynhronous transition systems of the form TS =(Q;E; T; qin; '; I; bI) where TS = (Q;E; T; qin; ') is an asynhronous transition sys-tem and bI � �� � is an irreexive symmetri independene relation over � whihsatis�es the following property: 8e1; e2 2 E, e1 I e2 ) '(e1)bI'(e2).Note that any transition system TS = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I) an be expressed as suha restrited transition system TS 0 = (Q;E; T; qin; '; I; bI) by setting bI = f(a; a0) ja; a0 2 �; a 6= a0g, provided that every two events e and e0 whih have the same labelare dependent.In the proof of undeidability of heking for simulations in Chapter 3, observethat any two events of the same label are indeed dependent. Hene simulationheking for the restrited lass is undeidable as well.Now we show that the ontroller synthesis problem is also undeidable for thislass by reduing the simulation-heking problem to this problem.Let TS p = (Qp; Ep; Tp; qpin; 'p; Ip; bIp) and TS s = (Qs; Es; Ts; qsin; 's; Is; bIs) be twosuh systems. We will onstrut TS 0p and TS 0s suh that there is a simulation fromUf (TS p) to Uf (TS s) i� there is a ontroller for (TS 0p;TS 0s).We �rst expand our alphabet. TS 0p and TS 0s will be �0-labelled transition systemswhere �0 = �? [ �1, where �? = � [ f?g and �1 = fa0 j a 2 �?g. Thus, for everyation a in �? we have introdued a new ation a0.



Appendix : 140Assume without loss of generality that �0 as well as 2�0 are disjoint from Qp, Qs,Ep and Es. Then de�ne TS 0p = (Q0p; E 0p; T 0p; qp0in; '0p; I 0p; bI 0p) as follows:� Q0p = Qp [ fqa; qa0 ; qa;a0 j a 2 �g [ fX j X is a nonempty subset of �1g [fq?; q??g� E 0p = Ep [ �0 [ fea0 j a 2 �?g [ f?00g� '0p(e) = 'p(e) if e 2 Ep; '0p(e) = a if e = a 2 �0; '0p(e) = a0 if e = ea0;'0p(?00) = ?.� qp0in = qpin� T 0p = Tp[f(q1; a; qa); (q1;ea0; qa0); (qa;ea0; qa;a0); (qa0 ; a; qa;a0) j q1 2 Qp; a 2 �?g [f(q1; a0; fa0g) j q1 2 Qp and a 2 �?g [f(X; a0; Y ) j X; Y are non-empty subsets of �1 and a0 62 X andY = X [ fa0gg [f(q1; ?00; q?) j q1 2 Qpg [ f(q?; ?00; q??)g� I 0p = Ip [ f(a;ea0) j a 2 �?g [f(a0; b0) j a 6= b and a; b 2 �?g:� bI 0p = bIp [ f(a; a0) j a 2 �?g [ f(a0; b0) j a 6= b and a; b 2 �?gTS 0s is de�ned in a similar way. Note that the onstrution preserves the propertyrequired to stay within this lass.Again, using the basi properties of asynhronous ontrollers, we an prove thatany ontroller for (TS 0p;TS 0s) must be the trivial one whih allows all system movesat all times. We an use arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.2 toshow that there is a simulation from Uf (TS p) to Uf(TS s) i� there is a ontrollerfor (TS 0p;TS 0s).
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